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Foreword

This book is a work of speculative fi ction describing a severe infl uenza pandemic in the year 2012, focusing 
on the Canadian experience.

While the specter of bird fl u dominated and then receded from news coverage in recent years, the threat 
remains of the H5N1 virus mutating into a form easily transmissible between humans. The modern world’s 
ever-increasing population connected by commercial air routes, in fact, provides ideal conditions for a pan-
demic; all that is missing is a single mutation in a rapidly evolving fl u virus to provide the necessary spark. 
Regardless of whether the virus is H5N1 or some other strain, scientists consider a fl u pandemic to be an in-
evitable part of humanity’s future, just as it has been a frequent part of its past—such as in 1918-19, when the 
Spanish Flu killed 40-100 million people around the world.

Most government pandemic infl uenza response plans assume a “mild” or “moderate” pandemic virus sce-
nario, while largely avoiding the very real possibility of a “severe” pandemic. This led to the central question 
of this book: What would happen if a Spanish Flu-type virus emerged instead, triggering a severe pandemic? 

The Thin White Line creates a near-future scenario of how such an event might unfold in Canada, with 
every major prediction based on meticulous research of government response plans, scientifi c research and 
past pandemics to maximize realism. Presented as a history book written several months after a future pan-
demic has ended, it interweaves a written history of events and dates with an oral history of people who sur-
vived this dark chapter in Canada’s history.

An infl uenza pandemic would present catastrophic challenges to government, the health system and ev-
ery individual. 

This is how it might occur. . . .



“People are inclined to say, ‘Webster, you are always calling wolf.’ But this time I really have to take the gloves 
off . It’s going to happen, guys.”

—Dr. Robert Webster, Director, U.S. Collaborating Center, World Health Organization, 20051



Prologue

At 5,700 square kilometers, Qinghai Lake is the largest in China, the depository for 23 rivers and streams. 
The Lake serves as a crossroads for bird migration routes across Asia. Hundreds of thousands of birds from 
many species—geese and gulls, cormorants and sandpipers—rest here during their mass annual migrations. 

In the spring of 2012, tens of thousands of their corpses littered the Lake’s Bird Islands. They were dying 
from the fl u.

More than 15 years earlier, the H5N1 virus had begun as a plague of wild birds in Asia. Chickens raised in 
Hong Kong became infected from the droppings of waterfowl, the natural reservoir of the virus. Suddenly, an 
extremely rare event occurred—the virus jumped species and directly infected humans. To eradicate the virus 
from the region, Hong Kong culled 1.5 million chickens. 

The wild birds continued their migration, spreading disease throughout Southeast Asia. Mutating rapidly, 
H5N1 began to infect mammals such as cats, dogs, ferrets and martens. In poultry, bird fl u, previously rare, 
became an annual event. And in countries the birds crossed, people began to get sick. 

As the virus evolved, it got better at killing. But while it was good at killing humans, it hadn’t yet got-
ten good at spreading. Then, in Thailand, an 11-year-old girl infected her mother and aunt, the fi rst case of 
human-to-human transmission of the virus. At this point, however, transmission required very close contact. 
Meanwhile, wild birds and poultry carried H5N1 into Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

As the disease claimed more lives, the World Health Organization (WHO) monitored its progression with 
growing alarm. Eventually, they knew, the virus could evolve into a form that would be easily transmissible 
between people. 

The WHO’s scientists warned the world that a pandemic—from the Greek pan demos, an epidemic involv-
ing all people—could arrive within the next fi ve to 10 years. It could happen as suddenly as a terrorist attack 
and be as costly, disruptive and deadly as a major war. 

It was not a matter of if, but when.



Outbreak

I had a little bird,
Its name was Enza,
I opened the window,
And in-fl u-enza.

—playground rhyme during the 1918-19 Spanish Flu Pandemic

On September 15, 2012, Zeng Yunshan, a restaurant worker living in Zhaoqing—a prefecture-level city in 
southern China’s Guangdong province, entered Duanzhou Hospital complaining of fever, headache, exhaus-
tion, chills, body aches and a heavy cough that produced greenish-yellow sputum.

He shuffl  ed painfully into the emergency ward, supported by his daughter and brother, who told the 
admitting nurse that his biggest problem was breathing. His breath was shallow and labored. His face had 
become cyanotic, taking on a blue tint because his blood and organs were starved of oxygen. Without help, 
he would die, drowning in his own fl uids while his organs failed.

A doctor examined him and diagnosed him with infl uenza. Five days ago, he contracted it. Four days ago, 
he became contagious. Three days ago, he began showing symptoms. For the next fi ve days, he would con-
tinue to be able to pass it on to others. 

Infl uenza is an infection caused by a range of fl u viruses circulating at any given time that attack the re-
spiratory tract—the nose, throat, lungs. It is distinguishable from most cases of common cold in that it causes 
fever and headache and knocks you fl at. 

After an X-ray revealed spots on Zeng’s lungs, the doctor further diagnosed him with pneumonia; his al-
veoli, the microscopic sacs in the lungs that absorb oxygen, had become infl amed and fi lled with fl uid. 

By now, he could barely breathe.
The staff  put him on a mechanical ventilator, a machine that facilitates the exchange of air between the 

lungs and the atmosphere, in the  hospital’s Intensive Care Unit. They began drug therapy to combat the infec-
tion in his lungs. 

China’s vice minister of agriculture had warned local health offi  cials to be vigilant for novel, or new, fl u 
viruses as the seasons began to change. Nurses collected tissue samples from Zeng using nasopharyngeal 
swabs and sent them out for lab analysis. At the time, however, his doctor regarded his illness as severe, but 
not yet remarkable.

A generation ago, some scientists believed modern medicine had conquered infectious disease after vir-
tually wiping out smallpox and polio. Today, however, infectious diseases such as infl uenza remain the leading 
cause of death in the world. In fact, the fl u alone is normally the sixth leading cause of death in Canada and 
the United States.

Each year, various fl u strains circulate among the world’s population, infecting 20 to 25 percent, with a 
mortality rate—death rate—of 0.1 percent, or more than a million people. In the northern hemisphere, infec-
tions increase during the late fall and early winter, peaking in January and February and falling off  in March—
the fl u season. Most people who catch it get better in seven to 10 days, while older people, babies and people 
with chronic illness can die from it or complications arising from it, such as bacterial pneumonia. In short, 
Zeng was 67 years old and vulnerable. Flu season had begun, if a bit early this year, and a particularly tough 
variant of the H3N2 strain, A/Hong Kong, circulated. Doctors regarded severe cases as inevitable; with sea-
sonal fl u, in fact, about one-third of infected individuals seek help from healthcare providers and one in 10 
requires intensive care in a hospital.

Zeng Yunshan’s condition continued to deteriorate. Nothing the doctors did seemed to help. The virus 
proved resistant to amantadine, a generic antiviral drug. His lungs became increasingly infl amed and con-



gested and he began coughing up blood. 
On September 17, he died. His lungs, which in a healthy man are the lightest organs in the body, had 

become two swollen sacks, about fi ve times their normal weight and fi lled with a thin, frothy fl uid. 

Epidemiologists believe Zeng Yunshan is the index case, or the fi rst detected case, of the Pandemic, and 
some say he is also patient zero, the very fi rst person to be infected by a novel virus. He could have caught it 
from a butcher in the wet market where he bought most of the meat for his restaurant, or directly from raw 
poultry or pork he handled. 

They eventually learned this because when an outbreak occurs, epidemiologists conduct contact tracing 
as an essential step to contain it. First, health authorities need to fi nd out who caught the disease from whom, 
and follow the chain of infection so that it can be broken—usually by isolating all known cases; in this use of 
contact tracing, they trace the disease forward from patient zero or the index case. Second, they need to fi nd 
out how patient zero caught the disease so they can locate the natural reservoir of the virus (what type of ani-
mal it came from, and where) and destroy it; in this use of contact tracing, they trace backward to the animal 
that infected patient zero.

Zeng started a chain of infection that could not be halted. Before he died, he passed it on others, and the 
rest is known: A single mutation created a new virus that evaded sophisticated international surveillance and 
response systems, infected billions of people, killed tens of millions, crashed advanced healthcare systems 
and wrecked economies—all from what was essentially a single biological dice roll. 

In short, the confl agration of disease that killed more than 80 million people around the world in 2012 was 
likely sparked by a restaurant worker catching a virus—so small that millions of them could fi t on the period 
at the end of this sentence—from a pig. And that was just the fi rst wave. There may be a second, even a third, 
in our future.

This was no miracle stroke of bad luck, however, but the product of millions of dice rolls; the right number 
simply came up. The evolution that humans experience over millions of years, a virus can go through in a 
single day.

Three major types of infl uenza have been categorized since scientists fi rst recognized the disease in the 
1930s: A, B and C. Infl uenza B aff ects people, mostly children, and changes little from year to year. Infl uenza C 
causes only mild infection. Infl uenza A aff ects everybody. Pandemic infl uenza viruses are A-type viruses.

Type A viruses are further classifi ed according to proteins on their surface—hemagglutinin (H) and neutra-
minidase (N). Consider a virus as a little spiked ball fl oating in space searching for respiratory cells to convert 
into factories to make more virus. 

The H protein’s job is breaking and entering; it helps the virus attach itself to and then penetrate the cell. 
This accomplished, the virus takes over the cell’s machinery and makes copies of itself. The N protein’s is jail-
breaking; it helps free these new virions so they can spread and fi nd other healthy cells to infect. 

Therefore, an infl uenza virus may be classifi ed as A/H2N1; before H5N1 evolved to become infectious to 
humans, there were three major Type A viruses circulating worldwide: H1N1, H2N1 and H3N2. 

The word virus is derived from Latin, meaning “poison.” 
Over time, a population builds up a natural level of immunity to disease. When somebody has a high level 

of immunity to a virus, his or her immune system’s antibodies recognize the virus and attach to the proteins 
on its surface, blocking them. The antibodies recognize the virus because of prior infection; if you get the fl u, 
it is unlikely you will suff er from the same type of fl u again. One would think that a fl u virus would therefore 
die in a



In 1997, the avian fl u virus H5N1 acquired the ability to infect humans, 
alarming health systems around the world and resulting in the culling of millions of wild birds and poultry. 
Here, a man in Germany wearing protective biohazard gear removes feathers from a dead bird for analysis and 
testing for avian fl u. Organizations such as the WHO worried that avian fl u could mutate so that it became eas-
ily transmissible between humans, triggering a pandemic.2

few years after it had run out of hosts, but this doesn’t happen.
Infl uenza survives by constantly evolving and changing. Being unstable and fast reproducing, the virus 

can mutate quickly, producing new variants. Typically, it evolves one of two ways, antigenic drift or shift. 
Most often, it drifts, staying the same subtype, such as H2N1, but gradually evolving throughout the en-

tire fl u season and from year to year. This is why somebody theoretically could catch the same fl u strain each 
year—they had caught and built up immunity to a past form of a fl u strain that has since slightly mutated and 
now evades their immune system; their antibodies simply don’t recognize the modifi ed virus. 

Antigenic drift is an important reason why people must get vaccinated annually instead of once. A single 
fl u shot ideally provides immunity to everything that’s out there at the time. But the fl u is a moving target. By 
the end of the fl u season, it has changed into something slightly diff erent. And so every year the vaccine must 
be updated.

This situation created a race in which common fl u viruses are virtually always one small step ahead of hu-
mans. If the fl u didn’t stay one step ahead, it would die.

On the other hand, fortunately for humans, drifting viruses do encounter some level of acquired immunity, 
which limits their virulence, or deadliness.

Every 20 to 30 years on average, however, a major mutation occurs, called antigenic shift. These novel vi-
ruses are usually zoonoses, infections formally exclusive to animals but mutating such that they can be trans-
mitted to humans. It is believed that all infl uenza A-type viruses, for example, originated in the digestive tracts 
of wild birds and subsequently mutated to infect other animals such as pigs and horses as well as humans. 

Antigenic shift in infl uenza strains can occur when a human fl u and an animal fl u infect the same cells in 
an animal or human and then swap genetic material, recombining to become an entirely new virus. A pig 
infected with a human fl u virus, for example, might become contaminated by fl u-infected droppings from 
another animal, incubating a new virus that it passes back to a human. If the infected human can then easily 
pass the novel virus on to other humans, ideal conditions for a pandemic have been achieved.

For this reason, China, with its high population density in close proximity to animals—one out of every 
seven people in the world, in fact, lives on small farms in China—has long been considered a likely candidate 
to produce pandemic infl uenza. Most new pandemic strains, such as the Hong Kong Flu and Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), originated in Asia. In 1968, when the Hong Kong Flu emerged, 790 million 
people populated China along with 5.2 million pigs and 12.3 million poultry. In 2012, these populations had 
swelled to 1.3 billion people, 508 million pigs and 13 billion poultry.3



Zoonotic diseases are the most lethal killers of the microbial world, with such famous diseases as plague, 
rabies, tuberculosis, anthrax, measles, smallpox, AIDS, SARS and radical new strains of infl uenza. A major rea-
son they are so severe is because they are entirely new, meaning humans have little or no immunological 
defense against them. 

As a result, the virus can be highly virulent—particularly among young, healthy people who would nor-
mally not be at high risk; pathogenic—able to cause disease; and highly infectious and contagious—able to 
be passed from person to person. 

Unlike other zoonotic diseases, however, infl uenza may be particularly deadly and infectious when it 
emerges, but its rapid mutation also enables it to reach an accommodation with humans, its hosts, over time; 
deadly new fl u strains tend to gradually become milder. This too is a survival technique for the fl u; after all, it is 
not in the virus’ interest to kill its host, but instead to proliferate by being passed on to new hosts. 

The Spanish Flu, for example, started as a major killer. In 1918-19, in fact, it killed between 40 and 100 mil-
lion people. Today, it is simply another seasonal fl u strain that continues to circulate each year.

After September 17, hospitals and clinics throughout the west Pearl River Delta region saw a sudden up-
surge in severe infl uenza cases. Several of them died within 48 to 60 hours after developing symptoms. In 
most cases, doctors identifi ed pneumonia as the cause of death, although in some cases the virus by itself was 
strong enough to kill its host. The fact that most of these people were young and healthy, and died so quickly, 
sent a shock wave through Guangdong’s health system.

As the cases mounted, other symptoms revealed themselves. For most, the disease started with a cough 
followed by a frontal headache—a strong pain behind the eyes, even within the eyelids, as well as in the ears 
and lower back. Next: exhaustion and a high-grade fever, and aching in what felt like every atom of the body. 

Some patients exhibited a thickly coated tongue with a bright red tip. About half suff ered epistaxis, or 
nasal hemorrhage, serous fl uid pouring from the nose up to half a liter at a time. Ailing patients coughed up 
bloody sputum. Some, their lungs ravaged and unable to breathe on their own, became oxygen-starved and 
cyanotic, requiring mechanical ventilation until they either recovered or their lungs failed completely.

One woman died in such pain en route to the hospital, her face so contorted in its death mask that her 
friends no longer recognized her.

Few diseases struck people down so suddenly. A person could be out walking and suddenly collapse from 
pain, fatigue and disorientation, and die within hours.4

Meanwhile, the fi rst lab tests came back, with no match to anything known. Health offi  cials knew little 
more than they were up against a  Type A infl uenza virus. They did not even know what to call it, falling back 
on the term “atypical pneumonia,” which they had used to describe SARS when humans fi rst discovered it in 
2003—or rather, when it fi rst discovered humans as a vast ecological niche.

Health offi  cials became increasingly alarmed. They had no idea what they were facing—how to treat it 
and how to stop it. Worse, they recorded a 30 percent mortality rate among the fi rst 36 known cases, most 
of whom had either direct contact with Zeng at his restaurant or secondary contact with one of the primary 
cases. In short, three out of 10 of the fi rst people who caught the fl u died from it. The enormous implications 
confronted government offi  cials: If half of China’s population caught it, and 30 percent of them died, 15 per-
cent of the total population would die—180 million people.

The initial mortality fi gures ignited a debate among Chinese epidemiologists. Some suspected they had 
discovered a new, highly lethal disease—an airborne, even more virulent SARS—while others argued that the 
mortality rate was probably misleading, that they were seeing the worst of it in the hospitals and that many 
other people probably caught the virus but were either asymptomatic or suff ered milder symptoms and re-
covered under home care. For all they knew, many suspected cases of A/Hong Kong could actually have been 
infections from this new disease.



The Avian Flu virus attacks the lungs. This anteroposterior chest X-ray shows 
left lower lobe pneumonia in a patient with Avian Flu. Most deaths attributable to the fl u were caused by 
hemorrhagic pneumonia.5

In any case, the high mortality rate infl uenced the response of health offi  cials. 
In short, China entered a state of denial.
In Guangdong province, health offi  cials struggled with an outbreak of a deadly new disease but made no 

announcements to the public through the media. In fact, the Propaganda Department distributed a directive 
to all media outlets in the province instructing them not to cover any “alleged” disease outbreaks at all. 

More than 100 million Chinese have Internet access, and there are hundreds of commercial newspapers, 
magazines and television stations. Nonetheless, information is strictly controlled by the government; China’s 
State Secrets Law requires the media to gain prior authorization to report on “sudden events” such as disease 
outbreaks, riots and accidents that the government wants to keep secret. Media outlets could be fi ned for any 
reporting that violates this law. The Propaganda Department used this law to suppress information about the 
spread of HIV/AIDS in China, SARS in Guangdong, and Hepatitis A in Shanghai, for example. They considered 
such reporting to be “fake news.”

The Chinese government placed an ultimate value on public order and political stability; they feared ko-
an—a return to the terrible chaos 



Figure 1-1. Estimated clinically ill avian infl uenza cases in the People’s Republic of China over the course of the epidemic.
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preceding Communist rule—more than the potential consequences of the epidemic. Additionally, provincial 
offi  cials feared the severe impact on economic growth and resulting social disruption that would likely result 
from telling the global health community about the epidemic. 

As a result of censorship, not only did the public remain uninformed about the outbreak of Avian Flu in 
Guangdong, but provincial health authorities also concealed it from neighboring provinces and districts such 
as Hong Kong; only the Ministry of Health in Beijing could tell them, and it had already decided not to do so.6

The government, however, could not control word of mouth. Peasants looking for work in the cities de-
scribed farmers dropping like fl ies in the interior. Factory workers told of a wasting disease that raged through 
packed, poorly ventilated worker dormitories in the industrial zones. Teachers complained about emptying 
classrooms. Doctors and nurses described patients being treated in the corridors of overcrowded hospitals. 
The spread of rumors outpaced the epidemic. In their wake, a panic-stricken public cleared out grocery stores 
of staples such as rice and salt, and bought up Western and traditional medicines such as Banlangen (isatis 
root, widely used to treat common colds). Prices skyrocketed in shops and stores. A/Hong Kong and other 
strains continued to circulate, presenting similarly to the disease and spreading further panic.

Meanwhile, people in the aff ected region fl ed to neighboring provinces, while tourists and businesspeo-
ple from other provinces and countries continued to visit Guangdong’s industrial cities. The virus followed 
these migrations like seeds blown on random winds. For example, Zeng Yunshan’s daughter had missed her 
father’s death; a fl ight attendant for China Southern Airlines, she’d had to fl y her regular route to Shanghai, a 
city of more than nine million people, the morning of September 17. She brought the Avian Flu with her and 
facilitated its spread into one of China’s biggest cities.

The epidemic, China’s horrible secret, continued to grow until, in early October, the fi rst signs of its exis-
tence leaked into the world.

While the rapid expansion of commercial air travel in previous decades had created highways for novel 
viruses to circle the globe within months, information technology developed during the same time gave hu-
manity a critical weapon in the fi ght against infectious diseases. Information could be communicated and 
shared across the planet instantly. Knowing that a virus has emerged, and defi ning its characteristics very 
soon after an outbreak, gives the global health community time to respond—either to defend itself from 
spread, or to go on the off ensive and stop it, including destroying its source.

The World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations specialized agency for health established in 
1948, therefore considered surveillance to be the fi rst line of defense against novel strains of infl uenza. If a 
new strain is detected early, it can be studied, even stamped out before it spreads. If it begins spreading, the 



whole world can be warned to take measures and get a jump start on developing a vaccine. 
The WHO established the Global Infl uenza Surveillance Network to accomplish two objectives. The fi rst 

was to monitor seasonal infl uenza, determine what fl u strains were circulating, and then make twice-annual 
recommendations to WHO member countries about the content of vaccine. 

The second objective included using the Network as an alarm system for emerging fl u strains that could 
cause a pandemic.

Because of the clampdown on information in China, the Network did not detect the outbreak and this 
system failed. The world continued to believe China simply suff ered a bad fl u season. Instead, another surveil-
lance system, developed by Canada, raised suspicions at the WHO that a new, deadly human pathogen had 
been born.

The Internet-based Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN) acts as an Internet monitor, track-
ing and sharing news of public health signifi cance. GPHIN, developed by the Public Health Agency of Canada, 
had been used as an early warning system by the global health community since 1997. 

Several courageous journalists in the Chinese media had begun reporting about the outbreak in 
Guangdong, and subsequent outbreak in Shanghai, as if deriding ridiculous rumors. Although the govern-
ment forbade reporters to talk to doctors and nurses, some did so anyway and wrote up stories describing the 
outbreak as if it were a rumor that should not be believed. This allowed newspapers to share information with 
the public in a way that avoided censorship. The stories continued to be published until the government got 
wise, fi ned the newspapers and imprisoned several reporters.7

GPHIN, however, caught the stories and attracted the interest of offi  cials at the Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC) headquartered in Atlanta, which in turn notifi ed the WHO. The fi rst alarms rang in the global fl u surveil-
lance system.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

[Dr. Gregory Branch works at the WHO headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, but I am able to arrange 
a meeting in Toronto. Branch, a native of Ontario who received his medical degree from the University 
of Western Ontario, has been a virus hunter for most of his career in public health. Virus hunters are 
fi eld epidemiologists who lead dangerous careers tramping through the bush in the remote corners 
of the earth—part detective, part hunter, part doctor. Branch has tangled with Ebola in the Congo, 
sleeping sickness in Central America, cholera in India and malaria and plague in Papua New Guinea.8 
He spent most of the Pandemic in China, part of it hunting for the natural reservoir of the Avian Flu, 
which has not yet been confi rmed.]

It’s October 6, the middle of the night and I’m in Toronto at an infectious diseases conference, and sud-
denly I’m jarred awake by the sound of my phone ringing. It was Margaret Redstone1 calling from Geneva to 
tell me she suspected that a highly virulent respiratory disease had emerged in southern China. What she said 
next hit me like a cold shower. She said, “This could be the big one, Greg.”

In my profession, this is pretty much the worst thing you can hear.
It was entirely possible to me that the worst case scenario of a pandemic disease outbreak was being real-

ized in China. Guangdong is a fl ashpoint for pandemics. It’s a province where people and animals live close 
together near crowded cities and factories that do extensive business, and host numerous tourists, from the 
rest of the country and the world. The entire region is hardwired to the entire planet via commercial airplanes.

As lead fi eld epidemiologist for GOARN, I was told to fl y to Hong Kong in the morning and visit with the 
local WHO offi  ce. Dr. Redstone said she wanted me to rub elbows with local health contacts and try to fi nd out 
what I could about possible outbreaks in Guangdong and Shanghai. As we all know now, the Chinese govern-

1  Dr. Margaret Redstone, now retired, director of the WHO’s Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network 
(GOARN) during the Pandemic.



ment was doing the same thing it did during SARS, keeping everything bottled up and refusing to admit that 
anything was wrong at all in some misguided attempt to protect itself. The WHO had requested information 
about a suspected epidemic, and asked permission to send a team to check it out. The Chinese, of course, said 
no.

The WHO has been criticized, unfairly in my opinion, for not acting more decisively regarding China at the 
start of the Pandemic. They say we could have prevented it. Hindsight is 20/20, but the reality is that we have 
major institutional hurdles. For example, we simply can’t barge into countries and order their public health 
departments around. National sovereignty must be respected; it is part of the ground rules that allow us to 
exist at all. That means if the country simply refuses to cooperate, without hard proof we can pressure them, 
but that’s pretty much it—and that takes time and patience. In the case of China, we’re talking the patience 
of all the saints who ever lived.

So my mission, it turned out, was to be virtually a spy mission. My job was to gather hard intelligence that 
the WHO could act on: Was there an epidemic? If so, what was the agent? If a novel virus, what was the risk of 
a pandemic?

When I arrived in Hong Kong, I saw little evidence of an epidemic, only its possible halo eff ect, such as 
people wearing surgical masks, just like during the SARS outbreak, and cleaned-out drugstores and supermar-
kets. But a bad seasonal fl u, A/Hong Kong, was going around—was this to blame? As it turned out, it would 
take another week before H5N1 invaded Hong Kong.

Rumors rippled through the city every few hours. For example, my taxi driver told me not to eat pork, as 
he’d heard the government had started randomly slaughtering pigs all over Guangdong. If you see things the 
way an epi2 does, such things are notable. Were the Chinese trying to destroy the suspected natural reservoir 
of a novel virus? Or did it simply mean that Chinese swineherds had suff ered another outbreak of blue-ear 
disease? 

You have to be careful in this fi eld. There’s an epidemiological proverb that says if you hear hoof beats, 
assume it’s a horse, not a zebra. In other words, don’t go looking for exotic diseases or causes when common 
causes or ailments are more likely explanations for what you’re seeing. Use the scientifi c method.

I had visited Hong Kong before, during the SARS epidemic, and knew the ground and some of the key 
people. I contacted colleagues at the Microbiology Lab at the University of Hong Kong, a WHO reference lab, 
but they refused to see me. They didn’t want to talk to me at all; that in itself spoke volumes about the situa-
tion, and was actually my fi rst clear sign that something bad was going on. Hong Kong is still very indepen-
dent from the central government in Beijing, but they had obviously been warned to keep their mouths shut. 
I suddenly realized that the fact that they knew me actually counted against me, as they knew who I worked 
for and could easily guess why I was there. I can tell you that this realization made me seriously nervous, and I 
could only hope that they would continue to keep silent and not tell the authorities about my mission in their 
country. However, I had no choice but to continue. I tried several people at the National Infl uenza Center, an-
other WHO reference lab, with the same results. I was getting nowhere fast.

A day later and I’m sitting in my hotel room, thinking furiously. The WHO offi  ce had no answers for me de-
spite its best eff orts. All I had to work with was a wall of silence in Hong Kong’s infl uenza community and the 
increasingly strange rumors among people on the street. Both suggested that something bad was going on 
in southern China, but I had little hard information, and the WHO doesn’t move on anything unless it has hard 
facts. Our critics should think about that as well—about what would have happened if we’d cried wolf and 
turned out to be wrong. Imagine it: The WHO says pandemic and billions of people hear the end of the world. 
I’m talking huge social disorder, disrupted trade and tourism, huge economic losses, all for nothing. We had to 
tread very carefully, and I had nothing solid to go on.

After dinner, there’s a knock at my door and a young woman is standing there who asks me to repeat my 
name twice before handing me a note telling me to meet her later that night. The note has an address and 
time. Then she is gone and my heart is pounding. What did this mean? The problem with having a secret mis-
sion is a strange paranoia sets in; you begin to interpret every contact as signifi cant to your mission. I laughed 
at myself, wondering: Was she a horse or a zebra? But I could see no other rational explanation for her visit. If 

2  Epidemiologist.



it meant a breakthrough, it was worth the risk of going to see her.
I later left the hotel and waded into chaos and strange smells of the streets of Hong Kong, the buildings 

glittering with thousands of lights, the throngs of people walking or bicycling, the occasional car parting the 
crowd at an intersection. Most people, it seemed, wore a face mask—I was wearing one myself. Eventually, I 
arrived at the address on the slip of paper in my pocket, which turned out to be a Catholic church, an eight-
story structure sandwiched between other tall buildings, its upper fl oors haphazardly stacked on top of each 
other like afterthoughts. On the steps of the church, a woman was lighting incense sticks around several or-
anges she had set there, off erings to ancestral spirits. Such contradictions are the spice of Asia. I walked up to 
the doors of the church, wondering what to do. Next door, skinny men wearing gym shorts, cell phones and 
pagers were unloading a truck, shirts off , dragon tattoos emblazoned on their backs.

A woman called my name, and I turned to see my contact in a car parked on the street. I got in next to her 
and attempted to shake hands, but she refused, instead making a fi st with her right hand wrapping her left 
hand over it—a traditional Chinese greeting that coincidentally avoids physical contact, which carries the risk 
of either giving or getting a virus. This reminded me of the SARS epidemic—another sign of the times.

She started driving. Getting nervous again, I asked her where we were going. She didn’t answer. Instead, 
she told me her name, Xiaosong Lin, and that she worked for the National Infl uenza Center. I found out that 
she had a PhD in virology.

She said an epidemic raged in Guangdong and health offi  cials could not contain it. The Center had con-
fi rmed the agent as a variant of H5N1, highly resistant to generic antivirals and with a mortality rate currently 
running at about fi ve percent in confi rmed cases. 

Bird fl u.
I started asking questions: Had doctors created a profi le for the disease? Could they distinguish it from 

ordinary fl u? Was the epidemic peaking, or was the number of cases still growing? What was its transmission 
factor? Was it confi ned to Guangdong or were there outbreaks in other communities?

Dr. Xiaosong didn’t know. She had her piece of the puzzle and that was it. But she wanted to show me 
something that would give me an idea of what the puzzle looked like when completed, something she had 
discovered on her own. After that, I would have to confi rm what I’d seen without her.

We drove north. Eventually the dense crowds and lights of Hong Kong fell away and I could sense the 
mountains rising up around us in the dark as we passed numerous towns and villages. Soon, we approached 
the border between Hong Kong and the Guangdong province of mainland China. On the other side of the 
river sprawled Shenzhen, a city with an urban population of more than four million people, one of China’s larg-
est economic centers and ports, one of the birthing places of globalization.

We’re going to the mainland? I asked her, but she shook her head no, turned the wheel and got onto a 
secondary road, following it along the river until Shenzhen began to break up into a patchwork of towns and 
undeveloped land. I was excited; I didn’t know what I would fi nd, but I sensed that I would be shown confi rma-
tion of the epidemic. She pulled off  the road, parked and got out of the car. When I started to ask questions, 
she told me to be quiet and stay close behind her. Her fl ashlight led us along a path leading downhill, and as 
I stumbled through the brush, I could hear and smell the river below.

Stopping, Dr. Xiaosong reached into a case on her hip and pulled out a pair of binoculars, which she 
handed to me. She pointed and turned off  her fl ashlight.

Look, she said. There. See.
As my eyes adjusted to the darkness, I looked across the river and saw splashes of light on the far side. 

Adjusting the binoculars, I could see fl oodlights and bonfi res, and men wearing gloves, hooded plastic white 
jumpsuits, surgical masks and face shields. 

They were carrying bags from a truck and dumping them on the fi res. 
Was I seeing open-air cremation? It appeared to be the orderly destruction of animal wastes—chickens? 

Pigs? But why at night? Why burning, instead of burying, when so close to Shenzhen’s suburbs? In 1997, after 
bird fl u infected the fi rst human in Hong Kong and chickens were identifi ed as its source, I watched workers 
like these excavate trenches and bury more than a million culled chickens with a layer of slaked lime, which 
prevented scavengers and worms from getting at the carcasses. With open-air burning, the workers dig a 



trench to create an air vent, build a pyre of wood on top of the trench, and light it with kerosene or some other 
fuel. While it’s cheaper than using an incinerator, it’s riskier and more expensive than burial. 

I never knew what people meant when they said that something scary made their blood run cold. At that 
moment, I did. Suddenly it hit me: The Chinese were burning people. Cremating human corpses destroyed 
the evidence, so to speak, and prevented any possibility of having to exhume them later. While I continued to 
watch, they destroyed at least a hundred corpses. 

It was clear the Chinese were fi ghting a major epidemic, and Lin was saying to me, Do you see? Do you see 
it now, what is 



Figure 1-2. Estimated mortality due to the avian infl uenza epidemic in the People’s Republic of China. Overall, an esti-
mated 16.5 million people in China died from Avian Flu.
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happening to my country? Will you tell the world what you see? Will you help save China from this, from itself?
I suddenly became aware of the lights of Shenzhen in the distance. Across the river, four million people 

lived in the city proper. In Guangdong, more than 110 million people lived, including about 10 million mi-
grant workers and their families from the interior packed into poorly ventilated dormitories and factories. The 
government was obviously suppressing information about the epidemic and therefore doing little to prevent 
the spread of disease. Businesses and theaters, shops and schools remained open, and people crowded the 
streets. People continued to visit and do business there from all over the world and were possibly taking the 
virus home with them to places where the health systems would have no idea what they were dealing with.

I believed I was looking at a fi re, a fi re that had grown out of control, a fi re that could not be put out. I 
needed to warn the world.

On October 9, after Margaret Redstone’s report of the data collected from Branch’s mission to Hong Kong 
circulated throughout the WHO, the organization instructed its Beijing offi  ce to request information about 
the situation from the Chinese government. China, however, again denied that any outbreaks had occurred. 
Provincial health offi  cials had reported high activity of A/Hong Kong, the government said, but no emergence 
of a novel pathogen. The WHO’s request to send investigators was again denied.

Under the International Health Regulations, the WHO has the authority to enter member nations and 
study suspected outbreaks based on information from credible non-offi  cial as well as offi  cial sources, and can 
alert the rest of the world if a public health threat is perceived in a particular country.

The regulations, however, happen to be diffi  cult to meaningfully enforce. And the WHO still lacked the 
hard evidence it needed to initiate a pandemic alert.

On October 10, the WHO’s Hanoi offi  ce reported a cluster of cases of severe respiratory disease in Vietnam, 
brought into the country by a Chinese-American businessman passing through Guangzhou, Guangdong’s 
capital, on the way to visiting a computer chip assembly and testing factory in Hanoi. Hanoi reported 30 cases, 
in all age groups, from the factory and hotel where the businessman had been staying. Twenty-fi ve had been 
hospitalized and six had died due to sudden and severe pneumonia and acute respiratory failure. Another 
four were on mechanical ventilation at Bach Mai Hospital. 

Now the WHO’s Hanoi offi  ce requested information from Beijing about a possible outbreak in Guangzhou. 
This time, China’s health minister acknowledged the existence of an epidemic of “atypical pneumonia,” but 

declared it eff ectively contained. Provincial health ministers in Guangdong and Shanghai echoed these an-
nouncements to the public through local media. 



China’s Center for Diseases Control (CDC) announced that there had been an outbreak of Chlamydia pneu-
moniae, a bacterium treatable with antibiotics.

The epidemic has been contained, they said. It’s over.9

The disease had begun spreading internationally. Public heath experts debated the next step in the WHO’s 
Operations Center, or the “War Room,” a sophisticated decision-making and information gathering and pro-
cessing operation. 

On October 12, the WHO distributed a travel advisory recommending postponement of all but essential 
travel to Vietnam. They also distributed a detailed case defi nition, based on what they’d learned about the 
disease in Vietnam, to other countries.

But they still hadn’t addressed China, which they believed was the origin of the virus, and China wasn’t 
budging.

On October 13, GPHIN began collecting stories from the Japanese media about several cases of a severe 
respiratory disease, apparently centered around a tourist who had recently visited Shanghai to take in the 
sights and do some shopping. Immediately, emails, faxes and phone calls blitzed back and forth between the 
WHO in Geneva and its Japan offi  ce. The WHO’s Japan offi  ce contacted Beijing and demanded information.

This time, the Chinese didn’t answer.
On October 15, laboratory testing confi rmed that the Hanoi virus was H5N1. A strain of Avian Flu easily 

communicable between humans. The WHO exploded into frantic activity.
The War Room reached an agreement to draft a global pandemic infl uenza alert that raised the alert level 

to Level 6, indicating that a novel virulent strain had been discovered and conclusively proven to be easily 
communicable between humans. Elizabeth Huang, the WHO’s director-general and a native of Hong Kong, 
agreed to issue it. Governments around the world were advised to begin implementing their pandemic infl u-
enza response plans. The WHO further distributed a travel advisory recommending postponement of all but 
essential travel to Guangdong and Shanghai. Media all over the world picked up the story and began covering 
these actions.

Normally, the WHO would consult the governments of its 192 member states before attempting any direct 
communication with their citizens. But they had lost too much time. Every hour lost gave Avian Flu another 
opportunity to spread to other countries, triggering a pandemic.

The reaction was swift and predictable.
On the fl oor of the UN, the Chinese ambassador delivered a terse speech reminding the organization of 

the dangers of overstepping its authority by interfering with the sovereignty of member nations. He said there 
is no novel virus causing an epidemic in the People’s Republic of China.

China was not the only nation to be angered by the WHO’s actions. A number of countries, including 
Canada and the United States, argued that the WHO should have consulted them fi rst. The WHO’s pandemic 
warning had already begun to disrupt the world economy.

Around the world, in fact, billions of dollars were already evaporating in lost tourism, market reactions and 
canceled contracts.

The global alert produced fast results outside of China, however, and vindicated Huang. Now that they 
knew what to look for, health offi  cials in Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand and Japan began reporting clusters of 
infection in their countries.

These reports electrifi ed the global health community. They no longer feared a future pandemic. They 
were already looking at one.

On October 14, two men boarded commercial airplanes in China and joined the daily fl ow of human traffi  c 
between the Far East and Canada.

Air travel has made the increasingly globalized world a much smaller place by 2012. More than 1.4 billion 
fl ew commercial planes in 2011; 25 people crossed international borders every second. More than 110 million 
entered Canada by land, sea and air. Canadians took more than 700,000 trips to Asia, while Asians took more 



than 1 million trips to Canada. Americans, meanwhile, took 34.6 million trips to Canada.
These travel routes formed highways for infectious disease. With air travel, a new strain of pandemic infl u-

enza could reach Canada within weeks of an outbreak occurring almost anywhere in the world, and circle the 
globe within months.

Both men were successful Canadian businessmen traveling alone. 
Tom Woo, an independent business consultant, boarded a commercial plane at Hong Kong International 

Airport. Born in China, a naturalized Canadian citizen for the past 10 years, and fl uent in Mandarin and English, 
he had built a successful consulting practice based on helping Canadian companies navigate the intricacies of 
doing business in Hong Kong, Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China.

The plane left the runway and began its 14-hour fl ight to Vancouver International Airport, where Woo 
planned to change planes and continue on to Calgary, Alberta to meet with a client, the senior management 
team of a technology company. 

Sitting in business class at 30,000 feet over the Pacifi c, he slept.
Several hours later, John Warren, vice president of a Canadian tourism operator, boarded a plane at 

Shanghai Pudong International Airport. Warren’s company, which operated hotels and visitor centers through-
out western Canada, had sent him to Shanghai to build relationships with key offi  cials and promote Canada as 
a destination, particularly the company’s new, highly profi table eco-tour packages. China had become a key 
growth market for Warren’s company; travelers from China and Hong Kong had made some 225,000 trips to 
Canada the previous year, spending about $370 million. 

Canada’s tourism industry had recovered after the SARS outbreak in Toronto seven years before with its 
associated media coverage and WHO advisory against travel. Thousands of jobs and billions in revenues had 
been lost because about 800 people died due to a new respiratory disease. Over the years, travel numbers had 
recovered, particularly between Canada and Asia. Warren wanted his fi rm to aggressively promote growth in 
this market.

A secondary objective of his trip had been highly successful; a Shanghai-based tour operator signed a 
memorandum of understanding to market his fi rm’s tourism products to consumers throughout southern 
China. But the day before he received a call from his offi  ce and learned that the WHO had slapped a new 
strongly worded travel advisory on Vietnam for a suspected Avian Flu outbreak, which would likely result in 
new losses for the world’s tourism industry, not to mention jeopardize his fi rm’s China expansion plans if the 
WHO next set its sights on that country. He must have felt discouraged at winning a battle but facing the 
prospect of losing the war again.

The plane began its 9.5-hour fl ight to Vancouver without delay. There, Warren would promptly board his 
connecting fl ight to Calgary for the 2012 Alberta Travel & Tourism Industry Conference. 

Woo and Warren did not know this, but they were scheduled to take the same connecting fl ight to Calgary. 
There were also both carriers of infl uenza.

Canada had prepared. In response to the WHO travel advisory concerning Vietnam, Canada immediately 
shored up its defenses at 14 airports that received travelers from the Far East as well as 18 land border cross-
ings between Canada and the United States. By October 14, three lines of defense had been constructed 
against a traveler bringing novel infl uenza or any other fl u-like pathogen into the country.

The fl ight attendants on Cathay Pacifi c’s planes had been trained to be vigilant for passengers with fl u 
symptoms. If somebody exhibited symptoms, the plane had to radio ahead to the airport for inspection by 
quarantine offi  cers. Woo had begun to show symptoms, but slept during most of the fl ight. Warren had not 
yet begun to show symptoms. Neither attracted any particular attention.

As their planes landed in Vancouver, the men encountered the beginnings of the second line of defense. 
The fl ight attendants passed out yellow cards. These cards listed symptoms of SARS and infl uenza, and asked if 
the passenger had a fever or any other symptoms or had been in contact with a person with these symptoms 
within the past 10 days. 



If the two men answered yes to any of these questions, they would be examined by a screening nurse at 
the airport. Depending on the results, airport authorities might quarantine the entire planeload of passengers 
for up to two weeks.

Woo did not tell the whole truth on his yellow card. He had begun to show at least some symptoms of 
infl uenza, including fever. However, he may have believed he had a simple head cold. Certainly, he did not sus-
pect that he could be a carrier of pandemic infl uenza. It’s likely he would have considered even the possibility 
to be outrageous. During his stay in Hong Kong, a bad fl u was going around, but it is probable that nobody 
said anything specifi cally about bird fl u. 

The men deplaned and joined the fl ow of passengers heading towards customs. Suddenly, signs instruct-
ed passengers to go single fi le. 

They had gotten through two lines of defense, and now they approached the third: thermal image sen-
sors. Canada had installed these infrared cameras at eight major airports in Canada as a method of fl agging 
passengers running a fever by detecting diff erentials in infrared energy, or heat. 

The cameras imaged Woo and Warren as they passed them. The backgrounds of the respective images, 
with a lower temperature, appeared black. The men, with a higher temperature, appeared white. Body areas 
with temperatures above 38ºC, indicative of fever, were supposed to be rendered in red.

Although Woo was running a fever at this point, the camera did not fl ag him.
Thermal image sensors operated at a distance, without contact, limiting health risk for the screening agent, 

and only took one to two seconds to display temperature compared to 30 seconds using a thermometer. The 
cameras only measured body surface temperature, however, not core body temperature, and skin is typically 
two to three degrees cooler than the body itself—a margin of error that can be exacerbated by constant slight 
changes in environmental conditions such as background heat.

Woo walked past the camera, his skin temperature within the margin of error.10 He entered the airport. 
From here, he could travel anywhere within Canada with ease. He left traces of virus on surfaces and objects 
he touched. 

Under the right conditions, infl uenza virus can live, and stay infectious, outside the human body for days. 
In this way, the fl u can indirectly infect people. Most of the contagion, however, he passed through the air, by 
coughing or sneezing, directly infecting people within six feet of him who unluckily breathed just one of the 
virions ejected from his respiratory tract. Each sneeze blew out a cloud of a hundred thousand virions. This is 
how most people get the fl u—directly, by breathing virus into the lungs.

Meanwhile, Warren passed through customs, retrieved his bags, and decided to have a quick drink at an 
airport bar before boarding his connecting fl ight to Calgary. 

Then Woo got into line at customs. Leslie McKay, a customs agent, questioned him. She took his passport, 
welcomed him home, asked him where he had come from, and then asked if he had brought anything back 
with him. 

At this point, as if confessing, Woo coughed explosively, his face fl ushed.
McKay asked him to confi rm the responses on his yellow card. Woo told her he had a bad cold and that he 

would take care of it once he had a chance to buy some medicine. McKay, having been properly trained for 
how to act during a pandemic alert, called for a quarantine offi  cer.

VANCOUVER, CANADA

[Barbara Ledoux served as a quarantine offi  cer at Vancouver International Airport during the Pandemic. 
A registered nurse, she has diplomas in community health and nursing. Before becoming a quarantine 
offi  cer during SARS, she worked as a nurse at St. Paul’s Hospital in downtown Vancouver. I meet her at 
the airport, where she still works. Brisk and professional, she greets me in uniform and ushers me into 
her offi  ce, where we share institutional coff ee and begin the interview.]



When I met Woo, he was obviously sick. He looked, even smelled, sick. His face was heavily fl ushed and 
shiny with sweat, I remember. Plus he had a bad cough and a runny nose. It could have been a bad cold, but it 
looked to me like he had a fever. He looked like you could fry an egg on his forehead, in fact. If a passenger has 
a fever, then we have to treat him as a potential carrier of a novel contagion. So I confronted Woo and asked 
him to submit to an in-depth screening protocol.

He refused point blank, saying something like he had important business somewhere. I told him that I 
wasn’t really asking. He was coming with me. 

My job is to assess ill travelers on international fl ights. It’s an important job, a vital part of national defense 
against accidental importation of disease. But it’s thankless just the same. Sometimes you feel more like a cop 
than a medical professional.

In any case, I was on solid legal ground in detaining him. The Quarantine Act and the Airport Authority 
Emergency Protocols empower us to detain any traveler for up to 14 days in isolation if he or she refuses to 
undergo a medical exam, can’t produce evidence of immunization, and is believed to have been in close 
proximity to a person who may be the carrier of infectious disease. Woo fi t all three conditions for isolation.3 
By refusing my request, he had given me the authority to put him in isolation for the next two weeks. After 
explaining this to him, not surprisingly, he wanted the exam.

I took him to the exam room, where PPHB4 offi  cer Darryn Adams gowned up and ran a tympanic tempera-
ture check. Woo turned out to have a core body temperature of 40ºC, indicating a high-grade fever. Otherwise, 
he exhibited other symptoms consistent with infl uenza—headache, muscular pain, confusion and malaise. 
Whatever it was, it was slowly fl attening him. Adams pricked him to get a small blood sample and ran a rapid 
infl uenza test to confi rm whether the man had A-type fl u. He had it. 

We didn’t know what strain of Type A fl u had infected him, however, so Adams collected samples for 
testing, which involves a throat swab. During this, I thought about my options. I faced a choice, under the 
Quarantine Act, of either allowing him to continue to his destination and place himself under the surveillance 
of a medical offi  cer, or holding him in isolation at the quarantine station at the airport. What I really wanted 
was a simple blood test I could conduct right there, on the spot, to tell me if the man had the Chinese fl u, but 
we didn’t have that. 

I told Woo we were going to have to hold onto him until the lab tests came back.
If it turned out he had an unrecognizable strain of infl uenza, we would hold him in isolation until he recov-

ered. If he didn’t, we’d release him. I read him his rights: He had the right to appeal his detention and receive a 
legal hearing in 48 hours. I told him that if he looked at things a little diff erently, he would see that all we were 
doing was delaying him for a while so that we could give him excellent medical care and prevent him from 
passing on a possibly dangerous infection to his family and the public.

So we had Woo bottled up, but that only solved part of the problem. He’d been contagious during his fl ight, 
so I also wanted to put all of Woo’s fellow passengers into quarantine. My boss nixed my request, though. I 
had to be satisfi ed with calling all the passengers on the same fl ight and instructing them to place themselves 
under the surveillance of a medical offi  cer at their destinations in Canada.

This all may sound heavy-handed to you, but the fi rst rule of the job is to overreact: You may not like re-
stricting people’s freedoms, but you must assume the worst—even though the usual result is you’re dealing 
with a common fl u or cold—because the worst could be a pathogen like Avian.

At that point, we could do nothing but wait four to seven days for the tests to come back and fi nd out if 
Woo had regular fl u or something new. Maybe it would have turned out that he had Avian or SARS or some 
other superfl u and we would have to keep him isolated and chase down the other passengers. Or maybe it 

3  Quarantine and isolation are often considered separate concepts. Quarantine, from the Italian quar-
ante, derived from the 40-day segregation of arriving merchant ships during the thirteenth century’s plague 
outbreaks, is the detention and physical separation of people suspected to be carriers of contagion. More re-
cently, quarantine is defi ned as compulsory separation of healthy people who have been potentially exposed 
to disease, while isolation specifi cally refers to the sequestration of people who are known or suspected to be 
infected with a contagious disease.
4  Population and Public Health Branch.



would turn out that he didn’t. 
There’s no perfect science when a new superfl u can present just like a common fl u. You could pick up one 

guy who has seasonal, run-of-the-mill fl u and throw him in quarantine while 10 guys with bird fl u walk right 
by you because they aren’t showing symptoms.

And that is how it happened.
We got the lab results sooner than we expected. Woo had contracted the tough variant of H3N2 infl uenza 

called A/Hong Kong. He did not have H5N1, Avian Flu. 
But John Warren did.
That’s how the system failed.11

Warren landed in Calgary on the evening of October 14 and immediately went to his hotel, still showing 
no symptoms of Avian Flu. He had a drink in the hotel bar and went to his room for a long sleep. The next 
day, however, he complained of a headache and had a nagging cough during a breakfast with colleagues. He 
bought aspirin and cough drops in the hotel. Then he went to the tourism industry conference. 

It is believed Warren infected a large number of people there. While infl uenza is most easily communi-
cated by people breathing air contaminated by virus resulting from an infected person coughing or sneezing, 
it is likely that Warren infected many of his contacts by shaking hands and touching objects that other people 
subsequently touched, such as business cards and doorknobs; these people then touched their mouths or 
eyes before they washed their hands, infecting themselves.

The conference buzzed with news of the WHO travel advisories against Vietnam, Singapore, Thailand and 
Japan, speculations of an imminent advisory against China, and predictions of devastation for their industry. 
Canada had earned about $16.7 billion from international travel in 2011 after a long, diffi  cult recovery from 
the SARS epidemic. The tourism industry wondered: How much would they lose this time, especially if this 
new Chinese fl u showed up in Canada, like SARS did? How much could they aff ord to lose?

A rumor began to spread at the conference that the government had decided to close the border to air 
travel entirely, which would spell fi nancial ruin for all of them. This rumor, like many later associated with the 
Pandemic, turned out to be untrue. 

The government knew that if it closed the border, it would create an economic catastrophe and still prob-
ably not keep Avian Flu out of the country. Confronting a pandemic presented a game of risk management 
with high-stakes tradeoff s aff ecting entire populations and economies. Governments implemented their re-
sponse policies in phases to mitigate risk. As the risk increased in scale and severity, so did the policies.

On the last day of the conference, Warren collapsed during a social event. Colleagues helped him to his 
feet, noting that he had begun suff ering a spectacular nosebleed. They thought he had drunk too much, as 
his face had turned shiny and scarlet, and that he had fallen and hit his nose on the fl oor. Tensions over their 
fi nancial future had made everybody irritable, and alcohol fl owed freely at the open bar. 

Warren stayed on his feet for a few moments, began yelling his wife’s name, then collapsed again and lay 
on the fl oor trembling, his back oddly arched as if its contact with the fl oor caused him extreme pain. Blood 
poured from his nose. 

His colleagues called 911. 
Paramedics brought Warren to a hospital. The doctors did not ask if he had recently traveled to Asia. They 

eventually diagnosed him with infl uenza, gave him a bed and notifi ed his family in Edmonton. The confer-
ence attendees returned to their homes throughout Alberta. Some had come from as far away as Toronto, 
Montreal, Vancouver and the States, including New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles.

Some took the virus back with them. It would take nearly two weeks before public health authorities be-
gan to suspect that the Avian Flu had begun spreading exponentially across North America.

John Warren became the index case for the Canadian outbreak that unleashed the long nightmare of 
Avian Flu in North America. Because of the large number of people he infected, he was considered a “super 
spreader.”



Meanwhile, over the next several weeks, additional fl u carriers landed in San Francisco and Los Angeles, 
and then traveled on to other destinations in North America.

The genie had left the bottle.



Interlude

Kelly Johansen enters St. Francis Memorial Hospital in Edmonton hoping to learn more about what hap-
pened to her husband Jake. Somebody from his company had called to tell her that Jake had collapsed in his 
offi  ce, screaming something about having bees in his back, and had been taken here, but she hasn’t been able 
to fi nd out anything tangible about his condition. Apparently, Jake had caught the fl u, but what kind of fl u 
puts a healthy 38-year-old man, who is fi ne in the morning, in the hospital by the afternoon?

Even in her distracted state, she is shocked by the chaos in the hospital.
Every seat is occupied, and more people are coming in, some on ambulance gurneys. She sees wincing 

people holding various limbs, a very pale woman hunched over holding her stomach, friends and family of 
patients wringing their hands and muttering to themselves and staring blankly at magazines. Somebody is 
moaning, pleading for a doctor. A mother is demanding help for her screaming boy who has an ear infection. 
Somebody is weeping. Then all sounds are drowned out by the squawk of the intercom. 

She notices that most of the people don’t have cuts or broken bones; they’re just plain sick. The air is 
fi lled with coughing and an increasingly pungent odor of vomit and diarrhea. Doctors in surgical masks roam 
among the people. A nurse has begun handing out masks from a box. Kelly takes one and puts it on.

She sees an old man hacking into his fi st while his wife pats him on the back. She’s wearing a mask, too. 
This makes Kelly focus on her eyes. They are wide, gleaming, watering, fi lled with fear. Beyond this couple, a 
boy sits with his mother, his head leaning against her breasts, coughing as loud as a grown man. Between 
coughs, panting, he spits green phlegm into a tissue his mother holds for him. Most of the people in the 
emergency room are coughing. Some of them hold clumps of paper towels against their noses. The towels are 
stained dark red. Nobody seems to be looking at each other, as if avoiding it.

A nurse is saying: If you are not in need of hospital attention, please give up your seat, please.
How about you let my wife in and give her some attention? a man shouts back.
We are doing the best we can, the nurse says. She looks like she has not slept in two days. She says some-

thing else, but the sound is drowned out by the sudden wail of the siren of an ambulance approaching the 
building outside.

Kelly gets in line. Around her, the volume of voices and coughing has increased a little at a time until she 
notices that it’s deafening. Nurses rush past her pushing a gurney with an IV attached to it, causing a ripple in 
the crowd that makes her stumble backward. 

Suddenly, she is next. She approaches the central desk with its nurses and computer stations. The nurse in 
front of her is a matronly woman who wears cat’s eye glasses and a pink cardigan sweater over her uniform. 
Her eyes are lined and bloodshot, giving Kelly the impression that nobody here has slept in quite a while.

Kelly identifi es herself and says she’s looking for her husband. The woman checks the computer, tells her 
Dr. Hightower will be out to see her shortly.

An hour goes by. Kelly watches the hospital staff  snap at each other and the families of patients. They’re 
losing it, she thinks. This makes her worry even more, a general worry to add to her specifi c worry about her 
husband. 

Kelly hates to fl y, but always relaxes on a plane when she sees how calm the fl ight attendants are. This 
plane appears to be going down.

A doctor enters the waiting area holding a clipboard and calls her name.
She feels better immediately upon seeing him. He’s tall, with a square jaw, salt-and-pepper crew cut, and 

calming blue eyes above his surgical mask. He is not sweating like the ER doctors; his white coat, white shirt 
and red tie are immaculate.

The world’s going to be okay, she tells herself. This man knows what he’s doing. And he seems to be fl ying 
the plane I’m on.

Dr. Hightower tells her that Jake has infl uenza complicated by viral pneumonia, and that he has been ad-



ministered medicine to combat the infection. The fl u is a bad strain. It has been spreading like wildfi re through 
the school system, and now the parents are catching it. So far, Jake’s not improving, but he’s not getting worse, 
either. We’re doing everything we can to help him.

Kelly begins crying. It doesn’t sound good. 
Dr. Hightower clears his throat behind his surgical mask, and says: You can help us. We were able to obtain 

Jake’s medical records, but I’d like to confi rm with you: Does he have any chronic cardiac or respiratory dis-
ease? Kidney disease, diabetes, HIV, cancer? Has he been taking steroid treatments for any reason?

Kelly answers no to all of his questions. The process calms her down.
Dr. Hightower says that Jake is relatively young and healthy, and should be able to fi ght off  the infection. 

He will call her if his condition changes; in the meantime—
At this moment, he bends over, coughing loudly into his cupped hands, each cough louder and more 

violent than the next. 
Finally, he stops, but he appears to be disoriented, like his eyes can’t focus, like he has forgotten his own 

name and desperately wants to remember it. His forehead has begun to glow scarlet. 
I’m sorry, he says. What were you saying, um, Ms. Johansen?
Before she can answer, he bends over again, coughing raggedly. A nurse appears at his side, supporting 

him, glaring at her as if it was Kelly who had gotten him sick. The coughing in the ER suddenly appears to grow 
in volume in her ears. Backing away, she turns and runs as fast as she can out the hospital doors.

Outside, she tears her mask off  and breathes the cold air in quick gasps. 
Something horribly wrong is happening in this city, she tells herself. Why can’t anybody see that? Why 

aren’t they doing something about it?



State of Emergency

Mother, mother, I feel sick,
Send for the doctor quick, quick, quick.
Doctor, doctor, shall I die?
Yes, my dear, and so shall I.
How many carriages shall I have?
One! Two! Three! Four!

—skipping rhyme circa 1864

On October 26, Dr. George Wells, chief of medicine, and Dr. Kristin Chambers, medical director of infec-
tion control, donned standard isolation gowns, gloves, face shields and N95 respirator masks, then entered 
the Intensive Care Unit of Mountain View General Hospital.12 This modern urban hospital, located in Calgary, 
housed more than 500 beds and 2,000 staff , and treated more than 20,000 patients per year. 

Recently, their jobs had become consumed with identifying and isolating cases of a new superfl u that 
resulted in a wave of hospitalizations and panic among the staff .

Over the past week, the number of fl u cases entering Mountain View suddenly surged. In Canada, fi ve to 
20 percent of the population comes down with seasonal fl u each year, resulting in up to 8,000 deaths, and a 
bad fl u circulated, so the hospital had expected and planned for a surge. But every day brought in new pa-
tients, and young, healthy people started to die from fl u right in the middle of a modern hospital. Two staff  
members caught it. Now the staff  felt exhausted and terrifi ed. 

The hospital placed the most severe cases in Airborne Infection Isolation Rooms in the IC ward, the idea 
being to isolate people who could transmit highly infectious disease via aerosol droplets. The two doctors 
entered one of these rooms. 

 
Inside, a woman lay on a bed, connected by wires and plastic tubes to a monitor, oxygen supply and 

intravenous bottles. EKG tracing fl ashed across the screen of a cathode ray tube. Her pulse was thready and 
unstable.

Her medical chart identifi ed her as HOLDEN, ELIZABETH.
The day before, the ER staff  admitted her into the ICU with signs and symptoms indicating community-

acquired hemorrhagic viral pneumonia resulting from the acute onset of respiratory illness. She presented a 
high-grade fever of 40°C, a heavy cough and sore throat, and, strangely, a heavily coated tongue with a bright 
red tip. Her white blood cell count read 10 times above normal, her body a war zone between its immune 
system and a rapidly replicating invader. Other complaints included frontal headache, arthralgia, myalgias, 
pharyngitis, coryza, prostration and epistaxis.

In other words, she was burning up, coughing so hard she could break a rib, nasal passages infl amed, 
every atom in her body crying out in pain, diffi  culty breathing, bleeding into her lungs, and so confused and 
exhausted she could do nothing except lie there.

 As for epistaxis, they saw evidence of that fi rsthand. The woman moaned softly and shifted her head on 
his pillow, triggering a brief fl ow of bloody fl uid from her nose and spread in a dark stain on the linen. The virus 
interfered with the fl ow of blood from the heart’s right ventricle to the lungs, producing a damming eff ect of 
blood and its release through the nasal passages at the slightest movement.

The worst patients showed up with skin a deep shade of blue. Blood gushed from their noses and mouths, 
sometimes bled out of their ears and eye sockets as they coughed up pints of bloody yellow-green pus. An 



astonished Dr. Wells would later describe the virus as “Ebola of the lungs.”
They had treated Holden with broad-spectrum anti-microbial drugs and put her on humidifi ed high-fl ow 

oxygen to keep her breathing. The fever and cough persisted, but the drugs appeared to be keeping the dis-
ease at bay. She was 25 years old and before this, in perfect health.

Whatever infected Liz Holden was gradually destroying her lungs’ ability to function. Her X-ray chart, 
which should have revealed clean black lungs on the negative, exhibited large white blotches on the upper 
and lower lobes. 

The lungs are needed to oxygenate the blood and sustain life. The X-ray showed the chest cavity around 
the lungs congested with fl uid, how the lung tissue had become heavy. It therefore took Holden more eff ort 
to breathe. 

If her illness worsened, she would literally drown in her own fl uids.
The doctors did not realize this at the time, but the infections in many Avian Flu patients resulted in cy-

tokine storms. During a cytokine storm, the immune system turns on itself. When the body’s immune system 
fi ghts off  an invader, its cytokines call immune cells to concentrate at the site of infection and fi ght it. Normally, 
the cytokines stop at a certain point, but in some cases, when a novel pathogen is encountered, they continu-
ally call up new immune cells, resulting in a cytokine storm, which can damage body tissues and organs. In the 
lungs, a cytokine storm can cause immune cells and fl uids to block off  airways, starving the blood of oxygen 
and resulting in death. The malfunctioning immune system literally kills the body it was designed to protect.

The hospital had admitted more than 100 patients now believed to have the disease, not counting poten-
tial new cases in the crowded waiting room. Infection control offi  cers at Calgary’s other three hospitals told 
Chambers they had their own cases; she estimated the total number of cases at Calgary hospitals to be at least 
600 on October 26. The hospitals had begun fi lling up and exhausting their surge capacity. For every case that 
ended up in the hospital, however, there could be several being cared for at home, and of course, there could 
be many more infected in the community who had not yet begun showing symptoms. For all they knew, they 
could have been seeing the tip of an iceberg.

As it turned out later, they were.

The disease initially presented like common fl u, then turned deadly, with some atypical symptoms consis-
tent with what they now knew about the new infl uenza virus that had emerged in China. However, lab testing 
had not yet confi rmed this diagnosis. For now, the doctors at Calgary’s hospitals considered the disease as a 
highly virulent infl uenza-like illness that could be communicated through direct contact and droplets, and 
that responded to a narrow range of antivirals. 

Avian Flu or not, a novel virus—airborne, highly contagious and lethal—had compromised Mountain View 
Hospital. A nurse and paramedic had come down with it, and the rest of the staff  had begun to panic. Two of 
them had lived in eastern Canada and had gone through SARS in Toronto. They knew how bad things could 
get in a serious epidemic. 

Health professionals like Wells and Chambers had defeated polio and tuberculosis. They’d grown accus-
tomed to being on the winning side of the war against germs, they commanded expertise and machines and 
technology and worldwide surveillance with instantaneous communication, but this new bug scared them. 
They knew that people swam through life in an ocean of invisible bugs, that viruses constantly evolved and 
traded genes to potentially create new pathogens against which humans had little protection. They knew 
they were looking at a force of nature in action, something new unleashed into the world, and hated this new 
disease even as they perversely respected it.

The virus, primordial and relentless, seemed to be communicating to them through Holden’s symptoms, 
and what it said terrifi ed them.



Five days earlier, Dr. Sally Wei, staff  scientist for the Viral Diseases Division of the National Microbiology 
Laboratory, prepared to enter the Biosafety-Level 4 lab, one of the most dangerous places on Earth, home to 
the world’s deadliest germs and viruses. 

Canada has a robust infl uenza surveillance system comprised of a network of laboratories that pass on 
unusual infl uenza strains and other viruses for identifi cation to the NML at the Canadian Science Center for 
Human and Animal Health in Winnipeg. These laboratories routinely identify the agent in thousands of clinical 
samples every fl u season, such as throat and nasal swabs collected from fl u patients, and thereby determine 
the most prominent strains currently circulating in Canada. This information is then used to determine the 
country’s annual immunization strategy. 

If the laboratories run into something they don’t recognize, they tag it as a suspect novel virus and send 
tissue samples for testing. The NML is a signifi cant Canadian achievement—one of the world’s select group 
of 15 facilities that have Biosafety-Level 4 containment facilities necessary for handling extremely hot viruses.

Level 1 labs handle bugs unlikely to cause disease in healthy humans. Level 2 labs handle bugs that are 
generally not transmitted through the air. Level 3 labs handle serious and/or life-threatening bugs that can 
be transmitted through the air. Level 4 labs handle those bugs that can cause disease for which there is no 
treatment or vaccine. These labs are structurally isolated from other buildings, completely sealed, with their 
own air.

H5N1 is considered a Biosafety-Level 3+ pathogen.



On October 20, a Calgary laboratory conducted immunofl uorescence on nasal swab specimens and 
baseline serum samples taken from John Warren after he was brought into Mountain View General Hospital. 
Immunofl uorescence involves attaching a fl uorescent compound to an antibody. Viral antigens that react 
to the antibody can then be visually observed under a microscope by lighting the sample with UV radia-
tion; you can see the location and relative amount of any protein for which there is an antibody present. 
Immunofl uorescence for viral infl uenza antigens conducted on Warren’s nasopharyngeal aspirates was posi-
tive; the man had Type A infl uenza.

Since it didn’t match any normal fl u bugs then circulating, tissue samples were shipped overnight to NML, 
where staff  scientists could isolate the virus and work up an antigenic and genetic characterization. 

The light fl ashed green. Wei could now enter the entry-change room. 
Inside, she shed her clothes and jewelry, including her engagement ring, until she wore nothing that she 

wasn’t born with. She stored these personal items in a locker. Putting on simple long-sleeved scrubs, she ap-
proached the next door leading into the Biosafety-Level 4 lab and typed her security code into the access 
control, which beeped its acceptance and unlocked the door.

Wei now entered the suit room. Dr. Kyle Ambrose, who had gone through before her, was already putting 
on his spacesuit. He greeted her by calling her “Wei Wei,” her nickname among the scientists working for the 
Viral Diseases Division. Before putting her own suit on, she blew it up with air and tested it for leaks. Then she 
put on her inner gloves, taped the cuff s securely, and stepped into her own suit. They helped each other with 
the zippers, stepping gingerly, scanning each others’ suits for gaps or tears. 

The principle behind the biohazard suit is to isolate a human being from the surrounding atmosphere and 
thereby protect him or her from 



Staff  scientist at Canada’s National Microbiology Laboratory in Winnipeg showers in his “spacesuit” before 
leaving the facility’s Biosafety-Level 4 lab. NML worked tirelessly to isolate the virus, confi rm its infectiousness, 
provide a pure sample and get started on  a vaccine.13

exposure to potentially deadly germs in the air. This is partly accomplished by continually pumping fresh 
air into the suit; if the suit tears, positive air pressure will blow particles outside of the suit and not into it. In 
Biosafety-Level 4, they store the world’s deadliest bugs for study. 

If a person in the suit inhales a hot agent, or cuts him or herself with a scalpel, or even if a particle touches 
exposed skin, a lethal infection could result.

Opening an airlock, Wei and Ambrose retrieved four containers. These looked like ordinary small picnic 
coolers, but were marked with biohazard symbols. Air fl owed toward them—negative air pressure ensuring 
that any stray bugs were pushed inside the facility instead of being allowed to accidentally escape. Inside 
the containers, tissue samples in test tubes, neatly packed in dry ice, awaited their attention, each marked 
with the laboratory and specimen number, location and date of collection, patient’s age, extent of infl uenza 
activity and, if relevant, travel history. Due to the epidemic in the Far East and the WHO declaring a Phase 6 
Pandemic—sustained human-to-human transmission of a novel virus—several days earlier, the Health Canada 
brass had ordered that characterization of all unknown infl uenza viruses be given priority over other research. 

Holding the containers, they shuffl  ed toward the next sealed submarine door and stepped through, paus-
ing for a decontamination sequence that included a chemical shower before proceeding through the fi nal 
door and into the lab.

The entire process had taken 13 minutes.
Their suits featured a yellow coil that connected to an air supply in the laboratory. They hooked their hoses 

to this supply. Instantly, air roared inside their helmets and defogged their faceplates. From here on out, it 
would be diffi  cult to communicate.

Wei opened the containers and began inspecting the vials. Two of the samples had been taken from peo-



ple who had been to China within the last 10 days. They would keep an eye on these two. She signaled this to 
Ambrose, who prepared the samples for testing. His eyes darted nervously, always on the lookout for sharp 
objects. 

She held up a vial and wondered if it contained a new form of life unleashed on the world. The seeds of 
pandemic.

George Wells and other doctors at Mountain View Hospital initially thought their patients suff ered from 
severe but ordinary fl u, perhaps A/Hong Kong, which recently invaded North America. Then several young, 
healthy fl u patients died after presenting horrible symptoms characteristically similar to the WHO profi le of 
Avian Flu, and the hospital fi led an outbreak report and started new screening procedures for patients. 

Then China began dominating the nightly news. The government 



Demonstration in Hong Kong against the Chinese government  on October 25. The Avian Flu spread rapidly 
through Guangdong province, but Chinese offi  cials refused to acknowledge the epidemic or allow Chinese 
media to cover it until it reached Beijing. When the government fi nally acknowledged the epidemic, it was too 
late to halt its spread, and many cities, already in turmoil, exploded in violent demonstrations.14

there experienced a sudden change of heart once the epidemic reached Beijing. Offi  cials now told the truth 
about the epidemic, closed down schools and non-essential businesses, banned public gatherings, and edu-
cated people about social distancing and hygiene, all in a massive eff ort to break the chain of infection. They 
also allowed GOARN, CDC and other health organizations, as well as Western news companies, to operate in 
the country—not quite freely, but enough. It was all too late, of course. Suddenly, sitting at home after a long 
day at work, Canadians learned about the people dying like fl ies in the cities, the mass cremations, the loot-
ing, the soldiers surrounding the hospitals and fi ring tear gas into crowds of protestors, and the fi nal, lurching 
crash of the country’s health system.

After the SARS epidemic of 2003, Health Canada formed three response teams, one comprised of the 
country’s top virus detectives. Their mission: Get out into the fi eld within hours of a major outbreak and work 
with local health authorities on identifying and containing emerging infectious diseases. This team quick-
ly descended on Calgary and began working with Mountain View and the other urban hospitals, following 
Canada’s Respiratory Illness Outbreak Response Protocol. 

At Mountain View, the epidemiologists confi rmed the existence of an event, suggested a diagnosis, estab-
lished a case defi nition, began counting cases, and tied the outbreak to a person, place and event through 
contact tracing. Because of their eff orts, John Warren and his trip to Asia would later be identifi ed as one of 
the original causes of the Canadian epidemic. They also identifi ed those at risk of getting sick, started an epi-
demiologic investigation, and suggested measures for control and prevention. 

They sought answers to basic questions: Is this something new? Does a problem really exist? How does 
the pathogen behave? How do diff erent types of people respond to infection? What works best at killing it? Is 
this a “horse” or a “zebra”?

Their investigation told them they had something new, and it was highly infectious and deadly. A “zebra.” 
Health Canada epidemiologist Dr. Razik Lodhi recommended that Mountain View immediately enter a 

state of quarantine and get itself on a pandemic footing. Clinical staff  had been caring for patients without 
adequate protection; the hospital needed to develop appropriate protective measures before more of them 
became infected. Flu patients continued to mingle with other patients and visitors in the hospital’s admit-
tance area. The hospital still lacked a way to easily separate seasonal fl u patients from patients who had con-
tracted this new disease. Not only was the staff  in jeopardy, he said, but Mountain View’s ability to continue 



functioning as a hospital. 
Some uncomfortable laughter at this among the hospital’s administrators at the meeting: Could this bug 

really shut them down entirely, wipe them off  the map?
We don’t know, Lodhi told them seriously. What we do know is that there is a highly virulent, highly con-

tagious novel pathogen spreading in the community. You’ve got cases of it in 20 percent of your beds. And it 
looks like this is just beginning.

The day before, he had seen an autopsy performed on a victim of the pathogen. The examiner had pulled 
out ravaged lungs heavy with fl uid—a pink froth swimming with virus. This bug terrifi ed him.

After the meeting, the hospital CEO notifi ed the Medical Offi  cer of the RHA5 that an outbreak had been 
identifi ed and requested resources available under a public health emergency. The hospital’s pandemic re-
sponse plan called for quarantine, stockpiling supplies, separating fl u and non-fl u cases at the door, preparing 
for a continuing wave of new patients, and setting up buff ers between the outside world, the hospital staff  
areas, and designated areas inside the hospital for fl u patients. 

Meanwhile, Elizabeth Holden labored to breathe.
Wells and Chambers monitored her life signs in silence. The shouting matches had ended, decisions had 

been made. The meeting over, they were each drawn here to fi nd a moment of quiet while the hospital went 
into lockdown; Holden had begun to show signs of recovering, giving them hope.

All over the building, doors were being locked. Nobody could go in or out. 
This was quarantine.
In several minutes, Wells and Chambers would have to rejoin the other hospital administrators to tell the 

clinical staff  that Mountain View had initiated Code Orange—code for a major disaster—and had begun a 
pandemic footing. 

The continuing surge in new fl u cases required additional coverage. Because the hospital already had 
many patients—the staff  was treating them in corridors, in fact—they would gradually scale down elective 
and non-essential services to be able to treat the maximum number of fl u patients. In short, the hospital 
needed a purge to make room. Any existing patient well enough to be discharged would be sent home. The 
number of patients requiring ICU beds already exceeded available beds; the hospital would supplement by 
rigging surgical recovery units and anesthetic machines. Within days, the hospital would transition from a full-
service working hospital to an infl uenza treatment center. Meanwhile, to ensure it would be able to continue 
functioning at all, Mountain View had entered working quarantine and would remain in this condition until 
the epidemic ended.

They knew that the next few hours would prove critical; some of the staff  would rise to the occasion, while 
others would panic and possibly abandon their jobs when needed most. Just minutes from now, Mountain 
View would begin a long, exhausting, dangerous siege that would demand constant physical endurance, 
emotional strength, clear thinking and perfect judgment around the clock. 

But not yet. The two doctors still had a few moments of peace and quiet to enjoy, even if it was only the 
calm before the storm.

Wells took Chambers’ hand in his. He knew it might be a long time before he saw her face again. She re-
turned the gesture by squeezing his hand through isolation gloves.

Biosafety-Level 4. Five days earlier.
Stepping carefully so that they remained constantly in view of each other, Wei moved to join Ambrose 

in setting up the isolation procedure for the virus samples they’d received. She tried not to think about what 
would happen if her air fl ow suddenly stopped, leaving her exposed to invisible monsters in the air. She took a 
deep breath, feeling confi dent. She had worked with Ebola, Marburg, Lassa Fever. The stress of handling H5N1 
would be cake compared to that.

The Biosafety-Level 4 laboratory’s fl oors, walls and ceiling are waterproofed and sealed. Surfaces are dis-

5  Regional Health Authority, also called Health Units.



infected daily. The air is changed 20 times each day and fi ltered through a High Effi  ciency Particulate Air 
fi ltration system on the fl oor above, which removes particles 85 times smaller than the smallest virus. Solid 
and liquid waste is broken down, fi ltered and sterilized in a 20,000-liter liquid sterilization system in the bow-
els of the building. The facility had been built like a fortress, complete with bullet-proof windows and three 
1,000-kilowatt generators to provide emergency backup power for all life safety, heating, cooling and ventila-
tion systems.

Only authorized personnel are allowed into the lab, and anything that goes into the lab is decontaminated 
or destroyed before it comes out.

Their mission: Isolate the virus by growing it in a cell culture in vitro—“in glass,” in this case a test tube—in 
the cells of a canine kidney; this would confi rm the infectiousness of the virus and provide a pure sample. 
Normally, this took about fi ve days, but they would use the spin-amplifi cation shell-vial method, shortening 
the assay to less than four days. After the lab scientists captured a virus isolate, a real-time PCR test would en-
able molecular detection and give them a complete genetic characterization. In other words, they would fi nd 
out if they had H5N1 or something else. 

Additionally, the tissue samples had been collected from people in institutional settings, and so all of them 
had been given amantadine, a cheap, generic antiviral drug that is eff ective against most Type A infl uenza 
viruses. Wei and Ambrose, therefore, would also study the virus’ susceptibility to amantadine. H5N1 proved 
resistant to this drug in China, likely due to Chinese farmers repeatedly feeding it to their chickens in their 
water to prevent them from getting bird fl u; over time, the virus evolved, adapted and grew resistant to the 
drug, thereby eliminating an important human defense.

The 2012-13 Avian Flu virus as seen in a negative-stained transmission electron micrograph collected from a 
canine kidney cell culture 18 hours after infection.15

Wei once saw the 1918 Spanish Flu virus, reproduced from tissue collected from the frozen corpse of a 
Native Alaskan woman buried for about 80 years in permafrost near a town in which nearly nine out of 10 
people had died. She had studied the virus using an electron microscope, which uses electrons to create an 
image of the target and can therefore generate magnifi cation up to two million times. Seeing the infamous 
virus in robust detail, Wei had found it hard to believe that these tiny little spiked balls had killed more people 
in two years than all those who died in combat during the entire fi ve years of World War I. Realizing this, it had 
been easy to see the virus as malicious. But viruses have no capacity for malice, she knew. A virus is simply 
a raw particle at the edge of life, an amoral machine tirelessly evolving and seeking new hosts to propagate 
itself in its ongoing struggle to survive in a brutal, competitive world.

The facts so far, before she even began isolating and characterizing the virus sample, suggested that the 
agent in the test tube in her hand might very well be H5N1, a relative of the Spanish Flu. This meant that the 
Lab would be even more deluged with requests for infl uenza testing over the next three to six months. The 



long hours added up for laboratory workers, who would suff er exhaustion, back aches, muscle cramps. And 
one mistake could result in exposure—then it’s off  to quarantine, or worse: infection.

She took another deep breath to clear her mind and resumed the meticulous, laborious work of preparing 
the culture.

Five days later, she fi nished isolating and characterizing the virus, confi rming, on October 26, that H5N1 
had reached Canada.

CALGARY, ALBERTA

[Elizabeth Barris, RN greets me in Mountain View General Hospital’s busy emergency room wear-
ing hospital greens. A nursing veteran, before the Pandemic she was active in the Canadian Nurses 
Foundation and the Alberta Association of Registered Nurses. The hospital is busier than ever, trying 
to work through its backlog of elective and non-essential cases that could not be resolved during the 
Pandemic. In the cafeteria, she explains life under quarantine.]

The hospital administrators called the clinical staff  together in the Amphitheater several hundred at a 
time and explained the rules of quarantine. Everybody wore masks, which concealed facial expressions and 
revealed only their eyes. It’s hard to understand what somebody is saying if you can’t see their lips move. 
People kept shouting at the brass to repeat themselves. This might have been because they couldn’t believe 
what they were hearing. 

So you want me to tell you about what life was like under quarantine, about the average day of a hospital 
nurse during the Pandemic. 

The next morning, we lined up outside the back of the hospital, waiting our turn to go into a tent where 
a nurse screened you for fl u by putting a thermometer in your ear to check your body temperature. Nobody 
spoke. Everybody was feeling sour and depressed. I’d just had another fi ght with my husband, Tom, during the 
drive here, me wearing a mask the whole time, arguing about the quarantine and the fact that our upcoming 
vacation to British Columbia, like everybody’s vacations, got canceled. It was freezing, I remember, and you 
could cut the dread in the air with a knife. We watched our coworkers go into the tent as if to their execution. 

If you showed a fever, they sent you to the ER. If you didn’t, they gave you your ration of PPE6 and let you in.
Out front of the hospital, a city transit bus, protected by armed guards, blocked the emergency room en-

trance.16 To get into the hospital, you had to go through military-style triage in the bus. First, a rapid fl u test 
to determine whether you had Avian or seasonal fl u. Then examination and triage to separate patients into 
priority groups. If you got green, we usually sent you home for home care. If you got red, we considered you a 
high priority for the ICU if one became available. If you got yellow, you might do well in an ICU, you might not, 
so you were hospitalized but had to wait. 

And if you got black, well, we’d make you as comfortable as possible until you died.
Some good news when we came in the door: pamphlets informing us that we would be getting hazard 

pay and free life insurance until the epidemic ended. However, counseling would not be available today, as 
the therapist hadn’t shown up for work yet. She never showed up, in fact. Last I heard, she’d skipped town, 
took off  to a cabin she had over in Saskatchewan. [She laughs sourly.] You can’t make this stuff  up.

Inside, we suited up in masks and gowns, gloves and eyewear, which would soon make us feel hot and 
suff ocated. Then we went to work for several hours until lunchtime. In the cafeteria where we’re sitting now, a 
security guard  made  sure  that  you sat  at  least two meters away  from everybody  else. 

6  Personal protective equipment, including an N95 mask and gown.



Nurses at a Calgary hospital put on personal protective equipment before beginning their hospital shift dur-
ing the Pandemic. Hospital staff  worked under extreme conditions, with highly stressful 12-hour shifts in hot 
and suff ocating masks and gowns, wards fi lled with fl u patients, and quarantine procedures that produced 
overwhelming feelings of isolation.17

Other guards watched over the drug lockups and medical supply closets. We ate little; all we could think 
about was sleeping, even to catch a quick catnap in an empty offi  ce. We gulped water because of dehydration 
and the fact that wearing a mask for hours at a time makes your mouth dry out. We came to really hate those 
masks.18 After lunch, more patients, more blood, more deaths, more crises as resources gave out: Somebody 
told me we were using up something like 4,000 gowns and 6,000 masks a day. The phones rang constantly, 
families trying to fi nd out how their loved ones were doing. Communication between us and our patients was 
hard as hell as everybody wore masks and was often unable to read facial expressions and understand what 
people were saying. Between the stress and long hours, later on nurses would constantly come down with 
bronchitis and colds. After weeks of living in a mask unable to touch other people, the sense of loneliness and 
isolation and alienation became soul-crushing, while the stress of the endless workload and fear of infection 
shredded the nerves.19,20 Some of our patients were people we worked with, which was the hardest of all, and 
when we lost one we would feel devastated. Nurses would snap at each other and at the doctors, and start 
crying over the smallest things.21 By the end of a 12-hour shift, we were dead on our feet, practically dizzy, our 
voices reduced to whispers, with little memory of the previous 12 hours except one big long blur.22 On the 
way out, I sprayed the soles of my feet with bleach and received another pamphlet, this one reminding me to 
wash my hands.23

My husband picked me up, eyeing my mask as if it were a giant zit on my face. It was good just to sit down 
in the car, my back aching, my feet throbbing and swollen. I was still drenched in sweat from the clothes and 
gown I had on all day, and I had a mild headache. While we drove home, Tom said he would support me if I 
decided to stay at the hospital. We both knew I was staying regardless. Besides my family, nursing was my life. 
Throughout the Pandemic, whenever I fantasized about quitting, I just couldn’t do it. 

When we got home, Jenny and Tom Jr., my kids, ran to the door like puppies, reaching up for hugs and 
kisses, our daily ritual. I reminded them about how mommy was working with really sick people right now, 
and couldn’t hug and kiss. . . . [She sobs, resists crying with visible eff ort.] I’m sorry. Excuse me for a—I’m sorry. 
Whew. You see, I felt so guilty, like I already had the disease and it was my fault. That’s how I felt the entire time. 
When I’d forget, the way people looked at me would remind me.

Tom made us dinner, spaghetti, which was all he knew how to make, as I wasn’t allowed to cook for other 



people. Luckily for us, the kids loved it; they’d better have, because spaghetti, TV dinners and mac and cheese 
would pretty much become our diet for the duration. I ate only a little, using a disposable plastic fork; I was 
too tired. I could barely keep my eyes open. All I wanted was to go to bed. I fantasized about being in bed. I 
prayed for bed. My kids were quiet all through supper, watching me warily while I nodded off , suspicious of my 
mood. They wanted to make me happy, but they couldn’t. As for me, I had nothing left to give. I tried to smile, 
but nothing came out. Tom said he would put them to bed later. I stumbled like a zombie into the bathroom 
and did a temp check, which showed normal. Then I made up the bed in the spare bedroom, where I would 
be sleeping. Quarantine rule: You must sleep alone.

That night, I dreamed that a fl u patient had started bleeding out, his eyes wide open and completely red 
and a dark fountain of blood erupting from his nose and mouth, which I tried to stem with my hands. Another 
nurse looked at me in horror and pointed at my face: I wasn’t wearing a mask. I woke up drenched in sweat, 
shaking, my heart pounding with terror and pure adrenaline.24 It was still dark outside. My alarm clock told me 
I had to be up in an hour to get ready for my shift. I got out of bed, felt my way through the dark, and took a 
long, hot shower, remembering to hide my towel afterwards so nobody else would use it.

That was my fi rst day of hospital quarantine, and it turned out to be a typical day until the end of the epi-
demic.

By October 26, the epidemic had been developing for about a week in Calgary and began a major assault 
on the health system. Public health offi  cials now estimate that 18,000 people in the Calgary Health Region, 
which constituted about 1.2 million people served by fi ve urban and eight rural hospitals, caught the Avian 
Flu by this time. 

About half of these people experienced no symptoms, although they could infect others. The other half 
sought outpatient care—through a visit to a clinic or family physician—or hospitalization. Among this seg-
ment, nine out of 10 people faced the usual three- to fi ve-day crushing illness that anybody with seasonal 
fl u suff ered, albeit even harsher, more painful and sometimes accompanied by nosebleeds. Ten percent de-
veloped pneumonia or other complications and required hospitalization, and about 12.5 percent of these 
(or 1.25 percent of all clinically ill cases) died, sometimes within days; the highest mortality occurred among 
healthy 20- to 40-year-olds. 

Table 2-1. Progress of the epidemic and its estimated impact on the Calgary Regional Health Authority as of October 26, 
considered the end of its fi rst full week.25 For more information, see the Appendix.

Week 1
Clinically ill 18,020
Hospital admissions 1,802
Hospital acute care bed capacity 2,105
Requiring acute care beds 1,397
Bed demand as % capacity 66%
Requiring ICU beds 270
ICU bed capacity 57
ICU demand as % capacity 474%
Requiring ventilators 135
Ventilator bed capacity 186
Ventilator demand as % capacity 73%
Total mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 225

Already, just one week into what would be a 10-week epidemic, the hospitals reported a fl ood of cases.



Historically, pandemic infl uenza strains emerge roughly every 11 to 44 years. One out of four appears to be 
particularly virulent. Looking at the twentieth century, three major pandemic events occurred—one severe, 
and two relatively mild. 

The Spanish Flu, considered a severe pandemic fl u, killed 40 to 100 million worldwide. The Asian Flu of  
1957, considered a moderate pandemic fl u, killed an estimated two million, and the Hong Kong Flu of 1968, 
also considered moderate or even mild, killed about a million.

Pandemics historically occur in one, two or three waves, each about six to eight weeks in duration for a 
given region, and spaced two to nine months apart. In a large country such as Canada, the epidemic may take 
three to six months until it peaks and cases start their decline to zero. The fi rst wave is often mild because 
the virus may be still learning how to adapt to humans. By the second wave, the virus has typically learned, 
through repeated mutations, how to spread rapidly among its new human hosts, while becoming more viru-
lent. The third wave, if it occurs, is also considered deadly, although by this point most of the population, or an 
estimated seven out of 10 people, will have already caught the disease. After the second or third wave, novel 
infl uenza viruses may evolve the other way, becoming milder so as to reach an accommodation with humans. 
The infamous Spanish Flu, in fact, is believed to be circulating even today as common seasonal fl u H1N1.

Out of the gate, the Avian Flu of 2012 behaved like the Spanish Flu of 1918-19 at its worst. It killed 2.5 per-
cent of those who became clinically ill from it. And it spread rapidly through the population.26

Survivors would later describe the horrors of infection. Kim Albright, formerly a pharmaceutical sales rep-
resentative in Toronto, recalls calling on hospitals where her customers all wore face masks. “Since I dealt with 
doctors all the time, I was one of the fi rst to fi nd out how bad this bug was,” she recalls. “My customers told me 
it was the most lethal form of fl u they’d ever seen, one that caused hemorrhagic pneumonia—you bled into 
your lungs and coughed it up until the lungs just gave up and you died.”

Doctors warned her to stay away from the hospitals, but Albright says demand for her company’s products 
had skyrocketed, and the commissions were too good to pass up. 

“Then one night I arrived home feeling like crap, my face warm to the touch, and went straight to bed,” she 
adds. “The next morning, I felt a little better and started to make my sales calls. In the back of my head, I knew 
I was coming down with something, but I kept bargaining with myself: You can’t get sick now, just make one 
more sales call and you can sit it out for a bit. It’s the drive you have when you’re in pharmaceutical sales—it’s 
like an addiction, you don’t know when to give up. I was coming out of Queen Mary Hospital when I collapsed, 
unable to speak or move. The doctor I had just been talking to came out and arranged for me to be carried 
back inside.”

Sean Parker, an electrician in Ottawa, says he was walking from his home to a nearby job site when he 
blacked out. “I woke up in a hospital bed surrounded by walls of plastic sheeting,” he says. “People hurried past 
the sheets—like dark ghosts, calling to each other. At fi rst, I thought I’d been mugged; my body felt like every 
inch of it had been beaten with a tire iron. My eyes and head hurt like somebody had punched my naked 
eyeballs and fractured them. I was in some sort of ward, burning up with fever and lying in a bath of my own 
sweat, and people all around me were moaning. I had a tube jammed into my mouth feeding me oxygen, an 
IV bag feeding fl uids into my veins.”

Parker says he spent the next two weeks unconscious, and couldn’t believe the state of the world when 
he woke up. 

“It was hard enough for me to accept that the bad fl u going around turned out to be bird fl u, that I’d got-
ten it, and that I actually survived,” he says. “It was even harder to accept how bad things had gotten around 
the world while I’d been unconscious. I felt like Rip Van Winkle, sleeping through history and waking up in a 
strange world I barely knew anymore. It didn’t take long for things to get bad and start to fall apart.”

Lisa Dunn, a registered nurse working for a hospital in Vancouver, had been following quarantine proce-
dures and checking her body temperature once a night when she realized she was getting sick. “One night 
I felt warm and my temperature was fl uctuating, then spiked,” she recalls. “I was working long hours; I could 



have gotten anything. I stayed up late that night bargaining with God. By the morning, I was burning up and 
I knew I’d gotten the fl u. I sat down and wrote a goodbye letter to my friends and family, then drove myself to 
the hospital.”

Ken Leahy, an advertising executive in Toronto, remembers how helpless he felt lying in a hospital bed un-
able to speak or move. “Most of the time I didn’t know who I was and felt so much pain I didn’t care if I lived or 
died,” he says. “Then these moments would come where I was lucid again and I’d start thinking about Cindy 
and the kids. If I died, who would look out for them? And worse, had I infected them? Would I live only to fi nd 
out I’d killed my own family? Would I want to live if this happened?” These moments, he adds, were actually 
more painful than the symptoms of the fl u.

Jean White, a housewife living in Thunder Bay, Ontario, says the fever dreams were the worst part: “In one 
dream, my kids were babies again, but I couldn’t fi nd them no matter how hard I looked. There were hornets 
nests in the cribs, and the hornets fl ew out and into my lungs. These dreams would quickly become vivid 
nightmares, as real to me as the house I’m sitting in. I watched my husband get torn apart by a machine, 
get blown up in a freak gas explosion; I saw my kids fall down an elevator shaft, die in a car rolling off  a cliff . 
Everything important to me got taken away over and over. Time lost all meaning. This torture went on for what 
felt like years. It’s what Hell must be like.”

Kim Albright is no longer a pharmaceutical sales rep. As a result of her infection and the virus attacking 
her brain, she became partially blind in her left eye. She’s still on disability, and considering a career change. 
“For now, I’m just smelling the fl owers,” she says. “Staring death in the face really makes you appreciate life, the 
people you love, and all the little things that make life interesting—if only you pay attention.” 

Pathogens are given R0 ratings, which indicate their reproductive value. If a given disease has an R0 value 
of 2, for example, then one infected person will transmit infection to an average of two other people. 

The reproductive value of a disease is based on three factors. First, how contagious is it—how easy to 
transmit? Second, how long after a person becomes infected is he or she able to infect other people? And 
third, how many people who are susceptible to the disease live in the outbreak area?

The lower the R0 number, the easier an outbreak is to contain. If R0 is <1, for example, one person will pass 
it on to another person in an arithmetical rather than exponential infection rate.

SARS exhibited an R0 value of 2.2-3.7, measles an R0 value of about 12 and mumps an R0 value of about 8. 
Common infl uenza’s R0 value is anywhere from 1.5 to nearly 4. The Hong Kong pandemic strain of 1968 had 
an R0 value of <2. The Spanish Flu of 1918-19 had an R0 value estimated at 1.8-3.27

Epidemiologists have estimated Avian Flu’s R0 value in Canada to be >2 prior to government intervention 
strategies such as school and public venue closings. That means in the fi rst days of the epidemic, an infected 
person might pass it on to as many as two or more other people. School closings and other interventions 
gradually reduced this number, but it remained high enough to ensure exponential spread of the virus. 

The Avian Flu presented several problems. Humans and this variant of the H5N1 virus had never encoun-
tered each other before. There was no vaccine, no natural immunity in the population. In short, everybody 
proved susceptible to it. Infected individuals easily communicated the virus, which was as contagious as com-
mon fl u. And the virus incubated in the human body in just 1-4 days; an infected person could unwittingly 
pass on the virus before developing symptoms, with peak infectivity occurring soon after. 

Assuming an R0 value of 2-2.4 for Avian Flu and a generation interval of 2-3 days, with no interventions and 
ignoring super spreaders such as John Warren, one person infected with H5N1 could theoretically produce a 
chain of infection involving more than 450 people in two weeks and more than 500,000 people in a month.

Avian Flu was spreading fast among Canada’s population.
Based on the initial reports about mortality and number of cases, health offi  cials in Alberta began to ac-

cept the possibility of a severe pandemic strain. By the end of October, fl u patients in the Calgary Health 
Region, the worst hit at the time, had already created a demand for about 65 percent of acute care hospital 
beds (a “bed” being the equipment and personnel needed to care for an individual, requiring critical care, who 



would be occupying it), more than 70 percent of all ventilators, and about 475 percent of available ICU beds. 
Already, just one week into the epidemic, the health system lacked enough life-saving equipment, forcing 
doctors to make painful choices.

In just another week, so many people would seek hospitalization in cities like Calgary that their critical 
capacity would be exceeded, and the hospitals would begin to shut down, virtually closing their doors to the 
public.

Several days before October 26, Dr. Susan Anderson, Alberta’s Provincial Chief Medical Offi  cer, couldn’t 
believe the numbers coming out of Sentinel Infl uenza Surveillance, Alberta Viral Watch, FluWatch and the 
Canadian Integrated Outbreak Surveillance Center Respiratory Alert Program. Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, 
Toronto and Montreal all showed an abnormal surge in doctor visits, fl u tests, hospitalizations and deaths. 
Calgary, in particular, suff ered a signifi cant epidemic. Anderson’s phone rang almost continually as the Capital, 
Calgary and Palliser Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) reported outbreaks of a fl u that closely matched the 
WHO case defi nition of Avian Flu.

As the epidemic developed, she contacted the Health Minister of Alberta and advocated that the govern-
ment declare a province-wide public health emergency so that the health system could launch a coordinated, 
managed response to the crisis.

Public health emergencies are legal events. They can be declared by individual RHAs or by the govern-
ment, specifi cally the Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon the advice of the Provincial Chief Medical Offi  cer. 
The Lieutenant Governor is The Queen’s representative and CEO of a province. It’s an apolitical position; for 
example, the Lieutenant Governor gives royal assent to bills passed by the Assembly and signs proclama-
tions and other offi  cial documents. “The Lieutenant Governor in Council” simply means the provincial Cabinet 
makes a decision that is approved by the Lieutenant Governor. Public health emergencies grant government 
strong powers and diminish individual rights, and are therefore not taken lightly.

On October 29, three days after the NML confi rmed Avian Flu as the pathogen responsible for the grow-
ing epidemic, Alberta claimed these powers. Other provinces, managing their own developing outbreaks, 
followed suit within days. 

The Public Health Act specifi cally gives medical offi  cers the authority to prohibit people from attending 
school, engaging in their occupation and having contact with other people. These are actually sweeping pow-
ers, enabling a ban on public gatherings, restrictions on travel, and the shutdown of non-essential businesses. 

Within days of the declaration of public health emergency, medical offi  cers announced the scheduled 
shutdown of schools and large public venues such as theaters, stadiums and community centers. The severe 
public backlash that followed, coupled with scientifi c uncertainty, sapped the political will to take further 
measures.28

Most people were aware of the threat of Avian Flu, but other than the government closings it had not 
touched them personally yet. At the time, a growing number of people knew somebody who had gotten sick 
and were home in bed with fl u, but relatively few knew anybody who’d died or even had to go to the hospital. 
A poll conducted by a major national newspaper on October 26 found that 28 percent believed the govern-
ment was exaggerating the threat, with 52 percent saying they weren’t sure. At the time, only 20 percent of 
Canadians agreed with the government’s response.

On October 31, parents took their children out for Halloween, as they always did.

With an R0 value of >2, the Avian Flu spread exponentially among the Canadian population. Dr. Anderson 
says government basically had two strategies they could use to intervene and reduce the rate of transmission 
of disease from one person to the next: non-pharmaceutical and pharmaceutical interventions.

“Pharmaceutical interventions include antivirals drugs and vaccines,” she says. “These were our most im-



portant life-savers. But we had limited antivirals and a vaccine wouldn’t be ready for months—until essentially 
the fi rst wave had ended. That left the non-pharmaceutical interventions such as public education and social 
distancing.”

The goal: Get people to stay away from each other to keep them from passing the disease around, and 
observe good hygiene to prevent becoming infected, and thereby contain the virus’ spread by eff ectively re-
ducing its R0 value to <1. 

In the fi rst weeks of the epidemic, prior to any interventions, an estimated 30 percent of disease transmis-
sion occurred in the home, while 33 percent occurred in schools and workplaces. This is only natural: Disease 
transmission mostly occurs where people tend to spend a lot of time in close proximity to each other. 

With a new virus, since the immunity level is so low, basically either everybody gets it or the chain of infec-
tion is broken. In the early days of the epidemic, the fl u spread like wildfi re through the school system and 
public places; an infected man coughs in a crowded movie theater, and everybody around him can easily 
become infected. Just as bad, an estimated one-third of the fl u cases were asymptomatic—people walking 
around feeling fi ne but still spreading the fl u as a carrier.

“If we could prevent people from having contact with each other, at least in large groups, we could slow its 
spread and reduce pressure on the health system even if we couldn’t stop it,” Anderson explains. “Since one-
third of disease transmission occurred in schools, workplaces and large public venues, then ideally we could 
stop people from congregating in those places. It was easiest to close schools and large public facilities.”

She points out that these strategies, however, were only partially eff ective when instituted by themselves. 
They had to be combined and layered in the community to have a signifi cant impact. And they had to be in-
troduced early enough to make this impact.

“Unfortunately, we were always one step behind the epidemic in our decision-making,” she adds. “By the 
time we had good information and then made a decision, we were usually too late to have the kind of impact 
we wanted.”

Another 30 percent of disease transmissions are believed to have occurred in the home. Anderson says 
the government had three options to reduce spread. First, they promoted good hygiene to keep people from 
becoming infected; all provincial governments during the epidemic launched major public service announce-
ment campaigns promoting hand washing and homecare.

Keep your distance when out, wash your hands when in, they told citizens. If there is somebody sick in 
your home, stay at home yourself.

One PSA encouraged, “Say hi, and wave goodbye.”29

Second, government encouraged people to stay at home if a family member was sick and being cared for 
at home, a practice called self-quarantining. Government never took the third and most drastic step—closing 
all non-essential businesses and declaring a general home quarantine for all citizens for the duration of the 
epidemic.

“Disease is often compared to fi re,” Anderson says. “If you deny it something to burn, it will become ex-
tinguished. A home quarantine could have accomplished this; we simply don’t know. The consequences of 
this strategy, however, were unpredictable and potentially too severe. How would we have enforced such an 
order? Even if everyone complied, they would say to us: Okay, we’ll stay at home if you take care of our basic 
needs—food, medicine, rent. But we didn’t have the resources to take care of everyone.”

So government stuck to enforcing social distancing outside the home. But even this proved diffi  cult. 
Humans are social animals and in cities, survival and economic activity requires social contact. Social distanc-
ing could only be accomplished by severely limiting individual freedoms Canadians take for granted. 

Normally, within the public health system, clinical ethical principles, which concern the rights and inter-
ests of the individual, are balanced with public health ethical principles, which concern the rights and inter-
ests of the public. 

In other words, it’s in the group’s interest to be comprised of healthy individuals, just as it’s in the individu-
al’s interest to be part of a healthy group. The most signifi cant values are justice and respect for the individual 
and his or her freedom. 

When a single individual is aff ected by a health risk, balance shifts in favor of clinical ethics. When the 



health risk is shared by the public, however, then balance shifts in favor of public health ethics. As a result, 
during the Pandemic, collective interests temporarily trumped individual interests and individual freedom. 

“If you are sick and spread it, you put everybody at risk, and therefore it is our duty to limit your ability to 
spread it, even if that means we must curtail your rights,” Anderson explains. “Government’s rules, however, 
must be enforceable to be eff ective, and they must be obeyed. During the epidemic, many people didn’t obey, 
and we didn’t have the resources to force them.”

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

[The Hon. Todd Pickford, now serving his third term as Member of the Legislative Assembly for Banff -
Cochrane, has been Alberta’s Minister of Health and Wellness since 2011.]

Nice handshake. Just a few months ago, even a simple handshake was virtually against the law. Did you 
know that during the Spanish Flu pandemic about a hundred years ago, a health inspector in San Francisco 
shot a guy for refusing to wear a mask?

These days, it’s the politicians who get shot. Sorry about the security hassle getting in here, but some lu-
natic took a shot at me three days ago. Some guy who said the government killed his daughter. Said we didn’t 
do enough. 

Put this in your book: At the beginning of the crisis, we knew little more than your average Joe, and when 
we knew something as a fact, we did everything we could to act on it. Of course, we knew about China, that 
the superfl u was on its way here. Even though it happened much faster than we expected, we thought we 
were ready. But all those pandemic plans look great on paper until you actually try to coordinate such a mas-
sive eff ort.

Good Lord, fi rst there were the teleconferences. These sometimes involved hundreds of people from lo-
cal, provincial and national levels of government. On a given call you might have the WHO, the CDC, the NML, 
the RHAs, Health Canada, Canadian Integrated Public Health Surveillance, Network for Health Surveillance, 
First Nationals and Inuit Health Branch, Canadian Red Cross, FluWatch, Viral Watch, Center for Emergency 
Preparedness and Response, Laboratory Center for Disease Control, and Canadian Response Laboratory 
Team—to name a few, everybody with their own agendas and wanting to put their two cents in. For the fi rst, 
it took about half an hour just to get about a hundred people on the phone, and then once we started, every-
body spent 30 minutes just exchanging cell numbers and email addresses. It took us two days just to get set 
up to make decisions and work out who was in charge of what.

Then there was the endless debate over what to do about the epidemic. The thing to understand here is 
that we didn’t know much and we wanted to be damn sure of the facts if were going to start phasing the prov-
ince into a virtual economic standstill while suspending rights that most people take for granted. But it was 
diffi  cult just to get the go-ahead to do anything, even the fi rst common-sense steps we took such as starting 
the PSA campaigns and shutting down the schools and hockey rinks. We claimed the emergency powers but 
nobody wanted to be hasty; they wanted to wait and see how things developed. The problem was by the time 
you got solid information and acted on it appropriately, it was already dated and the situation on the ground 
had already gotten much worse. Even though a crisis was developing under our noses, you had the same old 
egos, agendas, turfs. Government got much more decisive over time. God bless democracy—it takes forever 
to get moving, but once it does, it can get things done.

You know, the guy who took a shot at me is a car mechanic. A car mechanic! When car mechanics start tak-
ing shots at you, maybe it’s time to retire from politics and let younger men give it a try. Frankly, I’m tired of it.

But let me say this: You can blame the government all you want for “failing” to stop the epidemic, but the 
fact was we did what we could with what we had and there sure as heck is no such thing as a perfect response 
in such a situation, even though we were acting upon pandemic response plans developed by the country’s 
leading public health experts. The bottom line is that once you’ve got superfl u in your borders, you can’t stop 



anything. All you can do is mitigate, which involves purposefully screwing up people’s lives and livelihoods 
based on what you think might be happening at the time. For a politician, this is a no-win situation. If anybody 
has a better idea on what to do next time, let us know. We’d love to hear it. 

You know, a hundred years or so ago, during the Spanish Flu pandemic, things were diff erent. There was 
no nanny state. These days, people expect government to solve all their problems. We were all warned; heck, 
the World Health people practically screamed at us for years. But hardly anybody took it seriously. They went 
about their lives and spent their money on vacations instead of thinking ahead and preparing for emergen-
cies, believing the government would take care of it when it happened. I had hoped people would have 
learned something after what we all went through—that government can do good things but can’t do every-
thing, and that they have to step up to the plate and help themselves and each other. But now car mechanics 
are shooting at MLAs like it’s our fault the pandemic happened and caused all those people to die.

The fact is we’re actually doing good right now, all things considered. Although we are busy preparing for 
a possible second wave, despite all the problems—with food production and distribution, the economy in a 
shambles, the insurance and airline industries bankrupt, global trade coming back at a trickle—we’re slowly 
making progress and getting back to normal. Our emergency powers recently expired. The schools reopened 
three weeks ago. The black market is disappearing as store shelves fi ll up again. And most important, we’re 
experienced at this now. People are starting to feel optimistic. At least it’s not like it is down in the U.S., with 
their hyperinfl ation and continued disruption, and where some parts of the country are still under martial law. 
And let’s not even compare to what’s still going on in China.

We did everything we could, and history will judge whether we did right or wrong. If people don’t like the 
job we did, I hope they’ll keep their heads and let us know how they feel—at the ballot box. 

The fl u spread rapidly in densely populated schools. Consider that the average elementary school child 
had an average of about 3.9 feet of personal space, well within the six feet considered to be the maximum 
distance for infection to occur, compared to 11 feet for an offi  ce worker. Those that caught it brought it home 
to their families; children became the primary carriers of infl uenza into the home. Although the 20- to 40-year-
old age group suff ered the highest mortality rate due to Avian Flu, children proved more likely to transmit 
infection because a higher percentage of them became ill, they shed virus for a longer period than adults, and 
they don’t control their secretions as well. 

The school closings slowed the rate of infections and reduced mortality among children and subsequent 
impacts on society (psychologists, for example, consider the death of their child the most signifi cant trau-
ma an adult can experience). However, government interventions presented tradeoff s. For every action, it 
seemed, there was a negative reaction. The school closings were no exception.

Kids weren’t always confi ned to the home. They roamed the streets and searched out other children, con-
tinuing to spread infection among each other and bringing the disease into their homes to infect family mem-
bers. Government encouraged parents to keep their children at home to prevent risk of infection, but it is 
estimated that only about one-third complied with this, although the rate increased to 80+ percent as the 
epidemic increased in severity.30 Although the school closings virtually eliminated school-based contacts, it is 
estimated that home contacts doubled.

Absenteeism also increased. In past decades, the Canadian workplace shifted due to demographic trends, 
resulting in a higher percentage of workers being dual earners or single mothers. For example, in 1976, 44 
percent of single mothers with children under six participated in the workforce; by 2011, this increased to 63 
percent. By 2011, an estimated 70+ percent of married or common-law couples had two working partners. 

These trends were accompanied by higher work/life confl icts, resulting in higher documented job stress. 
Workers suff ering from a high work/life confl ict exhibited absenteeism rates more than twice those of other 
workers—13.2 days per year compared to 5.9 days per year.

After Alberta closed its schools, an estimated 2 percent of workers, or about 37,000 people, stopped report-
ing to their jobs.31,32 Unfortunately, a few of them included doctors, nurses, fi rst responders, utility technicians 



and other essential workers. They stopped showing up because they didn’t have any other childcare options, 
particularly healthcare workers who were often stigmatized during the Pandemic because they worked di-
rectly with people infected with Avian Flu—a stigma that worsened as the media increasingly reported the 
fl u’s most extreme symptoms such as hemorrhaging.

Pre-Pandemic models suggested that early school closings would signifi cantly reduce the peak number 
of fl u cases, but only if this action could be taken early in the epidemic before a signifi cant portion of children 
had become infected.

Unfortunately, the disease had spread for nearly three weeks by the time Canada’s major cities closed their 
schools. The school closings therefore had an impact, but perhaps not as signifi cant as it could have been. 
According to epidemiologists, the peak attack rate (but not the total attack rate) could have been reduced by 
about 40 percent if the school closings had been announced at the beginning of the epidemic. They estimate 
the eff ect on the epidemic in most provinces to be a reduction of peak attack rate of about 10 percent. 

The school closing decision demonstrated a major problem with community-based interventions: 
Government did not, or could not, implement every intervention early enough in the epidemic to make a 
major diff erence. Later in the epidemic, another big problem would become apparent: Not everybody will 
obey the government.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

[Ken Callahan is the owner and operator of Dollhaus, a gentlemen’s club. By the end of the second 
week of the epidemic, while Ontario had ordered schools, theaters and stadiums closed, Toronto went 
further and shut down bars, restaurants and gyms and sports clubs. I had heard that Callahan defi ed 
the public ban, for which he paid a settlement to the City, and wanted to hear him tell his story.]

The City ordered us to close up shop along with all the other clubs. I didn’t see many other cities shutting 
down their bars, so I thought the Mayor was overreacting. The Dollhaus would stay open. If the cops fi ned me, 
that was okay by me. But I wasn’t going to close my doors just because some bad fl u was going around, right, 
and I wasn’t the only one to tell the government where to shove it. It turned out the cops were too overworked 
to even notice what I was doing. Many of the regulars showed up as usual. The next night, we had twice as 
many customers, the usual guys but also lots of ladies, too, looking for something to do. 

That’s how the party got started—the party people called the “end of the world party.” Over the next week 
or so, outside our doors, Toronto started falling apart, but not in my club. Down the street a building burned 
to the ground, and nobody in my club even noticed. 

I think that’s what kept them coming. They lived in fear of a sneeze all day and watched the news when 
they got home and it was all bad. They came here to let go, push back. Why not? My only problem at the time 
was locating new supplies of alcohol. After a week of scrounging and later buying on the black market, I had 
only enough left for another night, maybe two. 

In the end, it didn’t matter, right?
It was almost midnight. I had three dancers onstage in nursing uniforms. The music was blasting and the 

alcohol fl owed freely. We ran the beer taps constantly until the kegs gave out, and then we brought up the 
last of the bottles. People were smoking all over the place—why not, since everything else we were doing was 
illegal? Everywhere, people were laughing and talking or cheering the girls on. They were having the time of 
their lives.

Then they all stopped and gasped: One of the girls had come out on the stage in a Death costume, black 
robe and skull mask and scythe and all, while the DJ started Metallica’s “Creeping Death.” Everybody stared 
nervously, transfi xed, watching this apparition of Death’s slow march. 

When the song reached the chorus, Tonya—a gorgeous blonde and one of the Dollhaus’ biggest attrac-
tions—stepped out of the costume buck naked, shook her tits and strutted around the stage. The crowd went 



wild, roaring with approval. Sex conquers death. 
We were fi ddling while Rome burned.
Suddenly, a collective shiver rippled through the crowd. The mood changed; I could feel it. People gradu-

ally stopped laughing or talking or cheering, started looking at each other with these puzzled looks on their 
faces, wondering what had changed. Gradually, people quieted down, the silence spreading outward until the 
entire room stopped what they were doing and listened. And then you could just barely hear it over the music: 

Somebody was coughing.
The DJ cut the music, the sudden silence jarring.
I climbed up onto the bar to get a better look. A man was sitting next to the stage, shuddering as he 

coughed into his fi st. Around him, people started backing off . The dancers gathered up their costumes and 
huddled together in a corner of the stage. 

Was he sick with the bird fl u? If he had bird fl u, then every breath he exhaled was laced with virus and we 
were packed in here like sardines. People stared at him in horror like he wasn’t some guy having a coughing 
fi t but instead a terrorist wearing a belt of TNT with his thumb on the button. Somebody asked if he was okay, 
but he didn’t answer, which made it worse.

Then somebody else shouted at him to leave. Other people took up the shout and soon everybody was 
shouting at this poor schmuck to get the hell out. Some of them were screaming at him like crazy people 
and throwing their plastic cups and half-smoked cigarettes; I guess this guy symbolized the whole goddamn 
freak-show going on outside. They didn’t want the party to end but suddenly this guy coughs and it’s like the 
Masque of the Red Death.7

The guy got out of his chair, unsteadily, still hacking away into his fi st. I thought that maybe everything 
would turn out okay, that he would leave and we could go back to having fun and forget he ever existed. Then 
blood started streaming from his nose—not red like in the movies, but dark, almost black. It ran down his face 
and turned into a widening stain on his shirt collar. Well, that did it. A few people started shoving their way 
through the crowd towards the exits. A murmur kind of swept over the crowd, lots of people talking at once. 
Then everybody was running. It was like a stampede. And I was still on the bar, screaming at everybody to slow 
down, take their time, or somebody could get hurt.

Of course they didn’t listen. Nobody ever listens when they’re panicked.
One of the patrons came up behind the guy and whacked him on the head with a beer bottle and then ran 

off . It was the kind of violence that only happens in real life, like one of those YouTube videos of a real street 
fi ght. It’s not dramatic like the movies, but it’s 10 times scarier. I can’t explain it any better than that. The bottle 
didn’t even break like in a movie. But the guy went down just the same. The look of surprise and genuine pain 
on his face before he fell was horrible, I’ll never forget it. The instant before he fell, he looked right into my eyes, 
and I suddenly felt like he owned a part of me and I couldn’t get it back unless I helped him live. I hated him 
right then, but I knew I had to help him.

The place was almost empty now. I yelled at the girls to help me, but they looked at me like I was crazy. I 
bent down to check the guy’s pulse, holding a handful of bar napkins over my mouth and nose, and when I 
looked up the girls had gone. His head was bleeding; I pressed down on the tear in his scalp with some of the 
napkins. I dragged him to my car and took him to the hospital. Because he had a trauma injury that could have 
been life threatening, they took him faster than if he just had bird fl u. Getting whacked on the head may have 
saved his life.

We kept the party going as long as we could, ignoring the fl u, but the fl u found us. The “end of the world” 
party was over, while outside the world went right on ending.

7  In Edgar Allan Poe’s short story “The Masque of the Red Death,’’ Prince Prospero seals himself and a 
thousand of his friends into a castle to protect them from a plague called the Red Death that is ravaging the 
country. Prospero holds a costume ball as a distraction from the suff ering and death going on outside the 
castle. Then the Red Death, disguised as a costumed guest, removes its disguise and kills them all.



While government struggled to increase public confi dence in its containment measures, the health sys-
tem responded rapidly. By October 30, health offi  cials in Ontario, British Columbia, Alberta and Quebec began 
full implementation of their pandemic response plans; the other provinces followed suit days later. The chal-
lenge to the provinces and their RHAs proved to be how and where to focus limited resources, temporarily 
increase resources, and institute, in stages, limitations on public mobility so as to reduce the spread of disease.

In each province, the health system led the health sector response, such as coordinating the RHAs, de-
livering antiviral drugs and vaccine, and collecting and distributing information related to the epidemic. 
Meanwhile, each province’s emergency management department, managing the crisis from a command cen-
ter, led the response related to the non-health impacts of the epidemic, such as maintaining essential services, 
coordinating volunteer activities, and helping families of victims. 

At a more local level were the municipalities and RHAs. Municipal government maintained public order, 
helped close down public buildings, set up triage and alternative healthcare sites, and maintained public in-
frastructure such as waste management and utilities. The RHAs met the community’s health needs, collected 
and disseminated information about the epidemic, and delivered antivirals and vaccine.

These steps were all taken based on the understanding that demand for health services would dramati-
cally exceed supply for the next one to two months, while essential services would become increasingly dif-
fi cult to maintain due to a growing infection rate among skilled workers. 

Confronting the Pandemic became a complicated logistics puzzle. Unfortunately, while each province’s 
pandemic response plans had been well-conceived and rehearsed in tabletop exercises, in reality, under pres-
sure, problems occurred that resulted in slow, sometimes bungling staging of government action punctuated 
by sudden bursts of progress. Numerous issues came up and had to be resolved. People could not be located. 
Resources that had been thought to exist did not. The resources they had took time to set up. Communications 
broke down. People made bad decisions based on poor information. New developments required fast deci-
sions that could not be made quickly.

Meanwhile, the national government supported local health systems with its own arsenal of resources, in-
cluding 165 portable hospitals containing 33,000 beds. Government deployed these hospitals, supplemented 
by mobile military hospitals, around the country based on need. All of the resources available to the RHAs 
could increase acute care capacity in any given health region by a maximum of 25-50 percent. 

It wasn’t enough. In the Calgary RHA, for example, even after increasing capacity by 25 percent, demand 
still represented more the 130 percent of available acute care beds, 1580 percent of ICU beds, and 240 percent 
of ventilator beds at the end of the epidemic’s third week, costing lives as people couldn’t access life-saving 
equipment.

One of the most critical resources that needed to be distributed quickly was antiviral drugs. During the 
fi rst wave of the Pandemic, this asset presented the only virus-specifi c intervention available.

Antiviral drugs, which inhibit the ability of a virus to replicate itself, are proven eff ective against infl uenza. 
They can be used for both treatment of symptomatic cases and as a prophylaxis, or preventive measure, for 
people exposed to the virus. For example, if you got the fl u, these drugs might help you get better. And if 
you didn’t have the fl u but had been exposed to it, the drugs might prevent you from becoming infected. 
Available drugs included zanamivir, oseltamivir, amantadine and rimantadine. Of these, zanamivir, oseltamivir 
and amantadine had been approved for use in Canada.

Amantadine and rimantadine susceptibility testing of Avian Flu confi rmed that the virus exhibited signifi -
cant resistance to these drugs, so health offi  cials concluded that they had no potential as either a treatment 
or a prophylaxis.

That left zanamivir and oseltamivir, both approved for use in Canada in 1999. The drugs, eff ective as a 
treatment if taken within 12 hours, 



Table 2-2. Progress of epidemic in the Calgary Health Region and its estimated impact over its entire 10-week course. 33 
By week 3, Calgary’s share of the national emergency stockpile increases total hospital capacity by 25 percent. By week 
4, alternative care sites increase hospital bed capacity by another 25 percent. About 10 percent of the clinically ill re-
quired hospitalization; about 77.5 percent of these cases required acute care beds for an average of 7 days, 15 percent 
of these cases needed ICU beds for an average of 14 days, and 7.5 percent of them needed ventilators for an average 
of 14 days. In week 4, social distancing strategies clip the peak by 10 percent; additional business closings reduce the 
peak by an additional 10 percent in week 5. These strategies reduce the peak but increase the length of the epidemic 
from eight to 10 weeks.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
Clinically ill 18,020 30,034 45,051 51,358 45,652
Hospital admissions 1,802 3,003 4,505 5,136 4,565
Hospital acute care bed capacity 2,105 2,105 2,631 3,158 3,158
Requiring acute care beds 1,397 2,328 3,491 3,980 3,538
Bed demand as % capacity 66% 111% 133% 126% 112%
Requiring ICU beds 270 721 1126 1446 1455
ICU bed capacity 57 57 71 71 71
ICU demand as % capacity 474% 1265% 1581% 2030% 2042%
Requiring ventilators 135 360 563 723 728
Ventilator bed capacity 186 186 233 233 233
Ventilator demand as % capacity 73% 194% 242% 311% 313%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 225 375 563 642 571
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 158 263 394 449 399



Table 2-2 (continued).

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10+
Clinically ill 45,051 30,034 18,020 11,413 5,707
Hospital admissions 4,505 3,003 1,802 1,141 571
Hospital acute care bed capacity 3,158 3,158 3,158 3,158 3,158
Requiring acute care beds 3,491 2,328 1,397 885 442
Bed demand as % capacity 111% 74% 44% 28% 14%
Requiring ICU beds 1361 1126 721 442 257
ICU bed capacity 71 71 71 71 71
ICU demand as % capacity 1910% 1581% 1012% 620% 360%
Requiring ventilators 680 563 360 221 128
Ventilator bed capacity 233 233 233 233 233
Ventilator demand as % capacity 293% 242% 155% 95% 55%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 563 375 225 143 71
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 394 263 158 100 50

at most two days of illness onset, attacked the ability of the H5N1 virus to replicate by interfering with the 
release of virions from infected cells, and other eff ects. 

Studies of oseltamivir prior to the Pandemic suggested that the drug, properly administered, could reduce 
hospitalizations by nearly 60 percent while reducing the duration of symptoms by 25-30 percent.  As a pro-
phylaxis, both oseltamivir and zanamivir demonstrated 70-90 percent eff ectiveness in preventing infl uenza 
under lab conditions. 

It is still too early to know if these drugs had a similar eff ect during the Pandemic, as studies are pending, 
but some public health offi  cials have estimated that their use cut the mortality rate overall by about 50 per-
cent when available, saving an estimated 100,000 lives in Canada.34

Drug patent laws protected both of these drugs, however, limiting access. Both were relatively expensive 
and in limited supply due to limited production capacity. And both had a shelf life of about fi ve years.

By 2011, Health Canada had increased the National Antiviral Stockpile to 55 million doses, about 90 per-
cent oseltamivir and 10 percent zanamivir, and distributed it to the provinces and territories based on popula-
tion.35

At 10 doses per individual, this was estimated as suffi  cient to cover 5.5 million people, or nearly 20 percent 
of the population. However, Avian Flu proved remarkably resilient. It required 15 doses, suffi  cient for 3.7 mil-
lion people, or about 12 percent of the population. About 25 percent of Canadians became clinically ill during 
the fi rst wave of the Pandemic, and about half of these required treatment with antivirals, so the National 
Antiviral Stockpile barely covered the population that became clinically ill during the Pandemic.36

In the epidemic’s fi rst weeks, health offi  cials faced the challenge of timely distribution of drug stocks as 
the drugs, to be eff ective, needed to be taken within 12, at most 48 hours of onset of illness. Later, the black 
market would present an additional challenge: As stocks became depleted at pharmacies and rumors told of 
shortages in some health regions, people increasingly turned to the black market and paid outrageous prices 
not only for real antiviral drugs that had been stolen from pharmacies and clinics, but for antivirals that proved 
ineff ective against Avian Flu, such as amantadine, and fake remedies that turned out to be just dressed-up 
children’s aspirin.

By early November, nearly 1.3 million Canadians had become infected and more than 15,000 people had 
died.

Across Canada, the epidemic stopped being something that happened on the news, in other countries, to 
other people. Everywhere, people gradually awakened to the reality that the nation found itself in the midst 
of a developing catastrophe.

And it had only gotten started.



This was Pandemic.



Interlude

Good evening.
For the fi rst time in my mandate as Prime Minister, I have asked to speak directly to Canadians tonight. 
The rapid progress of the Asian fl u epidemic in the Far East raised the specter of a pandemic that could 

threaten public health in Canada. The World Health Organization has, in fact, declared a Level 6 Pandemic, 
meaning the Asian fl u has mutated so that it can be transmitted easily from person to person. 

In response, we restricted travel to aff ected countries, strengthened controls at our borders and airports, 
and increased surveillance of infl uenza-like illnesses within our borders.

Recent health statistics show a signifi cant increase in the number of infl uenza cases throughout the na-
tion, many of them characteristically similar to the Asian fl u. This gave us reason to believe that the Asian fl u, 
so-called bird fl u or avian fl u, had arrived in Canada. 

Recent testing at the National Microbiology Laboratory and provincial laboratories has confi rmed a grow-
ing Asian fl u epidemic in the nation.

As a result, after consultation with the Health Minister, I have authorized the immediate implementation 
of Canada’s pandemic response plans.

Canada has the fi nest public health system in the world, and will meet the challenges of this crisis.
Part of the solution will be a vaccine. We have begun development of a vaccine, but its production and dis-

tribution will take time. Until it becomes available, there are important steps you can take to protect yourself 
and your family. This information is available at Health Canada’s website at www.infl uenza.gc.ca.

Remember: Keep your distance when out, wash your hands when in.
Some provinces have taken strong measures to protect public health, such as restricting public gather-

ings and closing schools. Please support your local government. Together, we can weather this epidemic with 
minimal loss of life.

Canada is a strong nation and I know that all Canadians will respond to this crisis with courage and com-
passion.

Thank you. And good night.

—address to the nation by Prime Minister Kirk Goodall, October 29



Pandemic

… Achoo, achoo,
We all fall down.

—children’s rhyme about Black Plague circa 1347

After the fi rst week of November ended, Canada began its third full week of the epidemic. When drawing 
up their pandemic response plans, public health offi  cials had placed emphasis on predictions of a mild or 
moderate pandemic, in which they had projected a maximum of 8,000 hospital admissions at this time, about 
1 percent of all infected. 

But H5N1 was not a mild virus. About one out of 10 people who became clinically ill from it needed hospi-
talization for complications such as pneumonia.37

By the end of the second week more than 125,000 victims fl ooded the hospitals. In many health regions, 
the health system crashed. Demand simply exceeded all available hospital beds, not to mention ICU beds and 
ventilators. 

Everywhere, hospitals and clinics were shutting down.
By the end of the third week, the number of cases requiring hospitalization almost doubled. Another 

120,000 cases.
Offi  cials predicted that based on what they’d seen so far, they could end up with as many as another 

550,000 cases by the end of the epidemic.

Hospitals like Mountain View soon found themselves in a virtual 
Figure 3-1. Clinically ill and hospital admissions in Canada over the course of the epidemic. The peak is clipped due to 
government interventions that reduced the rate of infection but extended the length of the epidemic.
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no-win situation. When a more common disaster such as a major fi re results in mass injuries, a hospital can 
be stretched, but never broken by such an event. They can always count on help from the outside at some 
point. An epidemic of a major new disease is diff erent. It’s an open event; everybody is going through it. The 
number of people needing treatment exceeds hospital capacity many times over, but no help will come from 
the outside, because they’re going through the same thing. No other hospital can help, no other province can 
help, no other country. Due to economic considerations, many hospitals also maintained a slim surge capac-
ity—it could handle a sudden surge of so many patients, and no more. There simply weren’t enough resources 
to treat all of the infected.

During the 1918-19 Spanish Flu Pandemic, the hospitals became so full they treated patients in corridors, 
offi  ces and tents. Many patients, denied entry, were sent to gyms, state armories, churches and other facilities 
converted into emergency hospitals. Before the Pandemic of 2012-13, alternative care sites became recog-
nized as an important feature of disaster planning, not just pandemic planning. For example, almost immedi-
ately following the World Trade Center attacks in 2001, an emergency triage was established at Chelsea Piers 
in New York City with the help of local hospitals.38 After the devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina in 2005, 
several alternative sites became established. In one case, doctors and students from the University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas set up a surge hospital at the Dallas Convention Center, staff ed by vol-
unteers, which received thousands of evacuees and treated nearly 9,000 patients September 1-16.39

As the epidemic spread and engulfed Canada, the health system counterattacked by launching scores of 
alternative care sites. 

Health offi  cials deployed a range of diff erent types of alternative care sites during the Pandemic in Canada. 
Mobile fi eld hospitals, contributed by the military and the national emergency stockpile, off ered full services 
to increase hospital capacity. Flu treatment sites, essentially warehouses of beds for fl u patients in facilities 
such as school gyms and hotels, focused on isolating and caring for victims of the fl u. Some provinces cre-
ated fl u recovery sites, which provided beds for patients who have begun recovering and had minimal medi-
cal needs. And some created expanded ambulatory care sites, which cared for non-fl u patients, and triage 
and patient screening sites, where people with infl uenza-like symptoms could be quickly diagnosed and told 
where to go for treatment. Overall, the establishment of emergency hospitals increased healthcare capacity 
by about 25 percent, but still it wasn’t enough for all of the fl u victims who would seek treatment.

Staffi  ng proved the biggest problem in producing and maintaining these sites during an exponential-
ly spreading epidemic and atmosphere of crisis. Plenty of people volunteered, but health skills remained a 
scarce commodity throughout the epidemic, gradually becoming even scarcer over time.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

[Jennifer Chan, RN is 5 ft. 1 in. tall, very petite with long straight black hair and a pixie-doll face, but this 
woman is made of iron. Fresh from nursing school, she’d been working for the Queen Mary Hospital 
for three weeks before the Pandemic struck. She labored tirelessly for the entire epidemic in both the 
hospital and later in alternative care sites. Her experiences during the Pandemic didn’t discourage, but 
instead confi rmed, her love of nursing. She says she felt like she truly made a diff erence. Now that the 
Pandemic is over, Chan is looking forward to a long, hard-earned vacation and going back to school 
to gain a master’s degree in nursing (MSN).]

The whole thing seems like a bad dream now. I was one of the new kids still fi guring out how to fi nd the 
bathroom. Three weeks later, I was in the middle of a pandemic, part of the so-called “thin white line.”

One morning, on the tenth day of the epidemic, we stopped taking patients. We were fi lled up, another 
nurse told me. From now on, we would continue to triage patients out front, but send most of them to newly 
formed fever clinics while taking in the worst cases as beds became available due to discharges. They also 
kept a small reserve of beds so the hospital could continue to treat the occasional critical case such as a heart 



attack or trauma. You have to give them credit for that. No matter how bad things got, they always tried to 
remain a real hospital, not just a fl u hospital. But I was wondering what the fl u victims were going to do if all 
the hospitals closed.

Later that day, two women from the Pandemic Response Center came by and asked for volunteers to set 
up an alternative care site that would be staff ed mostly by retirees, students and volunteers. An epidemiolo-
gist from Health Canada’s pandemic response team would be heading up the facility. 

I immediately volunteered.
It’s not that I really wanted to leave that badly. I loved the people I worked with and knew that if I left, 

their jobs would get a little harder. When things got really bad, you still wouldn’t quit because other people 
depended on you. The Pandemic welded us into a team, and I loved that feeling. We were fi ghting against 
the odds, and in many ways we only had each other to count on. Outside of work, we were increasingly being 
treated as lepers by friends and family—some nurses told me that even their own kids were scared of them—
which brings me to why I left to help start the new facility. 

I was still living with my parents and planning to do this until I got on my feet fi nancially. When they saw 
Queen Mary’s on the news, they packed a suitcase for me, put it in the garage and then locked me out of the 
house. They said: “Quit right now, Jen, and we’ll let you back in.” I kicked and screamed but they wouldn’t let 
me in. They were on the other side of the door, crying, pleading with me to quit. They didn’t want me or them 
to get sick; they didn’t want to die.40,41 But I wouldn’t quit, even though every day during the Pandemic I went 
to work thinking, “Today might be it; I could die.”

After I left home, I checked into a motel where I could easily get in and out of my room without being 
noticed. I lived each day afraid the manager was going to fi nd out I worked for a hospital and throw me out. 
On the street, sometimes people would yell insults and threats at me because I’m of Chinese descent and the 
Pandemic started in China. Eventually, I went to stay with another nurse and her husband, but almost imme-
diately it started to get weird. I would catch him staring at me intensely. Don’t get the wrong idea: He wasn’t 
interested in me that way. Instead, he was literally looking at me with murder in his eyes. If his wife got sick, 
I realized that he would blame me and might even hurt me in some way. I lived in fear in their house, and I 
wanted out.

So the Pandemic Center women walked into the hospital and said if you volunteer to help set up and run 
the new fever clinic, you have the option of living there with free room and board. The Army is going to guard 
it to keep you safe, they told us. We have been authorized to take four nurses from this hospital. Now who 
wants to volunteer? 

I realized that if I said yes and ended up living in a fever clinic, not only would the Army be keeping un-
wanted people out, they would probably end up keeping the wanted people in. The government was clamp-
ing down on all those people who walked off  the job, and it was against the law to quit now. I thought: It won’t 
be long before you see nurses working at gunpoint. But it seemed safer to be in a hospital 24/7 than have to 
pass back and forth between the hospital and the real world. You look at me like I’m crazy, but listen to this. 
Like an idiot, I wore my uniform home one night, and during the drive a man got out of the car next to me at a 
red light and started begging me, then trying to bribe me, then threatening me, to come to his house to help 
his wife who was sick. A man and a woman saw what he was doing and ran over. I thought they were going to 
help me, because the guy was hysterical, but they demanded that I get out of the car. They started screaming 
at me that their mother needed my help and that I was a goddamn nurse and that it was my duty to do what 
they said! Somebody started punching my windshield until their skin broke, leaving a bloody smear on the 
glass. I had to fl oor it and run the red light to avoid being kidnapped. Of course, there wasn’t a cop in sight, 
not in those days.

As I left the hospital with a few other nurses who’d agreed to set up the new facility, I realized I’d been crav-
ing a new environment to work in. Those fl uorescent corridors had been starting to drive me crazy. And things 
had started to fall apart. Doctors would end up in screaming matches over whose patient would be next on 
a ventilator. There was often blood on the fl oor from patients bleeding out. People slipped on it. They’d walk 
through a puddle of it, too numb and tired to notice, and track it through the hospital. Antivirals kept disap-
pearing from the drug lockup. People were taping cardboard over all the air vents.



So I left, hoping to make a fresh start. And walked straight into a madhouse.
We were bussed, still wearing masks and gowns with an armed guard in the front row, to a public high 

school in the Southwest. There were supplies and equipment everywhere, still in boxes. The Pandemic Center 
had stockpiled 200-bed fi eld hospitals, advance treatment centers, casualty collecting units, trauma kits, mini-
clinics, mobile feeding units, reception center kits, you name it. Using these materials, you can set up a tem-
porary hospital virtually out of the box. Gradually, we started to get the place into shape—cot after cot made 
up in nice neat rows. We collected everything in the school itself that we could fi nd that might be useful. For 
example, they sent us a lot of forms but no pens or pencils, so we scavenged them out of the school supplies. 
We found a few things in the nurse’s offi  ce, and learned how to use the PA system. Volunteers and retirees 
and medical and nursing students wandered around until a few nurses who’d come from Telehealth assigned 
them duties. A few doctors, scrounged from local private and group practices and the Army, were in charge 
of the place; the famous epidemiologist never showed up. We had no resources for psychological counseling, 
but a number of priests and ministers came—including a rabbi and an imam—and they were a huge help 
whether you needed somebody to talk to or change a bedpan. They were humble people and willing to do 
anything to help. A group of us nurses claimed a classroom and that’s where we bunked. Just like the hospital, 
they put a school bus out front for triage, and a tent in the back for staff , although most of us weren’t leaving, 
as we had committed to live onsite. One of the military doctors was a real whiz with triage. Soldiers guarded 
the place. For some reason, seeing these guys in their helmets and camo gear walking around with machine 
guns didn’t reassure me. If anything, it made me more anxious, if that’s possible.

By the end of the week, the site accepted 200 patients.
All day, all night, the gym was fi lled with noise—layers of it. A horrible general moan that never seemed 

to stop, punctuated by sobbing or retching or an occasional scream of pain or terror. People cried out all the 
time in delirium—enraged snatches of dialogue, pleading with some friend or relative, a shouted warning, or 
sometimes one long monologue that didn’t make any sense. Somebody thought it would pump up morale 
by playing these easy listening CDs over the PA system. The music came through with this tinny sound and 
just sunk into the noise like some nightmarish underlying soundtrack. To this day, if I hear one of those songs, 
I start shaking and bawling, even though I never cried once during the entire epidemic. Weird, huh?

It was like being in Hell.
For the worst cases, Avian Flu is agony. It not only fl attens your lungs, it can attack other organs. For some 

people it’s not just a respiratory infection but a whole body infection. The frontal headache is worse than the 
worst migraine. The eyeballs hurt everywhere at once, the eyelids even hurt, sometimes the ears get infl amed. 
The lower back becomes so painful that mere contact with the bed can be unbearable; people would lie for 
hours with their backs sharply arched. People licked their lips with thickly coated tongues with a bright red 
tip. Blood dripped and pooled everywhere from vomiting and coughing and the classic nosebleeds that oc-
curred in about half the patients we saw in the hospitals. With the nosebleeds, you had to be careful because 
sometimes it would squirt up to several feet. The place stank like fever, like sweat, shit and death. 

When people turned blue, that usually meant they’d had it; some died within hours, others lingered for 
days, choking and coughing up as much as two pints of pus a day. We had beds and medicine and we could 
keep our patients hydrated, but we had no ventilators, and the hospitals kept telling us their ventilators were 
all in use. I remember at Queen Mary, where we had too few ventilators and too many people needing them, 
how some doctors, crying bitterly, had to choose whether to keep somebody on a ventilator who was barely 
clinging to life, or take him off  and put another patient on it who was stronger and had a better chance to sur-
vive. In the gym, we didn’t have that choice. Without the ability to provide supplemental oxygen to patients, 
we could only make some of them as comfortable as possible as their lungs slowly bled out and they drowned 
in their own fl uids. About one out of seven or eight of our patients died like this.

Sometimes, when a patient died, his lungs would burst, which would create air pressure that formed little 
air pockets under his skin, usually in the neck but sometimes all over the body—it’s called subcutaneous em-
physema—and the body would crackle and pop as we rolled it onto the gurney for removal.

In the worst cases, their fi ngers and genitals turned black and smelled as if the body had started to decom-
pose before dying. 



Some people recovered but could barely move, they were so tired. Some people ended up with organ dam-
age. We had a bunch of people who went blind, wound up permanently confused or were forced to live with 
other permanent side eff ects from the virus attacking the brain.

We kept the patients nourished and hydrated, removed their waste, cleaned their sheets, gave them medi-
cine, tagged the corpses for removal, day and night, over and over. Nurses and ministers constantly walked 
among the cots tending body and soul. Our volunteers constantly changed bedpans and dragged bundles 
of bloody sheets to the laundry and gave patients bed baths and prepared meals and mopped up blood and 
phlegm from the fl oor. The nurses and students constantly drew blood and started IVs and dispensed meds 
and provided respiratory suction. 

Over and over and over, day after day after day. Then a doctor would complete a death certifi cate and a 
body would be bagged and put in the school’s music room to await pickup. 

 



Two volunteers listen to instructions from a nurse at an alternate healthcare site established in a  Montreal 
school gymnasium. During the Pandemic, Canada’s “thin white line” of 600,000 healthcare workers attempted 
to treat nearly 8 million victims of Avian Flu; the so-called “fever clinics,” staff ed largely by volunteers, expand-
ed the capacity of the health system, easing pressure on it and enabling it to treat as many sick as possible.42

Two of our people gave up due to the stress and tried to kill themselves. One ate two whole bottles of an-
tivirals. We had to physically subdue a med student who had accidentally pricked himself with a needle after 
drawing blood from a patient and had started screaming and thrashing about.

Near the end of the week, we were treating a few Americans. They weren’t tourists, but people from 
Michigan who came over because they thought we had better healthcare and that it would be free. When are 
the Americans going to catch up with the rest of the modern world and get a public health system? I heard 
that something like 15 million people got sick but were uninsured down there. A lot of them came over here 
and helped crush a health system already broken by the Pandemic while using up our antivirals. And then 
they have the nerve to blame us for the fl u, like we invented it! Remember when that idiot on that right wing 
cable news channel started calling it the “Canadian Flu”?

Figure 3-2. The epidemic in Toronto.
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Anyhow, we took care of the Americans in the fever clinic as best we could, and once it had fi lled up, 
another person from the Pandemic Center came in, got us together and asked for volunteers to help set up 
another healthcare site.

I volunteered.
The next site was a hotel that had been commandeered in the Northwest. The supply situation was even 

shoddier than at the school gym, but in many ways we were in the lap of luxury. We put two patients in each 
room. The constant grating noise of suff ering went away. The hotel had comfortable beds and plenty of linens. 
Some of the hotel staff  volunteered to come back to work and cook us meals and do the laundry.

The best part, however, was that we all got our very own rooms. Every day, there was some place where I 
could go, take off  my mask and gown, have a hot bath, and breathe.

But even there the days started to blur together again until the hotel fi lled to capacity and the Pandemic 
Center sent people again to ask for volunteers. The next assignment was another hotel, a nice one I had always 
wanted to stay in, so I went.

And then another, this one a “step down” healthcare site for stable patients transferred from acute care 
facilities. The work was much easier there. It was a challenging experience for me anyway because I turned out 
to be the only registered nurse onsite.

Overall, I worked at fi ve healthcare centers during the Pandemic.
Eventually, I heard that the number of new cases had started to go down. Over the next three weeks, the 

number gradually fell off  to almost nothing. Our clinic continued to take new patients from the hospitals, 
however, until we were full. These people were in recovery, and it was heartbreaking to see how the fl u had 
ravaged some of them. Some would never be the same again. Some were still so weak they couldn’t even feed 
themselves, and they would stay that way for months. Christmas came and went.

On the fi rst day that we heard that Toronto had reported no new cases, the staff  sort of drifted together. 
We stayed masked but, on impulse, we each put a hand on another person’s shoulder or back. A simple touch 
was something we had not been allowed to do to another human being for weeks unless they were sick with 
the fl u. Nobody said a word. The epidemic was over, and we had made it. In this way, we celebrated what we 
called No Intake Day, a date I intend to celebrate every year for the rest of my life. 

No Intake Day is just two days before New Year’s.
You know, I’ll never forget the people I worked with, the doctors and nurses in the thin white line. I’ve nev-

er met stronger people, and they helped me stay strong so that I could keep at it every day and never give up 
and go on helping to save lives. They are all heroes to me—more than that: They became my family. The sad 



thing is that to this day, because I worked in so many places and we practically lived in the masks and gowns, 
I have no idea what most of them look like or even their last names. 

They have no names or faces. But I will always love them.

Hospitals suff ered high attrition rates during the Pandemic for a number of reasons. Sometimes, health-
care providers got sick. Sometimes, they couldn’t take the stress and needed a break. Sometimes, they simply 
walked off  the job.

The day after Mountain View General Hospital instituted quarantine measures, for example, four percent 
of its workforce did not show up the next day. More than 80 people simply stayed home—about 20 among 
the clinical staff , about 60 among the non-clinical staff  such as clerical workers and computer technicians.43

Simply put, they didn’t want to catch the fl u, but more importantly, in many cases, they didn’t want their 
families to get it from them.

Every such loss hurt the health system, even attrition among non-clinical staff . While receptionists and 
computer technicians played no direct role in saving lives, they performed critical functions during the 
Pandemic, such as helping the hospital to communicate with the public. Later, they would be trained to help 
with meals, move patients for treatment, and provide child and pet care for clinical staff  members.

An exception: pregnant women. Avian Flu infl icted a higher mortality rate in pregnant women and also 
presented an increased risk of miscarriage, premature birth and stillbirth. As a result, pregnant healthcare 
providers were transferred to duties involving giving fl u and homecare advice over the phone.44

Every day, the hospital lost a few more people. They cracked under stress and exhaustion, or stayed home 
to care for children or a sick family member. 

Sometimes, they got sick themselves because of stress and lack of sleep: common colds, seasonal fl u, 
bronchitis and, occasionally, H5N1.

New recruits entered the hospital workforce—retirees, Health Link nurses, students, volunteers—but 
many of the volunteers didn’t last long and consumed resources for their training. By the end of the Pandemic, 
Mountain View would lose about one-third of its clinical staff  and most of its supplies, barely functioning as a 
hospital.

In the beginning, people had a right to quit and walk off  the job regardless of how valuable their job was. 
It was their legal choice. But the fl u changed that, just as it changed everything. Soon, refusal to work would 
be against the law. The government saw to that.

The Public Health Act granted still more important powers to medical offi  cers to help it fi ght the epidemic. 
They would use these new powers to seize private property for public use and conscript workers.

Once the public health emergency had been declared, the public health system received the power to 
acquire or use real or personal property. For example, when the Calgary RHA needed space to house volun-
teer workers, they simply took over a downtown hotel. The owner would be reasonably compensated in ac-
cordance with the law, but could not refuse or set their own price. If the owner didn’t like the compensation, 
they could dispute it. As of the time of writing of this book, there are 256 such cases in arbitration in Canada. 
For example, the Capital RHA, which covers Edmonton, seized a fl eet of refrigerator trucks from a freight com-
pany. At the time, the mortuaries had fi lled to overfl owing, and the RHA needed the trucks to store corpses 
until they could be buried.8 The company wanted to charge the RHA more than the RHA thought reasonable, 
so the case is now in arbitration. The outcomes of these cases are critically important as they may determine 
government’s ability to respond to future epidemics.

The public health system also received the power to require any qualifi ed person to render aid that the 

8  During the Pandemic, mass fatalities exceeded the capacity for internment, resulting in temporary 
morgues being set up in facilities such as refrigerator trucks, ice rinks and cold storage lockers.



person was qualifi ed to give, and to conscript workers for any needed services. This mostly applied to health-
care workers, fi rst responders, fi refi ghters and policemen—anybody labeled an essential worker. Some of 
them had walked off  the job. Now the government said: If you aren’t sick, you have to work.

Government not only compelled people to continue doing the jobs they already had, but also conscripted 
students, retirees and anybody else with medical expertise or training that would be needed during the crisis. 
Licenses got pushed through for those who lacked them but had some training. At the time of the Pandemic, 
more than three million people lived in Alberta, of which one-fourth of them, or about 750,000, became clini-
cally ill; 7,500 doctors and 35,000 nurses were there to care for them, a workforce that steadily dwindled over 
time due to its own casualties. Similarly, some 600,000 healthcare professionals would have to address 7.9 
million clinically ill across Canada, half of them needing hospital care. The numbers of the sick ended up far 
exceeding the capacity of the health system, and so the system needed more people, space, equipment and 
supplies to treat the growing tide of infected.

Meanwhile, the workforce of other essential services—garbage pickup, water treatment, electric utilities, 
food distribution—suff ered an attrition rate of about 25 percent over the course of the epidemic, causing 
signifi cant disruptions.45 Sometimes, cities would lose power and water for hours. Cities became snarled, with 
some neighborhoods shutting down entirely for days at a time due to a slower pace of snow removal, which 
actually acted positively to reduce the spread of disease. Rat populations became a problem in larger cities 
where trash accumulated without removal. Government conscripted any workers with needed skills to beef 
up these basic services.

Not that the workers always minded, even if they preferred to have a choice. During the Pandemic, civic 
organizations and charities throughout Canada received more volunteer applications than they could even 
process. The Canadian Red Cross, for example, saw donations skyrocket; as increasing numbers of non-severe 
cases were turned away from hospitals later in the epidemic, Red Cross volunteers accepted assignments to 
enter communities and provide homecare to families that needed help.46 A pizzeria in Ottawa began deliver-
ing free hot food to fi rst responders. A dry-cleaning service in Halifax off ered free laundry services for health-
care workers. People opened their homes for daycare for children and pets of healthcare workers. Teachers 
began taping lessons for children, which TV stations aired as a supplement to daytime programming. Civic 
groups, quietly providing some services during the fi rst weeks of the epidemic, were given more responsi-
bility, and were recognized by the government. People agreed to look after each other’s children, bartered 
foodstuff s and household items such as light bulbs and batteries, took in elderly neighbors who needed as-
sistance, traded books and games to keep their kids occupied. 

The list is endless, and proved that a major crisis brings out both the best and worst in people.
But not everybody volunteered, particularly for dangerous work with a high level of exposure of infection. 

Many left their jobs for a variety of reasons. 
In response, the health regions started a medical draft.

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN

[When “Arthur” heard I was writing a book about the Pandemic, he contacted me through email, hop-
ing to tell his story on condition of anonymity. During the Pandemic, he walked off  the job as a para-
medic and stopped working, which became illegal. I wanted to know why and how he felt about it 
now. His name has been withheld at his request, and all other names in his story have been changed.]

At the beginning of the epidemic, we had a lot of calls from people sick at home complaining about dif-
fi culty breathing. You get a woman on the phone telling you that her middle-aged husband has had a fever 
and is coughing and fi ghting for air, and it’s usually pneumonia, not a cardiac event. Breathing problems are 
themselves considered high-level medical emergencies, though, so we’d got there as fast as we could. My 
partner and I would show up and get the patient comfortable. I’d listen to his chest with a stethoscope and 



would hear a harsh, rattling sound common with pneumonia. Many of the people we’d been treating were 
cyanotic, so we’d slap an oxygen mask on them, get them in the ambulance and rush to the hospital.

After a few days of these calls, it was obvious to me that something was seriously wrong. By then, the 
hospital required us to wear masks and gloves during our calls. Not just during the calls that sounded like 
pneumonia, but all of our calls.

My wife and I follow the news every night. I knew about bird fl u, the epidemic in Asia, the Chinese burning 
up thousands of corpses outside their biggest cities. I had a hunch that it had already gotten into Canada, saw 
the gathering clouds of a major shit storm on the horizon. Which was eerie, because besides some increased 
infection control protocol, the provincial health system was saying zilch about it. Was I being crazy? Did I know 
something they didn’t? Or did they know but weren’t telling us?

Then one day, at the end of the week, I braked our ambulance at a red light behind an SUV, but the SUV 
kept moving. I almost speeded up to follow, caught myself just in time. The light was still red. I caught a 
glimpse of the driver slumping over to the side and a little girl sitting up in the backseat, looking out the back 
window right at me. 

I watched in horror as the SUV coasted into the intersection.
Tires screeched just before the deafening, metallic clap. I saw somebody fl y out the windshield of the on-

coming truck just before both vehicles sort of merged and spun as one. He landed on the hood of another car. 
Cars screeched to a halt all around them. I kept looking for the little girl, but she was gone. Then I turned just 
in time to see a car coming at me from the left, trying to brake. It was a light impact, but the collision rocked 
me and my partner in our seats and gave me an instant headache.

My partner was already out the door, rushing over to give assistance. I tried to open mine, but I was trapped, 
so I crawled across and got out the passenger side. The cold air felt good on my face, but I was a little dizzy. 
Glass was everywhere on the ground. A helicopter buzzed loudly overhead. The left side of the ambulance 
was crumpled around the front wheel. The tire was fl at. All around the intersection, people got out of their 
cars. My partner was taking care of the other driver lying on the ground looking broken and tangled. I ran to 
the accident but the little girl was gone. A woman sprawled in the front seat of the SUV. Her eyes were glassy. 
She was dead.

Her face had turned blue.
I found the little girl a few minutes later, on the side of the road. Dead.
I should have stayed. There might have been other people needing help. Instead, I left. I didn’t say any-

thing to my partner. I just started walking until I got home.
My wife is eight months pregnant. Back then, she was four months. Our second child. Our fi rst is Natalie, 

who is four years old now.
When I got home, my wife was real worried about me. My partner had called a couple of times wondering 

what the hell happened to me. I told her I’d call him later. 
 I knew in my heart that a big epidemic was coming, that every fi rst responder would be needed to get 

through it. But all I could think about was my family. I didn’t want them to get sick from me. I didn’t want to 
get sick and have to leave them. Every day, a paramedic takes a risk. I always accepted this. But not this time. 
I couldn’t have divided loyalties between my job, which I loved, and my wife and little girl, who are my world. 
I had to choose, but of course it was really no choice. I bought a ton of groceries and bottled water and we 
holed up for the duration. Later, they made what I was doing illegal. I didn’t care. There was nothing they could 
do to make me go back.

I haven’t been back since the epidemic ended. I don’t think I could face my partner or the others. I let them 
all down. I know what I did, even though I had my reasons, and have no regrets about it now. Right now I need 
to decide whether I’m going to stay a paramedic or fi nd a new career, and whether we’re even going to stay 
here in Saskatoon at all. Maybe I won’t have any more choices to make. I hear the police are starting to arrest 
people who stopped working during the Pandemic. They have lists.

My family will always come fi rst. I hope people will understand this, and forgive me.



As the epidemic claimed more victims, dominated news coverage and presented a threat that grew closer 
to home for Canadians, it’s easy to understand how the Great Panic started in the second week of November 
with its attendant social disruption and violence. Consider a poll of Canadians taken at the beginning of the 
second week of the epidemic: Sixty percent said they saw bird fl u as not a threat to them, and nearly 30 per-
cent said the government exaggerated the threat.47 At the time, many people considered it an exciting story 
on the news at best and an irritating disruption of their normal lives at worst. They still had to go to work, pay 
their bills, go shopping, manage their daily lives. By the fourth week, however, few remained in denial. By then, 
the epidemic dominated everybody’s lives and thoughts, even their nightmares, and led to the Great Panic 
with its rioting and looting.48

Consider the situation of an average individual at this time, a Canadian suddenly awakening to the realities 
of the Pandemic.

Bill Carpenter and Josee Trudel-Carpenter live in Montreal. Bill worked for an airline and Josee worked 
in a retail store. By mid November, both had lost their jobs when the travel and tourism industries collapsed 
and the government of Quebec, more aggressive than other provinces with its intervention strategies, closed 
many retail businesses. They have two children, ages six and eight, at home since the schools closed weeks 
earlier. They have no income and little savings.

Josee has taken the car out. It takes her a half-hour’s drive to fi nd an ATM stocked with cash, using up 
precious gas, only to fi nd out the bank is now limiting withdrawals. Meanwhile, the prices of everything from 
gas to breakfast cereal are skyrocketing. Voices on the car radio are counting the dead, pleading for essential 
workers to report to work; Josee fi nds that strange and wishes she had become a nurse and could be working 
right now and helping to support her family.49 She adjusts the dial on her radio and fi nds a religious station, 
listens in on callers complaining about the government closing down the churches. A preacher comes on and 
says it’s the Apocalypse. 

As she drives to the supermarket, she sees a woman collapse on the sidewalk, sees people scattering to 
get away from her.

At home, Bill is trying to call the bank to negotiate delayed payment of their mortgage, but the phones 
lines are jammed with callers; he can’t get through. He’s worried about credit—his credit card company has 
just issued new credit restrictions—and upset because he was late to remember to check their retirement ac-
counts, and found out that much of their retirement savings evaporated when the stock market took a series 
of dives. In the living room, the kids are screaming at each other; they’re bored and want to go outside, but Bill 
won’t let them.50 He turns on the TV and watches images of protest and mass cremation in China, Canadian 
military units boarding planes in far-off  lands headed for home, an economist talking about layoff s and major 
bankruptcies. He fi nds out that outbreaks are being reported in South America, Europe and the Middle East. 
Then the news cuts out as a commercial appears, an ad from the government saying if you are caring for a sick 
family member in your home, stay at home yourself. 

Bill wants to turn off  the TV but fi nds he can’t. He sits in a trance, the hours passing by, feeling numb, hope-
less and unable to care for and protect his family.

People felt deeply terrorized by the fl u, but they were afraid for diff erent reasons. Some were afraid of dy-
ing. Some were afraid of their loved ones dying. Some were afraid they were all going to die and it was the 
end of the world. They were afraid in diff erent ways. Some experienced long periods of strength followed by 
long moments of depression. Some withdrew into themselves and could barely get out of bed. Some became 
irrational, hysterical, and wanted somebody to blame. Some lived in complete denial. Some could think of 
nothing else. Some committed suicide. Some searched for solace in drugs or sex. Some thought only of their 
own survival. Some helped others in need.

Fear bred desperation. Before H5N1 arrived, people were often skeptical about fl u vaccines. The elderly 
had to get them but many healthy adults ignored them. Now everybody wanted them even if they were use-



less as a prophylaxis against Avian Flu. People swilled fl u remedies, antibiotics, zinc, Vitamin C, aspirin, multi-
vitamins and herbal pills in an eff ort to fortify their bodies—their “Alamos,” as they came to be called during 
the epidemic—against the virus. Some bought up everything they can fi nd on the Internet and black market, 
even though many of these drugs were simply dressed-up children’s aspirin. Some experimented with wild 
remedies, anything that promised immunity. They put hydrogen peroxide in their ears, drank cod liver oil in 
orange juice and wine vinegar, ate compressed yeast, wore necklaces of garlic.51

The constant fear bred an obsessive need for information. People watched the news and read Internet sites 
continuously, feeding on rumors: The government has a new vaccine. The Americans have a vaccine, but won’t 
share it. The Americans created the fl u in the fi rst place.52 Taking your elderly parents to the nearest hospital 
and dumping them is their best shot at survival. Tamifl u is losing its eff ectiveness. A guy with a van behind 
London Drug is selling N95 masks and surgeon’s gloves. Grocery stores are demanding payment in gold. Child 
tax credit checks aren’t being issued due to a computer foul-up. The fl u got into a prison and inmates and 
guards alike are dropping like fl ies. The farmers sealed off  their communities and are shooting trespassers on 
site, including RCMP offi  cers. The police machine-gunned rioters in Vancouver. Some fl u survivors have brain 
damage and walk around like zombies. Martial law has been declared in Florida under the Emergency Powers 
Health Act. Japan’s Coast Guard is sinking Korean refugee boats off  its coast. Mass graves are being dug out-
side of Toronto. Sick people are being boarded up in their homes. Watch out for a pack of wild dogs in the alley 
behind the Esso station. Snow plows are being used to move cars stacked up around the hospital. The Health 
Minister has the fl u, or doesn’t have the fl u. Tom Cruise has the fl u, or doesn’t have the fl u. Celine Dion has the 
fl u, or doesn’t have the fl u.

Most of these rumors weren’t true. Some of them were.



Rioters in Toronto throw rocks at a line of riot police. As new fl u cases skyrocketed, economic growth stum-
bled, goods became increasingly scarce and the government banned public gatherings, people lost faith in 
government and the future, resulting in the Great Panic of November 8-15 with its looting and disruption.53

Table 3-1. Progress of epidemic in the province of Ontario and its estimated impact over its entire 10-week course.54

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
Clinically ill 190,305 317,175 475,763 542,369 482,106
Hospital admissions 19,031 31,718 47,576 54,237 48,211
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 21,395 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 14,749 24,581 36,872 42,034 37,363
Bed demand as % capacity 86% 144% 172% 164% 146%
Requiring ICU beds 2,855 7,612 11,894 15,272 15,367
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 189% 504% 630% 809% 814%
Requiring ventilators 1,427 3,806 5,947 7,636 7,684
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 130% 347% 434% 557% 561%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 2,379 3,965 5,947 6,780 6,026
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 1,665 2,775 4,163 4,746 4,218

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10+
Clinically ill 475,763 317,175 190,305 120,527 60,264
Hospital admissions 47,576 31,718 19,031 12,053 6,026
Hospital acute care bed capacity 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 36,872 24,581 14,749 9,341 4,670
Bed demand as % capacity 144% 96% 57% 36% 18%
Requiring ICU beds 14,368 11,894 7,612 4,662 2,712
ICU bed capacity 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 761% 630% 403% 247% 144%
Requiring ventilators 7,184 5,947 3,806 2,331 1,356
Ventilator bed capacity 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 524% 434% 278% 170% 99%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 5,947 3,965 2,379 1,507 753
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 4,163 2,775 1,665 1,055 527

The fear grew as it became increasingly apparent to Canadians that government and private sector ser-
vices they took for granted—police protection, fi re protection, healthcare, electricity, water—could no longer 
be depended on. As police and fi re departments became decimated with losses as high as 25 percent, they 
could no longer adequately respond to community needs. Fire in a bedroom? Get a bucket. The power goes 



out for an hour? Pray it comes back. Men breaking into your home? The cops aren’t coming. The phone goes 
dead for an hour? Deal with it. Daughter having an asthma attack? You had better have already stocked up on 
inhalers. After all, you were warned.

So the origin of the Great Panic proved to be based on a simple math: With so much bad news, the rising 
tide of new fl u cases and massive economic disruption, many people lost confi dence in government, society 
and the future in general.55

Whether they had the fl u or not, the fl u had them. It lived in their thoughts, plagued their dreams, domi-
nated their lives.

TORONTO, ONTARIO

[Constable First Class John Cooper has served in the Street Crimes Unit of the 56 division of the Toronto Police 
Service since 2007. Like many cities, Toronto experienced a severe crime wave during the Pandemic—looting, 
break-ins, muggings, robberies, domestic abuse, assaults, shootings. The Street Crimes Unit specializes in gang 
activity. He is currently on leave due to “critical incident stress.” I meet him at his home.]

The foot soldiers were out wasting each other over the generals’ dying crack trade. With the drought, 
hardly anybody was carrying and life was seriously sucking for the bingers. You couldn’t score. Then during the 
Pandemic you had zoomers dropping zulu all over the street. The gangs were trying to run an honest business 
for the most part but demand exceeded supply, and the black market didn’t mind that at all; they came in and 
burned the garbage heads with gank. The black market’s specialty was perp, which is fake crack made from 
candle wax and baking soda. The gangs didn’t know who was doing what, only that foreigners were stepping 
in their territory and dealing. And that started the war between the gangs.

That’s how a typical member of one of the larger organized street gangs was likely to describe the situation 
on Toronto’s streets last November. The Pandemic disrupted the drug trade and made hard drugs, particularly 
the imports, increasingly scarce over time. The scarcity made the addicts desperate; some of them resorted to 
violent crime to get their next fi x. The black market stepped in and soon you had hundreds of individuals sell-
ing fake drugs or substitutes they could make locally when they had the raw materials. The gangs responded 
violently when they caught people doing this, and fought each over the dying drug trade, and then some of 
their generals had a bright idea: They took over the black market, organized it, made it effi  cient.

Before the Pandemic, more than 80 street gangs and 2,000 gang members were operating in the City, with 
names like The Latin Locos, the L.A. Boys and the Parkside Crips. We closely watched 25 of the larger crews. 
Many of the gangs are ethnic and interested mostly in defending their turf; gang members often come from 
lower-income neighborhoods—such as the Regent Park housing project and the Parkdale housing project—
and join for respect, security and belonging. The larger, entrepreneurial gangs ran the drug trade, dividing 
the City up into markets. The generals, or the heads of the gangs, made all the money; the foot soldiers made 
about three dollars an hour dealing until they usually got shot and killed in some pointless territorial dispute.



Firefi ghters in Saskatoon work to put out a fi re in a bed-and-breakfast being used as a fever clinic. First re-
sponder services such as police and fi refi ghters faced increased pressure due to a spike in fi res and crime—
including a thriving black market for essentials and luxuries—with total losses due to the fl u of about 25 
percent.56

As the drug trade got disrupted, the bigger gangs shifted to the black market, where you had criminals 
dealing in stolen goods that had gotten scarce because of the Pandemic, and that people wanted. The gangs 
took over this market, especially in poorer neighborhoods. They sold everything—winter coats, liquor, ciga-
rettes, diapers, toilet paper, antivirals, aspirin, handguns, candy bars—and under-priced the stores. They even 
had their own delivery guys: You would walk up to a dealer, tell him what you wanted, and then a delivery guy 
would bring it out to you almost anywhere you wanted. The black market was one of the country’s biggest 
problems during the Pandemic, yielding huge profi ts for the street gangs while undermining tax revenues 
and public confi dence in government.

As for me, I just wanted to put the gangs out of business.
One advantage we had is that the market had gotten shaken up and there were new buyers and sellers, 

so it was easier for an undercover cop to pose as either. After an Army truck carrying antivirals got taken out, 
the soldiers killed, we started buying Tamifl u and seeing where the sales led us. Usually, with a drug operation, 
you try to buy larger and larger quantities over time until your dealer can’t front you the money anymore, so 
you get to start buying from the next guy up the ladder. This way, you work your way up until you get to the 
top guy and can make a real arrest. After all, you want the generals, not the foot soldiers. But this didn’t work 
during the Pandemic. The gangs only dealt in small quantities; if you wanted to buy a lot of product, they 
thought you were trying to become a seller yourself and saw you as competition. One of our guys posed as a 



doctor at a fever clinic, for example, and was trying to buy large quantities of antivirals; the gangs wouldn’t sell 
anything larger than a single bottle to him. Another idea is to nab some foot soldiers and threaten them with 
jail time unless they become informers, but the criminal penalties for selling on the black market are much 
lighter than dealing drugs. 

In the end, we decided to search for the stolen goods, guessing that they were in or close to the City, and 
unless they were hidden in multiple houses, then they might be in a warehouse. We made a bunch of pur-
chases of antivirals and by the response times we made guesses about how far away the distribution point 
might be. We conducted surveillance on a rotating list of abandoned warehouses, and eventually hit pay dirt. 
We could only get a dozen offi  cers for the operation, but it was considered suffi  cient; we believed there were 
six gang members inside. Nine offi  cers would go in the front; me and two other offi  cers would snag any who 
came out the back exit.

That night we pulled up, tires screeching, and got behind our cars, while Team A assaulted from the front. 
We were outfi tted with bullet-proof vests, Glock pistols and Remington shotguns. I had my shotgun aimed, 
over the roof of the car, at the exit.

We heard a muffl  ed roar inside the warehouse, and looked at each other. What the hell was going on in 
there? 

The radio squealed: Offi  cer down! Offi  cer down! 
In the background, a major fi refi ght was in progress. 
Team A had burst in, surprised the suspects and got two of them down on the ground, but the remaining 

gang members opened up on them with C7A1 combat rifl es, the same as the Army uses, with laser pointers 
and night vision scopes. Most gang bangers, see, usually the most they’re carrying is a .40 or .45 caliber hand-
gun, maybe a 9mm. Somehow they had gotten Army issue fi repower. The gang bangers couldn’t shoot for 
shit, and Team A took cover among the boxes, but that didn’t matter when the enemy outgunned you with 
automatic rifl es fi ring about 900 rounds per minute, the bullets coming at you at about 3,000 feet per second 
shredding your only cover.

We called in for backup from the ETF9 and hunkered down while Team A continued to exchange fi re as 
they retreated. I wanted to go in to back them up, but was ordered to hold steady. This was obviously a job for 
ETF, I was told. They have tear gas, sniper rifl es, MP5A3 submachine guns.

Meanwhile, Team A pulled out.
We settled down to wait, but we didn’t wait long. The back exit doors burst open and four teenage kids 

came running out, skidding to a halt at our order to freeze and drop their weapons. Instantly, they fi red their 
automatic rifl es at us at close range, and once they started fi ring, we opened up on them. 

Bullets stitched hundreds of holes in the cars, blew out the tires, sprayed glass that sliced up my arms. The 
red laser pointers danced around, sparkling in my eyes as they swept over my face. Ricochets caught me in the 
vest and hurt like hell but didn’t penetrate. I emptied my shotgun, fi red my Glock. Then the shooting stopped. 
The smoke obscured everything. My ears rang. As the smoke cleared, I could see that it was over. The entire 
incident had felt like 10 minutes, but had taken seconds.

All of the gang members were lying on the ground, dead or screaming. So was the rest of my team. I was 
the only one alive and standing, leaning against the smoking metal ruin that was my car, my face and arms 
bleeding and starting to hurt like hell. I don’t remember what happened after that, but Team A found me ad-
ministering fi rst aid to my partners lying on the broken glass. 

The Service gave me a medal for this. 
We took down a major black market operation, arrested six gang members, and secured $1 million in sto-

len merchandise, not to mention a lot of medical supplies, including the antivirals from the Army truck that 
got knocked over, which at that point were virtually priceless. The operation was a success. It was in all the 
papers.

We lost a good man that day, however—Phil Reed. Four other offi  cers were seriously wounded and ended 
up in the hospital. They all made it, thank God.

9  Emergency Task Force, the tactical unit of the Toronto Police Service specializing in high-risk situa-
tions.



There would be many more operations, and in future assaults, the ETF or the Army always went in with 
us as the gangs became increasingly violent and better armed. We took down a few big gangs, but overall, 
honestly, we did little to put them out of business. Flu or no fl u, the generals could always recruit more soldiers 
among the poor kids in the projects, while our ranks thinned over time.

For everybody, those months were an epidemic. For some of us, it was a war. A war, with no real winners or 
losers, that we’re still living with.

The fi rst natural course for those awakening to the Pandemic’s realities was to go into survival mode. Do 
I have a roof over my head? Do I have food, and can I get more when this runs out? Do I have water and heat, 
and are these reliable? 

After that, people thought of their health. Am I strong enough to resist the fl u? Do I have fl u remedies and 
aspirin? Should I wear a mask? What if my child gets sick? Who do I call? How do I get antivirals from the gov-
ernment? Do I have disinfectant to keep the house germ-free?

They thought about money. Do I have money to pay for our supplies and keep us going? Will my company 
pay me while I’m not working? Can I get money from the bank? Can we continue to take care of our pets?

They thought about their ethical responsibilities if the above needs could be met. Do I have a responsibil-
ity to help my extended family? My neighbors? My community? The government? Some people took their 
responsibility to their communities to the point of neighborhood vigilantism.

And they thought about death. Will I be able to be properly buried? Will my life insurance cover my death 
from fl u?

Many people realized that answering some of these questions satisfactorily required them to acquire 
things they didn’t have, and fast.

In doing so, many people lost their capacity for rational thought.57 In their minds, to be left without was to 
be left behind to die.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

[“Jane” is a housewife living in the suburbs of Vancouver who actively participated in one of the many 
looting incidents that occurred during the Great Panic. Her real name has been withheld at her re-
quest.]

You would hear about crowds going crazy and stampeding at shopping malls or rioting at Third World 
soccer stadiums and it always sounded tragic, but also kind of silly. It just seems so obvious that when you go 
out looking for trouble, you’ll fi nd it. 

I had no idea what I was talking about. Now I do. So now you listen to me because I have learned a few 
distressing things about human nature. 

My husband worked for the water treatment plant and was considered an essential worker. I worked at 
home as a mother of three young children. I watched every scrap of news I had time to watch. When I could, I 
mean. I had pulled my kids out of their school before it was even closed, and it was an endless battle to keep 
them in the house and from killing each other. I keep a well stocked house, we had backups of everything. We 
are a well-informed family that believes in taking precautions against the unknown.

One night, my husband sat down with me and told me about a meeting they had at the plant. He said that 
I should go out the next day and buy up more supplies. I told him that we had extra of everything down in the 
cellar. 

“Besides, you’re an essential worker, so the government has said you’re a priority,” I says. I had heard this 
on the news. I says: “Didn’t they tell you that? You get extra food. You get extra drugs. You get the vaccine fi rst 



when it comes out.”10

He says to me: “That’s right, I’m an essential worker, and my boss just told me that they may make us live 
out there at the plant until this all blows over.” He says: “If that happens, and I’m not saying for sure it will, you 
and the little ones will be on your own for a while without me. I want you and the kids to have what you need.”

I can tell you that I was mad as hell at the government right at that moment. We are good citizens doing 
everything we were supposed to. My husband was reporting to work and wasn’t about to abandon his com-
munity. My sister had already gone to her place in the middle of the woods near Summerland, and had invited 
us to join her and her family there. We could have gone at any time. We could have gotten out somewhere 
safe. We had that option. People were leaving Vancouver on anything that moved, they called it an exodus 
on the news. But we weren’t about to leave our home or abandon our duties. Imagine if all the plant workers 
left—where would the city be without clean water? They’d be drinking water with germs and chemicals in it 
and everybody would be much worse off  than they were, that’s where! And then he tells me that the reward 
for our loyalty is that they might kidnap him away from me and leave me and my young kids defenseless and 
on our own.

I was pretty mad. But I don’t believe in staying mad at a problem. My mother had raised me to take things 
in stride and confront life’s challenges head on.

The next day, I got up early and drove out to the Safeway store. I went early. I wanted to be one of the fi rst 
into the store so I could take my time and make sure I got every item on my list that needed getting. My kids, 
in particular, wanted every sugared cereal under the sun even though such things had gotten outrageously 
expensive. This was when you could still do some real shopping, before everything started to run out and the 
prices went through the roof. It was before the government started controlling prices and instituted rationing 
by limiting purchases and making you shop on certain days, and only one small group at a time.

When I got there, there was this huge crowd. I’m not good at guessing numbers, so I won’t even try to tell 
you how many people were there, but I can tell you I was wondering how they were even going to all fi t into 
the store. Some people looked cold and tired, like they had stayed there all night waiting. There were two carts 
left and me and a lot of other people came upon them at the same time. I grabbed one and held on for dear 
life, and I got to keep it. I am a woman but I can be very strong when I have to be. God help the man who ends 
up standing anywhere between a woman and the health of her babies. He will not win. She will tear him apart 
if she has to.

I was lucky to see a friend, who invited me to join her in her place in line. She started talking about the 
superfl u. Everybody in line was talking about the superfl u. “Did you hear this, did you hear that,” that kind of 
thing. “I hope they still have my kids’ favorite ice cream. I hope they’ll let us in before it starts to rain. I hope the 
prices haven’t gone up again. I hope they still have sugared cereals.” I hope I hope and so on.

I remember she gave me some hand wipes to disinfect the handle of my cart. I had not brought any as 
I had heard of stores putting disinfectant bottles out front for this purpose. But these had apparently been 
stolen. I was very grateful to her for this help. I didn’t want to spend all this eff ort preparing for the fl u, only to 
catch it in the process.

Behind us, a scuffl  ing: Somebody had started coughing, and people were kicking and shoving him out of 
line, threatening to kill him if he didn’t leave. I shivered and kept my head down. If I was going to do this I had 
to stay focused.

Then the doors opened.
People had been waiting so long, and were so worked up with anxiety about getting what they needed 

for their families, and getting them before everybody else took them, that they all surged forward together. I 
lost my friend immediately. I just started running with everybody else. I ended up in the middle of a stampede.

There were two cops outside shouting at us to slow down but nobody listened. The crowd sort of shrank 
away from them, people were doing this weird cringing run like they were trying to sneak through in plain 
sight. In other words, nobody stopped no matter what the cops said. I know that some people fell, but it was 
impossible to help them. Carts overturned and crashed. I stepped on something soft and felt it snap under my 

10  Utility workers, fi rst responders and key public offi  cials are actually second in priority after healthcare 
workers and decision-makers to become immunized with the new vaccine.



shoe. I just kept going. If I stopped, I would have been trampled.
There was screaming, I remember that clearly. 
People kept crowding in around me, and the crowd stopped and started. We were too close to each other. 

Everybody wanted everybody else to keep their distance. But we didn’t want to get left behind either. Nobody 
wanted to stop and proceed in an orderly fashion. I was in the middle of a dense mob in which everybody 
wanted a shortcut. I stayed with the crowd, sensed its rhythms, moved with it, tried to get into and stay in the 
middle of all the people. That seemed the safest thing to do at the time. 

Once inside the store, people didn’t stop moving. They held lists in their hands but just started grabbing 
whatever seemed nearest. I started doing the same. Otherwise, I had stopped thinking. I was like some kind 
of animal, see. All I knew is that the government was going to take my husband from us and leave us on our 
own, and if we didn’t have plenty of food, we might die. I didn’t pour my life into raising three good children 
only to see them die of hunger during a pandemic. We were going to survive.

The problem was the store must not have gotten its next shipment, because many of the shelves had al-
ready been cleaned out. There was almost no fruits and vegetables, no eggs, no fresh meat, no bread. I went 
straight for the cans. I pulled 10 cans of tuna fi sh into my cart and from there started grabbing deviled ham.

And then there was a loud cry, and they came like a wave out of the ocean.
The people in the back of the line had gotten into the store, saw the shelves emptying, and went crazy. 

They started ramming their carts into people to get past. Suddenly everybody was fi ghting to get ahead, get 
some food, any food, before everybody else got it fi rst. It was like a chain reaction. We all surged forward from 
this one big push.

I started shopping at a run. Not only did I want to get my chance at the food, I didn’t want anybody sticking 
their hands into my cart and stealing what I’d gotten. Behind me, I heard carts grinding together, blocking the 
aisle. People were cursing and some of them were hitting at each other. When I turned back for a quick look 
behind me, I saw somebody pulling out a knife. I didn’t stay to see what happened next. It was a free-for-all 
everywhere I went. People were buying anything, everything.

By the end of my shop, my cart was overfl owing. I had been an aggressive shopper and felt like I had 
fought and won a battle. I forced my way towards the front of the store. People were packed everywhere. I 
could see some of them with no carts, holding a single bottle of V8 juice or some other food or drink against 
their chests. The lines at the registers were backed up.

Then the stampede started again. 
A couple of teenagers started it by grabbing things out of an old woman’s cart. She yelled at them to stop, 

but they didn’t. A man came over and grabbed some items, too, then a woman. The old lady couldn’t stop 
them, and nobody wanted to abandon their own carts to help her. This created a panic among the shoppers 
who had gotten through the store fi rst, that they would end up with nothing. People started ramming their 
way through the lines. The cashiers just stood there, scared. The manager tried to stop us, blocking the exit 
with his body, but people kept hitting him with their carts to force him out of the way. I was one of the people 
who did it. Me, God help me, who’d never hurt so much as a fl y! There were broken bottles, puddles of fruit 
juice, smashed granola bars smeared on the fl oor, cans rolling around everywhere under our wheels. Outside, 
the cops were so overwhelmed with people still trying to get into the store that they didn’t try to stop us ei-
ther. 

Inside the store, a gun went off . I started running again. People were reaching into my cart and grabbing 
odd items one at a time. It was like a toll I had to pay all the way to my car.

They only got a few items. I never ran so fast in my life. I was like one possessed.
That is the story of how the store got looted top to bottom. Every single item got cleaned out, and after 

the fi rst few customers, nobody paid a dime, and I heard later that some people got hurt in there until the riot 
police showed up.

I also heard one of the two poor cops I saw at the door ended up in a coma. I have prayed frequently for 
him and his poor family. He could have stayed home with his family. Instead, he ended up at a grocery store 
trying to serve his community, and now he will sleep forever, as good as dead.

When I got home, I started shaking and couldn’t stop for a long time, just sitting there in my car, shaking 



all over. I didn’t feel like I had won a battle anymore. I felt ashamed, not just for myself, but for all of us. We had 
honestly behaved more like wild animals instead of civilized people in a modern country. It was not a good 
day for the human race. The world needs to hear about this so it doesn’t happen again.

It wasn’t my fault, though. I am sorry for my part in what happened, but I had gone into that store with 
cash in hand to make honest purchases of necessities that my family needed to survive. It was not my inten-
tion to become a criminal, a looter.

But everybody was doing it.



Ottawa riot police prepare to enter a supermarket that is being looted during the Second Panic of November 
29-December 14. Looters had to be met directly with force, as tear gas could not be used in food stores, as it 
spoiled the invaluable foodstuff s inside. In many cases, police allowed looters to take what they could carry as 
long as they followed orders to disperse.58

The Great Panic provided provincial governments the political will to take additional steps to promote 
social distancing, including scheduled shutdowns of sports clubs and gyms, houses of worship, restaurants, 
bars and retail stores. 

A historical precedent existed for these measures in Canada. Provincial governments, for example, took 
very strong measures during the Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918-19. In Alberta, all schools, churches and the-
aters closed down. The government banned public meetings, required people to wear masks in public, quar-
antined entire towns.

These steps contributed to a reduction in the number of peak cases across the country, but did little, this 
late in the epidemic, to restore public confi dence, while presenting a trade-off  in additional dislocation and 
disruption.

While government had to use strong powers of persuasion to get some businesses to shut down, it also 
had to persuade other businesses to continue operating. RHAs struck deals with Chambers of Commerce to 
ensure that essential retail operations—such as pharmacies, grocery stores and gas stations—stayed open. 
These businesses really had no choice, however. If they didn’t stay open, it is likely that government would 
have seized and begun operating their assets. 

As provinces became overwhelmed during the Great Panic, the scale of the disaster required a strong fed-
eral response—including use of the Canadian Forces to aid the civil power.



In 2012, the Canadian Forces included 75,000 regulars and 36,500 reservists, with approximately 3,000 
Canadian troops stationed in missions abroad—2,300 in Afghanistan and small forces attached to missions in 
other countries.59

Under the National Defense Act, the attorney general of a province can request aid from the Canadian 
Forces in response to a riot or disturbance of the peace, either occurring or considered likely to occur. In re-
sponse to the request, the Chief of the Defense Staff  can call out a part of the Canadian Forces considered suf-
fi cient to address the threat. Offi  cers and non-commissioned members of the Forces are immediately granted 
the powers and duties of constables. 

The provinces, however, were slow to request federal troops during the violence of the Great Panic.
At the time, they had less interest in using soldiers as police and more as an effi  cient infrastructure that 

could be used to ensure continuous distribution of essential supplies and services in an atmosphere of social 
disruption. They wanted troops to protect warehouses, hospitals, supermarkets, pharmacies and supply ship-
ments, and they wanted these forces fi rmly under civilian control. In some cases, they wanted soldiers to help 
shut down businesses scheduled to close. For the federal government to use the Canadian Forces this way, the 
Defense Act would not be suffi  cient.

Opposition to using the Canadian Forces in response to a domestic emergency, however, goes back to 
the Fathers of the Confederation, who created a restrictive separation of emergency powers between federal 
and provincial governments. The Constitution gives the federal government control of the Canadian Forces 
and, as a counter to this federal power, provincial governments responsibility for maintaining public safety. 
This means that during a disaster, civilian authorities responsible for maintaining public safety during a crisis 
cannot easily call upon the Canadian Forces for support. It also means the use of the military is always a last 
resort.60

Federal policy for emergencies basically states that if there is an emergency, it is the individual’s responsi-
bility to deal with it. If the individual doesn’t have the resources or knowledge to do so, then it becomes the 
local government’s responsibility, then the provincial or territorial government’s, then the federal govern-
ment’s. During the Pandemic, emergency response started at the municipal government level and the provin-
cial health unit level. Local governments were quickly overwhelmed, however, and required support from the 
province, which in turn required support from the federal government.

The federal government would need to invoke the Emergencies Act. The Act, which gained Royal Assent 
and repealed the War Measures Act in 1988, sets procedures by which public welfare, public order, interna-
tional and war emergencies are proclaimed, which then grant the federal government strong powers it can 
use to respond. The War Measures Act, which Parliament adopted in 1914 shortly after World War I started, 
allowed the Governor in Council to make whatever orders necessary to maintain security, order and welfare in 
Canada. It was last invoked by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau in 1970 in response to the FLQ terrorist campaign 
in Quebec; the Canadian Forces were used to protect public fi gures and broadly arrested 500 suspects in two 
prominent kidnappings. The Emergencies Act replaced the War Powers Act to provide strong but limited pow-
ers with a new legal framework, including parliamentary review.

On November 10, the Governor in Council declared a Public Welfare Emergency—detection of a threat, 
such as disease, which presents a danger to life, property, social disruption and the fl ow of essential goods and 
services—and invoked sweeping powers granted by the Emergencies Act, including: 

Travel regulations and bans, evacuation of people and private property, requisition and use of private 
property, provision of essential services, distribution of essential goods, creating emergency shelters and hos-
pitals, and making compensation for the use of requisitioned property, goods and services. 

The Governor in Council consists of the Cabinet acting in a legal capacity—formally, the Governor General 
acting on the advice of the Cabinet. The same day, it declared an International Emergency—an emergency 
involving Canada and other countries facing the real or imminent use of force or violence so threatening as to 
be considered a national emergency—and invoked additional powers:

Control and regulation of specifi ed industries or services and fi nancial activities in the country, responses 
to black market practices (including search and entry without warrant), designating and securing protected 
places, and authorizing spending in excess of Parliamentary limits.



In an emergency address to Parliament, Prime Minister Kirk Goodall cited specifi c major threats to the na-
tion justifying a declaration of emergency. He said the provincial Lieutenant Governors in Council had been 
consulted and that some of the provinces had requested special assistance, including deployment of federal 
troops. He added the Privy Council had issued an order-in-council creating a mandatory call-up of the Militia 
(Land Forces Reserves). Reservists have military training and serve part-time but are otherwise part- or full-
time workers, business people, academics, civil servants and students.

Usually such call-ups are voluntary; a full mandatory call-up had not occurred in Canada since 1939. The 
seriousness of this was not lost on Parliament.

The same day, both houses of Parliament tabled a motion of confi rmation of the emergency declara-
tions, which passed. The Public Welfare Emergency powers would expire in 90 days, while the International 
Emergency powers would expire in 60 days, unless continued by additional parliamentary authorization. 

Within just a few days, however, 23 members of one opposition party in the House of Commons, fearing the 
federal government being given too much power and regarding the grounds for the International Emergency 
declaration dubious, signed a motion to revoke the declarations of emergency, which required another round 
of debate and voting within six days. The provincial Public Health Acts were bad enough, they said, giving 
governments the power to conscript people and force them to work dangerous jobs, close down businesses 
and seize private property for public use. Did they really want the military or Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
breaking into homes looking for black marketers? Did they really want the federal government taking over 
power plants and controlling prices? Did they really want Reservists squaring off  with C8 assault rifl es against 
mobs of unarmed citizens? Did they really want tanks patrolling Canadian streets? 

Despite these concerns, Parliament voted again to confi rm the declarations.
But the legislative process wasn’t fi nished. As the federal government began acting on its powers, it cre-

ated orders and regulations to do 



By the end of the epidemic, the National Defense Act turned soldiers into policemen and the Emergencies Act 
and Public Health Acts enabled government to seize private property, enter private property without a war-
rant, conscript workers, ban public gatherings, shut down businesses and deny other rights Canadians take 
for granted for the duration of the epidemic. Many Canadians accepted this at the time, while some, like the 
author of this graffi  ti on a wall in Toronto, did not. Government’s acquisition of sweeping powers, abuses of 
power that later came to light and  its perceived powerlessness to halt the epidemic would ultimately lead to 
an anti-government backlash as the epidemic came to an end.61

so, which also had to be approved by Parliament. Here, Goodall’s party, which headed a minority government, 
worried it would receive even more opposition that could derail implementation of the government’s new 
powers. Goodall gambled and attached a confi dence vote to the confi rmation vote. If the House of Commons 
had returned a vote of no confi dence, the minority government would have fallen, the Commons dissolved by 
the Governor General, and new elections scheduled. It was a legislative showdown with the country’s stability 
at stake. 

Parliament voted to confi rm all orders and regulations. By November 13, the federal government began 
deploying the Land Forces in Canadian cities.

EDMONTON, ALBERTA

[Sergeant Chuck Gordon, A Company, Combat Support Group Company of the Third Battalion of 
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, meets me in uniform outside the Canadian Forces Base 
in Edmonton. Gordon distinguished himself in peacekeeping missions in Croatia and Bosnia, and, 
more recently, as part of the Canadian contingent within the United Nation’s authorized mission in 
Afghanistan. During the Pandemic, the Third Battalion deployed in Edmonton, protecting essential 
infrastructure and safeguarding distribution of food and medicine. Over coff ee, he described his ex-
periences as a soldier operating on native soil during the Pandemic.]

Three companies in our battalion took part in the Joint Task Force Afghanistan mission and recently re-
turned to Edmonton for a cycle of rest and reconstitution before training for our scheduled redeployment in 
2014. 

We are a light infantry battalion, trained to operate on foot in urban environments. Our training focuses 



on fl exibility, initiative and the ability to act independently. This made us a valuable asset for certain types of 
operations during the Pandemic, such as defensive operations and convoy escorts. For a few weeks, we stayed 
on base and prepared for potential deployment. And then one day the call came.

Third Battalion deployed in Edmonton and engaged in hundreds of operations related to providing secu-
rity to essential infrastructure, such as healthcare delivery sites, and escorting vehicles involved in distribution 
of essential goods and services, such as food and medicine. By the end of the epidemic, our mission portfolio 
expanded. For example, we started providing security to pharmacies and food distribution sites such as su-
permarkets and grocers. Because of the National Defense Act, I was not just a sergeant, but a constable with 
police powers.

During most of the Pandemic, my company got assigned to security for essential transports. Sometimes I 
drove, although usually I rode shotgun as escort because Jim, my partner, a 19-year-old kid from Red Deer, got 
a real kick out of driving the trucks while listening to heavy metal on this little boom box he kept on the seat. 
For protection, we were issued a C7A1 combat rifl e and sidearm. Because we operated in Canada, however, 
special sensitivities obviously applied. The rules of engagement, for example, were of course severely strict 
because we were on home ground.

At fi rst, we had little problem and it all became boring routine fast. This was during the Great Panic, and 
we provided a highly visible presence to people that the government had things under control. The initial 
wave of violence seemed to go away once we got on the scene. People would wave, sometimes even cheer 
as we drove by giving them all a patriotic big thumbs up. Some of the younger guys, like Jim, they got a big 
rush driving around in uniform doing an op in their hometown. He would bore me to tears talking about this 
girlfriend he had down in Red Deer that he’d met online. [He laughs.] Over the next week, things changed fast, 
though. The number of fl u cases kept on increasing and food got scarcer and more expensive until what they 
call the Second Panic. People wondered: What good are these trucks if the stores are going empty and you 
can’t aff ord to buy what’s there anyway? That’s when people saw us as a symbol of frustration. They no longer 
waved and cheered. Some threw rocks at us. A few started attacking the deliveries.

The truth is the City never quite ran out of food and other necessities entirely, but due to distribution prob-
lems it was not always in the right place at the right time. Certain items became scarce over time. For a week 
or so it might be baby formula and insulin, the next it might be toilet paper and pet food, the next week it 
might be light bulbs and batteries and tissues. Fresh vegetables gradually disappeared. So did cigarettes and 
beer and liquor. Nobody was starving as far as I know, but there was little variety of food and people defi nitely 
ate a lot less than they were used to because of lack of availability, loss of income and high prices. Drinkers 
and smokers were climbing the walls. Street drugs also disappeared; the addicts were terrible, and as the drug 
trade dried up, the gangs moved into the black market, and they were the worst.62 Rumors would start that 
the government was hoarding whatever happened to be missing at the time. Some people got mean, became 
willing to kill for a chocolate bar, a box of diapers, a pack of smokes, a fi x of whatever they were hooked on. 
And some gave in to the idea that food and medicine would run out entirely and their families would no lon-
ger be able to survive, others that the world was ending and in a short while there would be no government 
at all. These people became just as irrational and desperate as the addicts.

The fi rst attack that I was involved with occurred in a residential neighborhood. We turned a corner and 
saw that another truck had been stopped by a crowd of people ahead of us. People were dragging the driver 
out of the truck, while others wrestled with the escort for his rifl e. They had broom handles, baseball bats and 
other homemade weapons, and started giving the driver the beating of his life while others scrambled around 
the truck, clawing at the tarp and trying to get at whatever was inside. A cheer went up briefl y as the fi rst 
boxes spilled out onto the road, followed by a desperate yelling as it became every man for himself. People 
were running out of nearby houses, some of them obviously sick, to get some of the loot. They tore the boxes 
open, spilling bottles of pills that people scooped up and fought over. I’d seen scenes like this in other coun-
tries around UN delivery trucks; I’d never expected to see such a thing in Canada.

Jim slammed on the brakes and we jumped out with our rifl es. They ignored my order to disperse until I 
fi red warning shots into the air. The crowd scattered, screaming, clutching their bottles of pills. The poor driver 
of the other truck would end up with a minor concussion, seven stitches in his face and losing some of the 



sight in his right eye. 
Over time, the attacks would only get more frequent and violent, particularly when the black market 

started thriving and the gangs got into it, and when, late in the epidemic, rumors went around that the gov-
ernment was hoarding a new vaccine. Third Battalion assembled a rapid response unit of Grizzlies11 and heli-
copters carrying combat infantry, military police and snipers, depending on what the nature of the threat was, 
which could be deployed immediately upon hearing a distress call and provide support. When available, a 
helicopter would work a route overhead, but due to limited availability only convoys got that kind of support. 

My own personal war strategy had become set way before that point.
Jim and I were running a delivery to a fever clinic set up in a high school downtown and saw a young 

woman standing on the side of the road, waving us down frantically. It was just us because it was a small de-
livery, so no air support. The girl looked about 15 and scuff ed up, so we thought maybe she’d been assaulted 
or something. We stopped the truck to see if we could off er some fi rst aid, maybe a ride home.

The shot came out of nowhere, punching through the windshield and slamming into Jim’s shoulder. I 
don’t mean he got shot in the shoulder like in the movies, where you say ouch and tough it out. I mean half 
his shoulder ended up on the seat and wall behind him and he was just sitting there blinking in shock while 
blood poured down his arm. I snatched up my rifl e, opened the door and rolled out, ending in a fi re position 
on the ground. I thought we’d been set up by a street gang looking for goods to steal and sell, but all I saw was 
this young guy standing there, another teenager, holding a rifl e at his waist, not aiming it, just holding onto it. 

He was looking at the truck, crying. 
My training overrode my fi rst instinct, which was to put some bullets into his brain for what he’d done, and 

then get back to help Jim. Instead, I screamed at him to drop his weapon.
He said he didn’t want to hurt anybody. He was just hungry. 
To be honest, the kid looked like he had no idea why he did it. Like he’d just woken up from a dream. Now 

that I can basically look at the situation objectively, I can’t believe it either, but for a diff erent reason—it was a 
ridiculous shot at that range for that type of weapon.

I told him again to drop his gun or I would fi re on him.

11  Armored personnel carriers.



A Canadian Forces armored reserves unit passes through a suburb of Toronto on November 16. On November 
10, the federal government declared a state of emergency, gathering sweeping powers, which provided broad 
legal latitude for using the Land Forces regulars and reservists  to secure healthcare and food delivery points 
and ensure distribution of essential supplies.63

He shouted that he didn’t mean it and that he was sorry. He threw away his rifl e and ran off . His girlfriend 
or whoever she was had already disappeared. 

I had the powers of a constable, but I’m not a cop. My mission was to get my cargo to its destination and, 
while I was at it, stay alive, not shoot kids in the back out of revenge or chase after them and arrest them while 
my partner bleeds to death in the truck. I went back and found him slumped over the steering wheel, ban-
dages in his lap, passed out while trying to put a dressing on his wound. I patched him up as best I could until 
the response units arrived. I reported, gave a description of the teenagers to a couple of real cops who showed 
up, and then they let me go to the hospital where they’d taken Jim. 

He pulled through. He’s a tough kid.
After that, I drove the truck during the missions, and I drove as fast as possible. If I had to slow down, at the 

fi rst sign of trouble I would fl oor it, which usually ended the incident. Most of the time, people did not shoot 
at you to kill you, they just wanted to scare you or make you stop. It was your cargo they wanted, not you. But 
I had seen a warning shot go through a man’s shoulder, so I took no chances and stepped on the gas. If some-
body threw a rock or fi red a weapon, we raced out of there until we reached a safe zone. If we were driving at 
night and we saw that a streetlight ahead of us had been broken, we fl oored it. If we approached a house that 
was burning down, we fl oored it. If a car pulled into the middle of an intersection ahead of us and tried to cut 
us off , we fl oored it. If somebody tried to fl ag us down for help, we fl oored it. If there was a mob standing right 
in the middle of the damn street, we fl oored it. 



That’s it. I never stopped the vehicle.
The only alternative, see, was to shoot back. But most of us didn’t want to do that. This was not Afghanistan 

or Bosnia. Our unit is stationed in Edmonton and we live here. You return fi re in a heavily populated area, and 
you end up accidentally killing people. There’s no way you’re going to come out of a shooting situation a win-
ner.

Did you ever feel like the people of Edmonton had become “the enemy”?

That’s an interesting question. . . . No, I can honestly say I never saw the people here as the enemy, al-
though I know some guys who did.

This is a typical challenge for units on peacekeeping missions who risk their lives to help a population that 
occasionally responds with violence. I didn’t personalize anything, never tried to put a name or a face on my 
job stress. I maintained the perspective that most of the people in the city wanted us to be here to help them 
and we wanted to help them. Frankly, sir, we were so active that I simply didn’t have time to think about it very 
much. In situations like that, you fi nd yourself falling back repeatedly on your training. We had our objectives 
and mission to complete. That was all that mattered.

That being said, I never let down my guard in front of them, either.
Near the end of the epidemic, food production and distribution became disrupted and food gradually 

disappeared from the shelves in the stores. Between that and the high prices, even with new government 
price controls, many lower-income people were actually on the brink of starvation. We had good water but 
the power kept going out. We’d drive past a closed-down pharmacy or grocer that had been looted, dark and 
full of broken glass and empty shelves, and I’d point and say to my partner: “Look at that, civilization just lost 
another battle.” Sometimes, it was hard to guard these places against mobs of desperate people; one time a 
unit from my battalion almost got into a fi refi ght with a bunch of cops over how much force should be used 
to disperse a crowd of looters in a supermarket. My new partner, Cameron, would get spooked and say he was 
starting to believe the world was really ending, to which I gave the standard response that since Land Force 
Command had not ordered the world to end, it was not ending: Until then, we had our mission and if we 
stayed focused we would come out of this just fi ne. But remember how bad things got at the end, especially 
during the Second Panic? My company had lost a quarter of its strength to the fl u by then, while the number 
of missions kept going up. Occasionally we would see a civilian standing in the street who would signal us to 
stop. There was garbage blown around by the wind, tons of it; the City couldn’t even pick it all up anymore. 
Sometimes the air was smoky from fi res that went ignored until they burned themselves out. You would hear a 
gunshot, several gunshots, from far away. The civilian would shout at us as we drove past, asking us for Tamifl u 
or food or something else. It’s hard not to stop when you see a woman standing on the side of the road in 
the snow, holding her baby out to you and begging you for milk. There was nothing we could say or do. If 
we stopped to help one person, we might get hurt or lose our cargo and then many people would be hurt. 
Sometimes, we would throw spare IMPs12 out the windows.

Then I’d fl oor it.

The Pandemic did not herald the end of the world or the break-up of civilization. The world, in fact, had 
suff ered through infl uenza pandemics many times before in its history, with the most dramatic epidemic on 
record occurring less than 100 years ago.

Hippocrates, the Greek physician who created the Hippocratic Oath, documented what may have been 
the earliest recorded infl uenza epidemic in 400 B.C. at Perinthus in northern Greece.

In 212 B.C., the famed historian Livy described an infectious disease affl  icting the Roman Army, which is 
believed to have been infl uenza. Ebn-al-Atir described a severe epidemic that devastated Central Asia and 

12  Individual Meal Packs, fi eld rations for the Canadian Forces; the IMP contains three meals, each provid-
ing about 1,200 calories.



Persia in 855-56 A.D. In 1580 A.D., the fi rst recorded pandemic swept through Asia and Europe, and then trav-
eled to North America. In 1729-32, the Russian Flu spread throughout Russia and Europe. In 1789, a major 
infl uenza epidemic occurred in New England, New York and Nova Scotia. In the 1800s, three pandemics began 
in China and crossed the globe in 1830-31, 1836-37 and 1889-90.

The twentieth century saw three major pandemics. In 1918-19, the Spanish Flu killed 40 to 100 million 
people around the world. In 1957-58, the Asian Flu (A/H2N2) killed covered the globe within six months and 
killed about two million people. In 1968-69, the Hong Kong Flu (A/H3N2) killed about a million.

The world had suff ered through pandemics before, and so had Canada.

In 1918-19, the Spanish Flu burned its way through the world’s population of two billion in less than two 
years, killing more people than died in combat among the 19 nations involved in fi ve years of fi ghting during 
World War I.

More than 620,000 Canadians served in the war. More than 66,000 of them died and more than 170,000 
were wounded in the battles of Ypres, the Somme, Vimy Ridge and other important engagements.

It was a time for heroes. Canadian fl ying ace Billy Bishop shot down 72 German planes and once launched 
a single-handed attack on the German aerodrome at Arras, earning the Distinguished Flying Cross and the 
Victoria Cross. At Vimy Ridge, where the British and French had failed, the Canadians succeeded in storming 
fortifi ed German positions on a hill and captured them. During the Battle of Ypres, poison gas, used for the fi rst 
time in warfare, drove the French from their positions; the Canadians stood their ground against machine-
gun fi re, bombardment and poison gas, holding the line until reinforcements arrived. And a Canadian doctor, 
Lieutenant Colonel John McCrae, wrote his stirring poem In Flanders Fields, and began a tradition of remem-
brance that lasts to this day.

At home, it was a time of change and unrest. A shortage of volunteers caused the conscription crisis of 
1917. In December of that year, a Belgian ship collided with a French munitions ship and exploded, destroy-
ing most of nearby Halifax. The provinces began granting voting rights to women between 1916 and 1918. 
The following years saw violent labor struggles. There were too many soldiers coming home, too few jobs for 
them.

Overall, more than 17 million people died during fi ve years of fi ghting during World War I. As the war was 
ending, however, an even bigger threat loomed—the Spanish Flu, which followed in the wake of mass troop 
movements during the war, and ravaged the armies on both sides of the trenches. In fact, the Spanish Flu may 
have played a decisive role in ending the confl ict; it is believed that the fl u dramatically weakened the German 
Army and caused its last great western off ensive to fail in 1918, bringing the war to a close.

In the spring of 1918, Spain, a neutral power, did not have wartime censorship and so was the fi rst to re-
port the epidemic that subsequently became known as the Spanish Flu, the Indian Flu, the Naples Soldier and 
other names around the world. The fl u, however, was thought to originate in Canton, China, although the fi rst 
recorded cases occurred at a U.S. Army base in Kansas. At fi rst, the fl u seemed mild, although millions caught 
it, eight million in Spain alone, including King Alphonso XIII. 

As summer turned to fall, it turned deadly. The fl u burned its way through every continent except Antarctica. 
Doctors were helpless against the scourge. Public authorities shut down public places such as churches and 
theaters. Some even passed laws against sneezing in public. People wore gauze masks in public. Wherever the 
fl u struck, people displayed the best and worst of human nature—courage, charity, fear and prejudice. 

In October, the epidemic peaked in the U.S. and Canada. About a thousand Canadians were dying every 
day. Then the number of cases declined until the Spanish Flu disappeared the following July.

Some 30,000 to 50,000 Canadians out of a population of 8.2 million died from the fl u. Below the border, 22 
million Americans got sick and more than 675,000 died out of a population of 103.2 million. As a result of the 
Spanish Flu, the average life expectancy of Americans dropped by 10-13 years.

Globally, the Spanish Flu killed 40 to 100 million people, or up to fi ve percent of the world’s population of 
two billion. 



About one billion caught it. 
Based on today’s population, this is the equivalent of more than three billion people catching it and 130 

to 320 million people dying.
History, as it turned out once again, has a way of repeating itself.



The Spanish Flu infl uenza pandemic of 1918-19 claimed more lives worldwide than all combat-related deaths 
during the fi ve years of World War I. In Canada, governments tried to halt the fl u with business closings  and 
other ordinances. Here, a street car conductor refuses to allow a passenger aboard because he is not wearing 
a mask. The Avian Flu virus turned out to be as virulent a pathogen as the Spanish Flu.64



Interlude

During the Pandemic, people lived through the catastrophe day to day down to the smallest mundane 
but necessary rituals. They did their laundry, paid their bills, brushed their teeth, walked their dogs, washed 
their dishes, while all around them people were getting sick and their communities appeared to be unravel-
ing and dying. This is what the big events of history look like close up: People went on living their lives as best 
they could because they had to, while the world shifted, and everything they took for granted was no longer 
reliable.



As the hospitals shut down and alternate care sites became overwhelmed, the sick were increasingly sent 
back home to be cared for by their families. As basic services crumbled, the sense of pressure and isolation 
intensifi ed for the average Canadian. People stayed glued to their television sets, absorbing the scale of the 
tragedy until they could take no more. Perhaps it is because of this atmosphere, not in spite of it, that many 
people reached out to each other so readily to help. Yes, we were on our own for the duration, but we were all 
in the same boat. Government could not help us with every need, but we could help each other.



The world didn’t end, although to many it felt like it.



When the epidemic in Canada was declared over, Canadians seemed to wake up from a long nightmare, 
unsure of how to reclaim normalcy in a world that had permanently changed. Despite lingering unease about 
the future among the invisible enemy of disease, most people gained a renewed sense of unity and purpose. 
We all came through this together, they said. We survived. The worst is over and it’s time to rebuild.65



“The End is Near”

“We have learned very little that is new about the disease, but much that is old about ourselves.”

—Frederick C. Tilney, on the polio epidemic in New York in 1916

The epidemic in Canada peaked at the end of the fourth week, producing the highest number of new 
cases. From here forward, cases would trend towards zero. For now, however, the country was seeing the 
worst of the crisis. On the 29th day of the epidemic, the absolute peak, more than 21,000 people sought hos-
pitalization across the country.

Some epidemiologists studying the Pandemic claim that while the school closings did not have a pro-
nounced eff ect, they reduced the peak number of cases by an estimated 10 percent. After the peak, the 
number of new cases would begin to decline, reduced even further by government interventions such as 
non-essential business and house of worship closings. Unfortunately, while these intervention strategies re-
duced the peak number of cases, they also extended the length of the epidemic from eight to 10 weeks in 
many regions. 

By November 16, 3.8 million people had become clinically ill across Canada and more than 380,000 people 
had sought care in a hospital setting. Despite the life-saving benefi ts of antiviral drugs, nearly 50,000 people 
had died due to complications of Avian Flu. By the end of the Pandemic, these numbers would approximately 
double.

In Ontario, for example, which represents nearly 40 percent of Canada’s population, 
about 1.5 million people had gotten clinically ill and more than 150,000 people sought hos-
pitalization by the end of the epidemic’s fi rst month. Most patients were in and out of the 
Figure 4-1. Hospital admissions and mortality in Canada over the course of the epidemic.
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hospital in about a week or less, but some required care for weeks. By week 4, demand for acute care hospital 
beds was about 160 percent of available capacity even with the proliferation of new emergency hospitals. 
Among fl u cases seeking hospitalization, about 15 percent required an ICU bed for an average of 14 days. By 



week 4, demand for ICU beds was more than 800 percent of capacity in Ontario. In addition, about 7.5 percent 
of hospitalized patients required a ventilator bed for an average of 14 days. By week 4, demand for mechanical 
ventilation was more than 550 percent of capacity. These were particularly dangerous shortages; many died 
from pneumonia and other complications due to the lack of ventilators and ICU beds.



Figure 4-2. Hospital admissions and mortality in Ontario over the course of the epidemic.
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Fortunately, Ontario had enough antiviral drugs, although due to logistical problems sometimes they 
were overly concentrated in some areas, while other areas got none at all. Over time, these problems worked 
themselves out, but for many fl u patients, the antivirals came too late to make any diff erence.

By November 16, nearly 20,000 people died in Ontario, more than one-third of these in the Greater Toronto 
area alone.

As mortality increased, it became increasingly apparent that there wasn’t enough space for the dead or 
enough resources to properly put them to rest.

 
By the time the Canadian epidemic ended, less than 1 percent of the population died because of fl u com-

plications. In addition, the epidemic may have indirectly caused signifi cant additional deaths resulting from 
power outages, fi res that weren’t put out, paramedics who didn’t show up, and so on. In any case, due to the 
deaths directly caused by Avian Flu, the mortality rate in Canada increased by about 60 percent in 2012, from 
220,000 to about 320,000. This cost was made all the more tragic because a disproportionate number of 20- to 
40-year-olds caught the fl u and died. 

Additionally, mortality only told part of the story. There are currently no reliable estimates, but some pub-
lic health offi  cials believe that for every two deaths caused by fl u complications, another individual survived 
but now suff ers some persistent impairment caused by organ damage: blindness, lethargy, disorientation, 
lower back pain and, astonishingly, a few tragic cases of encephalitis lethargica, or “sleeping sickness,” which 
produces a range of symptoms but leaves some victims speechless and motionless, like statues.66

The Pandemic lasted a little longer than three months in Canada, with most aff ected regions impacted 
almost simultaneously. In each aff ected region, the epidemic lasted 8-10 weeks. During this time, the number 
of fatalities, including those who died from the fl u as well as all other causes, was approximately the same as 
what was typically experienced over about eight months during the pre-Pandemic period.

When a person dies, death must be pronounced and certifi ed, the body must be wrapped in a body bag, it 
must be transported to and stored at a morgue, and then it must be embalmed and then buried, or cremated. 
Each step requires legally authorized and/or properly trained personnel and resources such as transportation, 



cold storage, body bags, fl uids and crematoria or burial site. 
In Alberta, it is estimated that approximately 17,000 deaths occur annually, or an average of about 1,400 

per month. During the Pandemic about 10,000 people died in Alberta from the fl u, with deaths concentrated 
over a two-month period. This represented a 60 percent increase
Figure 4-3. Total mortality in Canada in 2012. Mortality due to all causes other than complications of the Avian Flu is 
expressed as a monthly average for comparison.
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in the total deaths in the province in 2012 and raised monthly mortality from 1,400 to 5,400, an increase of 385 
percent, for a period of two months.

Looking further at Alberta, consider that the combined morgue capacity of all Alberta hospitals is less than 
150 bodies. Another 50 bodies could be stored in the Medical Examiner’s Offi  ce in Edmonton and Calgary. If 
fi nal disposition of the body by burial or cremation typically takes 2-5 days, then that will be suffi  cient storage 
for disposition of about 2,400-6,000 bodies during a two-month period. If we average 2-5 days to 3.5 days, this 
is about 3,400 bodies. 

Before the Pandemic, the Funeral Service Association of Canada (FSAC) established three containers, each 
able to set up a complete temporary morgue, at three military bases in Toronto, Edmonton and Halifax. These 
were designed as temporary morgues during disasters such as an air crash or major fl ood, but were also con-
sidered suitable as adjuncts to temporary hospitals during a major epidemic. At the outset of the Pandemic, 
however, these containers had been transported to Canada’s densest urban centers—two for the Greater 
Toronto area with its population of more than 4.5 million, and one for the Greater Montreal area with its popu-
lation of more than 3.7 million.

In the end, storage needed to be found for more than 8,800 bodies awaiting fi nal disposition during the 
fi rst two months of the epidemic in Alberta. As funeral homes and morgue space quickly reached capacity in 
the fi rst weeks of the epidemic, authorities realized they would need additional space as well as transporta-
tion. The funeral homes did not report to the government, and while they would continue to provide supplies 
such as body bags throughout the Pandemic, they could not produce enough storage and transportation 
resources on their own. Municipal governments would have to work with funeral homes to generate these 
resources. It fell to the cities to lay their dead to rest.

Doing so with dignity appeared an impossible task. Typically, bodies are stored for 1-5 days before fi nal 
disposition begins. But because of the lack of resources, the dead would have to wait longer than that. The 
morgues themselves must be cooled at a constant temperature of 4-8°C; even at this temperature, after sev-
eral days, the body will begin to decompose. Unfortunately, with limited resources available for fi nal disposi-
tion, bodies would remain in storage for months before they could be attended.



In Stonebridge, a mid-sized city near Toronto, city offi  cials reached out to religious leaders for help. “Some 
religious groups maintain small morgues and other facilities and contributed them to the Pandemic eff ort,” 
says Tyler Mackenzie, mayor. “But we had to make a deal. The deceased had to be of the same faith.”

As mortality increased further, city offi  cials worked with the local RHA to conscript refrigerated tractor/
trailer trucks and leave them running around the clock outside of the permanent and temporary hospitals, 
which created a signifi cant demand for waning supplies of diesel fuel. As 70 percent of deaths due to the fl u 
occurred in the hospitals, locating the trucks there was practical although depressing for the morale of people 
who saw them there. Each truck could hold up to 30 bodies. 

“We painted the trucks white with large red biohazard symbols on them, fi rst to warn the curious that the 
truck served as cold storage for fl u victims, second to cover up the logos of the companies that provided the 
trucks,” says Mackenzie. “This was yet another deal we had to make. Some companies were eager to help, but 
they didn’t want the public to associate the Avian Flu with their brands.”

As these facilities became used up, cities increasingly turned to arenas and curling rinks to store bodies; 
depending on the size of the facility, they could hold a signifi cant number of bodies. However, even these got 
fi lled up just after the epidemic’s peak.

“We were desperate,” Mackenzie recalls. He says Stonebridge set its sights on businesses that had refrigera-
tors, but decided against the idea. “The restaurant owners literally begged us not to do it. They said we were 
already driving them to fi nancial ruin by shutting them down. Now we wanted to store Pandemic victims in 
their refrigerators. They said this would put them out of business entirely.” They claimed the public would 
never eat at a restaurant that had once stored human remains in its refrigerators.

Families of the victims obviously found their prospects for laying loved ones to rest distressing. Their loved 
ones had, as far as they were concerned, died suddenly, violently. The sense of tragedy was amplifi ed by the 
fact that many of the victims were healthy adults in the prime of their lives. Until the body was properly bur-
ied or cremated, they felt their grieving had no closure. Additionally, several cultures and religions require 
burial within a certain period of time. For example, the Jews, Muslims and people of the Bahá’í Faith are not 
embalmed, and must be buried within 24 hours. During the Pandemic, this was simply not possible unless a 
religious group maintained its own facilities. And because of the bans on public gatherings, funerals, other 
than small, private family funerals, were not allowed—although, whenever possible, they could perform their 
own religious and cultural ceremonies.

Government had not intended on having to resort to mass burials or mass cremations. However, as the 
epidemic wore on and the casualties continued to mount, many municipalities such as Stonebridge had no 
choice but to begin collective burials.

Mass burials are graves in which bodies are buried together, often on top of each other, with no iden-
tifi cation of the victims. No mass burials took place in Canada during the Pandemic; but collective burials 
did. Stonebridge called for volunteers and began digging mass graves—a series of 300-ft.-long, 4.5-ft.-deep 
trenches. The bodies, still wrapped in body bags, were laid to rest next to each other in the trench. Each body 
was properly identifi ed for later recovery and proper burial.

“We had to do it,” says Mackenzie. “We had no choice. We’re not proud of it.”
As this book is being written, municipalities across Canada are still exhuming bodies for cremation or re-

burial.

Canada paid a terrible human cost during the Pandemic. Just beyond the human cost, however, was the 
enormous economic cost. 

Traditionally, the economic costs of an infectious disease are based on death and disability and resulting 
losses in income coupled with the costs of paying for healthcare and related services. Epidemics of highly 
infectious diseases, however, can have more dramatic impacts on economies and present numerous other 
costs, as evidenced by the SARS pandemic of 2003.



SARS had illustrated just how interconnected our globalized world had become, and how vulnerable it 
had made its constituent economies should these connections be impacted by infectious 



Table 4-1. Progress of epidemic in the province of Nova Scotia and its estimated impact over its entire 10-week 
course.67

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

Clinically ill 13,995 23,325 34,988 39,886 35,454

Hospital admissions 1,400 2,333 3,499 3,989 3,545

Hospital acute care bed capacity 2,981 2,981 3,726 4,472 4,472

Requiring acute care beds 1,085 1,808 2,712 3,091 2,748

Bed demand as % capacity 36% 61% 73% 69% 61%

Requiring ICU beds 210 560 875 1,123 1,130

ICU bed capacity 181 181 226 226 226

ICU demand as % capacity 116% 309% 387% 496% 499%

Requiring ventilators 105 280 437 562 565

Ventilator bed capacity 145 145 181 181 181

Ventilator demand as % capacity 72% 193% 241% 310% 312%

Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 175 292 437 499 443

Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 122 204 306 349 310

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10+

Clinically ill 34,988 23,325 13,995 8,864 4,432

Hospital admissions 3,499 2,333 1,400 886 443

Hospital acute care bed capacity 4,472 4,472 4,472 4,472 4,472

Requiring acute care beds 2,712 1,808 1,085 687 343

Bed demand as % capacity 61% 40% 24% 15% 8%

Requiring ICU beds 1,057 875 560 343 199

ICU bed capacity 226 226 226 226 226

ICU demand as % capacity 467% 387% 247% 152% 88%

Requiring ventilators 528 437 280 171 100

Ventilator bed capacity 181 181 181 181 181

Ventilator demand as % capacity 291% 241% 154% 95% 55%

Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 437 292 175 111 55

Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 306 204 122 78 39



disease. In the case of SARS, more than 8,000 people in 32 countries became infected and more than 10 per-
cent of them died. The total number of people infected with SARS represented 0.00013 percent of the world’s 
population, and yet the East Asian economy suff ered a reduction of 0.5 percent of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) and the global economy lost about US$30 billion because of the disease.

The biggest economic impact of the Pandemic was arguably not the numbers of dead, but morbidity—the 
numbers of clinically ill—which resulted in absenteeism and government interventions such as travel restric-
tions and business closings. In other words, the impact on travel, trade, business investment and consumer 
spending would likely have been signifi cant even if the fl u had been milder like previous infl uenza pandem-
ics. Consider the impact on travel and tourism alone, industries worth about 4 percent of global GDP.68 Even 
with lower mortality and hospitalization rates, the economic losses would have been immense during the 
Pandemic.

According to current estimates, the massive global slowdown caused by the 2012-13 Pandemic resulted 
in a 5.3 percent reduction in global GDP in 2012, valued at US$2.2 trillion.69 This is not counting further reduc-
tions in GDP due to civil strife, such as the ongoing civil war in China. GDP represents the total value of all 
goods and services produced by a country. These eff ects were largely produced by economic shocks. 

 Economic shocks are events, typically unpreventable and unexpected, that aff ect an economy. Sometimes 
they are negative and sometimes they are positive. For example, Canada is the world’s leading producer of 
zinc, uranium and nickel, and the second leading producer of silver, titanium and gypsum. An event that re-
duces demand or lowered prices for any of these commodities, for example, would be considered a negative 
shock. 

Shocks may be national or, like the Pandemic, international events. International shocks are especially 
damaging to open economies and large exporters. Additionally, shocks may be supply or demand shocks. 
A demand shock is an event that aff ects demand for an economy’s goods and services. A supply shock is an 
event that abruptly changes the price of a commodity or service, which may be related to a sudden change 
of supply. 

Shocks aff ect resource allocation. Economics, after all, is the study of how limited resources in an economy 
are allocated, who gets what. In terms of resource allocation, all shocks have winners and losers.

The Pandemic produced a series of demand and supply shocks. On the supply side, high rates of illness re-
duced labor availability. On the demand side, consumer and investor confi dence plummeted, while consum-
ers changed their buying patterns. The total economic impact was aggravated by the fact that the markets 
reacted strongly to cascading bad news about the Pandemic.

Mortality and morbidity had severe impacts on the workforce, resulting in a labor shortage in virtually 
every industry. With fewer workers and restricted trade, production declined. Thanks to the just-in-time econ-
omy, Canada’s warehouses contained few goods, creating a fast scarcity. This scarcity disrupted production 
and resulted in higher prices for all valuable goods.

Government interventions such as business closings produced a series of shocks. For example, nationwide 
travel restrictions virtually suspended demand for tourism in Canada, resulting in minimal travel activity; in 
terms of resource allocation, the travel and tourism industries were big losers. Now the employees of each 
tourism operator suddenly found themselves without a pay check, reducing their wealth and spending pow-
er. As more people lost their jobs due to closings and layoff s, arrears and defaults increased among consumers 
and businesses. 

Negative demand shocks became partly off set by demand substitutions—changes in consumer prefer-
ences for goods and services that have positive economic eff ects. For example, a consumer who doesn’t want 
to leave home and go to a crowded retail store may switch to online shopping. As another example, a couple 
that could not take a vacation used their spare cash (or credit) instead to order bottled water, a portable gas 
stove, emergency power generator and canned food through the Internet. In terms of resource allocation, any 
businesses providing these types of goods and services became big winners, although they faced production 
constraints if their supply chains extended to China. Demand reached such a fever pitch that consumers were 
easily scammed.

As business and investor confi dence plummeted, capital began fl eeing in search of safe havens—stable 



investments where its value could be preserved. For example, if demand for tourism has dropped to close to 
zero, a tourism operator is going to halt its plans to build a new resort. If the tourism operators are going to get 
hammered and many of them go out of business, then investors will want to pull their capital out of tourism 
operators and put it into something safe, such as drug companies or gold and silver or government bonds. 
These decisions weren’t always rational. Investor panic resulted in a plummeting stock market before most 
markets were ordered closed for the duration. 

Over time, these shocks worsened as mortality and morbidity increased and government intervention 
measures escalated in severity while a growing number of people virtually quarantined themselves in their 
homes and avoided public places. Governments ultimately assumed a wartime view of the economy, focusing 
their eff orts on shutting down many non-essential businesses while maintaining essential businesses such as 
health-related goods and services, utilities telecommunications, food production, pharmaceuticals, defense 
industries, freight transport and so on. 

Wherever demand dramatically exceeded supply, as in the case of essentials such as masks and luxury 
goods such as cigarettes, liquor and spices, prices skyrocketed even farther and faster than the normal rate of 
infl ation did, and a black market fl ourished. With cash in short supply as banks either closed or ATM machines 
were not restocked, many people began bartering anything they had of value.



Economists now estimate that the Pandemic caused GDP in both Canada and the U.S. to drop by about 
fi ve percent. Canada’s US$1.2 trillion GDP lost more than US$60 billion. The US$13.2 trillion GDP of the United 
States lost more than US$660 billion.

 Major pre-Pandemic industries, such as the airline and life insurance industries, suff ered a wave of bank-
ruptcies. As of the time of writing, the government is attempting to re-stimulate key industries with aid and 
tax breaks. 

The economy is still suff ering a major recession, and economists say that it may take as long as a year or 
more to return to growth rates enjoyed before the Pandemic. 

If a second wave occurs, however, all bets are off .
During the Pandemic, essential businesses operated in extreme conditions. Without them, the country 

might have simply collapsed.

Consider the case of Great Western Oil, a producer of heavy oil in western Canada as well as midstream 
and refi ned products, with more than 3,500 employees and $10 billion in assets. Oil is the lifeblood of indus-
trialized economies; government classifi ed all energy-related industries as essential operations during the 
Pandemic. 

Before Avian Flu had been identifi ed as a major potential risk, Great Western had conducted classic di-
saster planning: Y2K, an ice storm and then, after the September 11 attacks, a terrorist incident. Most of this 
planning assumed a temporary disruption to operations and focused on how to resume. When assessing 
the risk of a major epidemic, however, Great Western began a process of developing a continuity plan—how 
to continue operations during a major disruption with a reduced workforce.70 Since the disruption wouldn’t 
come all at once, the company adopted a phased approach of mitigation.

Before the epidemic, Great Western developed its own stockpile of antiviral medications, N95 masks, dis-
infectant wipes, aerosol sprays, latex gloves—even food and bottled water. The company distributed some of 
these resources to its employees for their use both inside and outside the building. Every morning when they 
arrived for work, they would be given a PPE kit—a personal protective equipment kit. Every night, they would 
throw away their used supplies in a special receptacle in the lobby. 

The lobby, with its access controls, formed a quarantine point. Visitors were screened as they entered the 
building and given hand-wipes; if the visitor exhibited any signs of infl uenza, Security denied him or her ac-
cess to the building.

While it was possible to isolate the building from the outside world, the company’s facility managers could 
not isolate diff erent parts of the building. Ideally, each department would have had an isolated air supply so 
that if an employee developed infection, he or she would be likely to spread disease only within that depart-
ment and not throughout the building. Great Western occupied an older building, however, that was not 
equipped with such granular ventilation control.

Inside the building, the custodial staff  wiped down all hard surfaces at desks and in common areas with 
disinfectant every night. 

The company instituted a liberal leave policy that enabled any employee feeling sick to go home and stay 
home until they felt better. New travel guidelines minimized international travel in general and specifi cally 
to countries reporting outbreaks. Teleconferencing and videoconferencing became encouraged and later 
required for face-to-face meetings. Employees were further discouraged from taking public transit. To pro-
mote social distancing, the company staggered lunch hour so that fewer employees congregated together for 
meals; later, it would encourage people to eat alone at their desks.

Hank Walcott, vice president of corporate administration for Great Western Oil, became known within the 
company as the CPO—the “Chief Pandemic Offi  cer”—during the epidemic. “At fi rst, it was hard to convince 
people that there was a problem,” he recalls. “They complied very well with mandatory measures but not 



very well with the voluntary kind. As the epidemic worsened, compliance improved. Nonetheless, we had to 
continually train them over and over again about hand washing and hygiene. One employee carried around 
a cane, which he used to open doors. I saw him do this once and asked him: ‘Are you are aware that as soon as 
the cane’s handle touches the door, it can get contaminated if there’s virus on it? Look: Right now you’re hold-
ing the cane by its handle.’ His jaw hit the fl oor. He’s a smart guy, a geophysicist, actually. He just never made 
the connection.”

As the epidemic wore on, Great Western experienced problems just keeping the business operating. One 
problem was communication: The company allowed certain classifi cations of employees to work at home and 
telecommute, but during the fi rst weeks of the epidemic, it was diffi  cult to get a phone signal. By the end of 
the epidemic, it had employees at home using remote-access technologies and web-enabled applications 
within a distributed computing environment—a true virtual offi  ce and a real feat for the company’s IT de-
partment. But these systems required electric power that wasn’t always available. Over time, the city suff ered 
blackouts during periods of heavy snowfall. 

“We’d work long hours, and you’d be on the phone with the lights on in a warm offi  ce in front of your com-
puter, and suddenly you’d lose it all,” Walcott recalls. “And there you’d stay, sitting in the dark, wrapped in your 
coat, trying to stay warm until the power came back on. I’d literally pray for it to come back on. If the power 
stayed off  too long, that meant we were all in serious trouble. Energy is civilization.”

Overall, he says, the company lost about 25 percent of its employees, most of them during the peak two 
weeks of the epidemic. He estimated about 5 percent of this to be normal absenteeism given the time of year, 
about 7 percent too scared to come to work and self-isolating, and the rest either sick or caring for others 
who were sick. The company used a carrot approach to bring healthy workers back: Employees could receive 
a hazard bonus equal to 20 percent of their salary if they worked until the epidemic was declared over in the 
local health region without any unauthorized absences.

“The province came to us and said the public health emergency gave them the legal authority to literally 
force essential workers to work,” says Walcott. “They asked if there was any way we could help enforce this 
directly with our employees. I wasn’t sure how we were supposed to do that.” He wonders now whether the 
government even had the legal right to force people to work when they reasonably thought it was dangerous 
to do so. “We operate in compliance with the Canada Labor Code, which has three basic rights—the right to 
know, the right to participate, and the right to refuse,” he adds. “If there’s a hazard, we have to tell our employ-
ees about it. If an employee identifi es a job-related safety issue, we have to address it. And an employee can 
refuse to work if they reasonably feel that doing so would be a danger to them or other employees. As for the 
company itself, the law says the employer must protect the health and safety of every employee.”

Even with hazard bonuses, Great Western lost nearly 25 percent of its employees, about 850 out of 3,500 
workers, to desertion and illness; these losses slowed production. In addition, Great Western uses a lot of con-
tractors, which had their own problems, aff ecting vendor reliability. The company required equipment made 
in Asia that became increasingly diffi  cult to acquire and service. “Our globalized economy, which stresses 
effi  ciency at the expense of everything else, meant that many industries that had an off shore supply chain 
suff ered deeply,” says Walcott. “The manufacturers and distribution didn’t keep inventory, because inventory 
means costs, and relied on getting everything they needed ‘just in time.’ But what they needed was made in 
Asia, and Asia was imploding and world trade collapsing, so all industries ran out of everything fast. It was like 
telling somebody with almost no body fat that they had to go on a crash diet.”

He says companies in the oil and gas sector had special risks. Great Western engaged in off shore devel-
opment in Vietnamese, Chinese and Indonesian waters, right off  the coast of a politically and economically 
imploding continent. The company isn’t in the retail business, however, so it didn’t have to supply and protect 
gas stations. 

On the other hand, the company benefi ted from its operations being spread out in remote regions. Great 
Western, for example, operated an ethanol plant in Alberta, a heavy oil upgrader and asphalt refi nery in 
Saskatchewan, a light oil refi nery in Nova Scotia, natural gas storage in Manitoba, drilling projects all over 
western Canada. Many of these sites were isolated and could operate under absenteeism rates as high as 25 
percent. If a site stopped being able to operate, the company shut it down.



In contrast, consider the problems of a grocery chain. These stores dealt directly with the public, selling 
them essential goods, and therefore had to stay open with intense security issues other businesses did not 
have. The stores suff ered an initial spike in panic buying and some looting, and then another wave of panic 
late in the epidemic as goods became increasingly scarce. Retaining staff  was diffi  cult, even though some 
stores established an “employee only” hour each morning to ensure staff  got fi rst pick of essentials.

“We had good days and bad days,” says Walcott. “One day, a group of employees evicted a co-worker who 
had seasonal allergies and kept sneezing. The worst was when Jim Bronson, our VP of exploration and produc-
tion and a key player on the executive team—a personal friend—caught the fl u, and passed on. . . . But we had 
some good days, too. I remember when Pat, my assistant, recovered from the fl u and returned to work after 
three weeks of being stuck in bed being cared for by her husband. I had worked with Pat for four years, and I 
don’t know how I functioned without her during the crisis. Everybody in the admin group liked working with 
her. She’d gotten the fl u early in the epidemic, just unlucky, but made a full recovery and came back to the 
offi  ce—with the added benefi t of now being immune. I pulled the admin group together and we cheered her 
arrival. Somebody even scrounged up a cake. That was a good day. But the best day is today, and tomorrow, 
and the day after that, as now we can all look back and say: We made it.”71

As the epidemic entered its waning phase, rumors that the government was hoarding vaccine played a 
part in the wave of violent incidents in Canada known as the Second Panic. Health Canada, however, was no-
where near producing one at the time.

Vaccines are not a treatment like antiviral medications can be. They are taken before infection in an at-
tempt to acquire immunity—reducing the chance of infection and, if infection occurs, the severity of disease. 
Vaccines have been demonstrated to reduce infection by about 70-80 percent, hospitalizations among high-
risk people by about 60 percent, and mortality by about 40 percent.72

The goal is to blanket the population with vaccine; spread of the target virus trickles towards an R0 value 
<1 and has a much higher chance of being contained. While not 100 percent eff ective, mass immunization is 
considered the most eff ective way to protect the public against a novel pathogen like Avian Flu.

Producing a vaccine, however, takes four to six months, and will take more months to produce enough 
to immunize everybody. First, scientists must isolate a pure sample of the virus by growing it in a cell culture. 
Once achieved, seed viruses are provided to vaccine manufacturers, which produce them in batches using 
millions of fertilized chicken eggs. Each egg is disinfected, injected with virus, incubated to allow the virus to 
replicate, and harvested for the virus-laced fl uid. The fl uid is then purifi ed to deactivate the virus and chemi-
cally adapted to become a vaccine. Once complete, the vaccine must be tested to determine the amount 
suitable for immunization.

By the time the vaccine was ready, the fi rst wave ended, so any positive impact will be for the second 
wave. Because H5N1 is a novel pathogen, two 15-microgram doses are required to eff ectively immunize an 
individual who has not yet been infected by the disease.73

Producing a vaccine at all also assumes the virus can be grown in fertilized eggs. Because of H5N1’s viru-
lence, it kills eggs. Before the Pandemic, the National Institute for Biological Standards and Control (NIBSC), a 
WHO reference lab based in the United Kingdom, produced a modifi ed reference strain of H5N1 for potential 
vaccine production. They genetically modifi ed it to develop a weaker version no more virulent than common 
seasonal fl u, ensuring it would not kill the eggs. 

In 2001, Canada signed a 10-year contract with Shire Biochem Inc. to develop the infrastructure needed 
to provide 100 percent of the country’s vaccine needs in the event of pandemic, about 8 million doses per 
month. 

In 2004, ID Biomedical Corporation purchased Shire, providing, from its manufacturing plant in Quebec, 
75 percent of the annual fl u vaccine requirement purchased in Canada. The same plant expanded in capacity 
with a seed bank of the NIBSC-modifi ed reference virus to maintain this needed state of readiness. (An ad-
vantage to Canada of having a domestic vaccine producer is that during the Pandemic, other countries with 



capacity produced vaccine fi rst for their own populations’ needs, embargoing export to other nations.) 
In 2005, Canada committed $34 million to produce prototype vaccines to shorten the regulatory approval 

and production process. ID Biomedical began producing “mock” vaccines for clinical trials to facilitate regula-
tory approval. 

In 2006, ID Biomedical Corporation was acquired by GlaxoSmithKline Inc (GSK), a major pharmaceuticals 
company headquartered in the United Kingdom.

Before the Pandemic, the United States had focused on stockpiling H5N1 vaccine as a central intervention 
strategy. The government ordered more than 27 million doses to cover essential workers. Canada did not take 
this route. It considered maintaining a state of vaccine production readiness more important than having a 
stockpiled vaccine that could or could not prove eff ective against a novel pathogen. 



Figure 4-4. Estimated clinically ill and hospital admissions in the United States during the epidemic.
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Today’s H5N1 will drift to become tomorrow’s H5N1, potentially genetically diff erent enough for today’s 
vaccine to be ineff ective, as demonstrated in 2007 when it was discovered that H5N1 had split into two dis-
tinct strains.74 Or the pandemic fl u might not have been H5N1 at all, but an entirely diff erent subtype.75

Besides vaccine readiness, Canada stockpiled millions of doses of antiviral drugs. By the end of the fi rst 
wave, the drugs were used up, while soon after the country would begin producing batches of vaccine to im-
munize millions of Canadians who had escaped infection.



Demand for antiviral drugs during the epidemic virtually depleted the National Antiviral Stockpile and 
pre-Pandemic pharmacy stocks. Replenishing the Stockpile, due to limited availability from two manufactur-
ers and a massive backlog of orders for oseltamivir and zanamivir from countries around the world, is pro-
jected to take years. 

While the antivirals proved to be a crucial pharmaceutical intervention that reduced the number of hospi-
talization and deaths, it is unfortunate that a suffi  cient stockpile had been built for treatment, but not prophy-
laxis, says Dr. George Wells of Mountain View General Hospital. 

“During the epidemic, if somebody in a household got sick, they received antiviral drugs,” he points out. 
“If they didn’t need to be in hospital, they were sent home to be cared for by their family, and the family was 
encouraged by the government to self-quarantine at home. But this put the family at risk of infection. Now 
suppose that the infected person got treated, but the infected person’s family also received antiviral drugs as 
a prophylaxis to help prevent infection. As a large number of disease transmissions occurred in the home, this 
step might have proved signifi cant as an intervention.”

Some epidemiologists, in fact, estimate that if this intervention had occurred, with enough drugs available 
for 50 percent of Canada’s population, the rate of illness could have been reduced by more than one-third. 

“In hindsight, it was a missed opportunity, one of many examples in which the government did the right 
thing, but could have done more,” Wells adds.

As a result, the world may see some big changes in drug patent laws. Proponents of existing patent laws 
argue that if patented antiviral drugs had become cheap and widely available prior to the Pandemic, they 
may have lost their eff ectiveness similarly to the generic drug amantadine, and then the world would have 
been deprived of this valuable defense. However, manufacture of oseltamivir by one company in Europe se-
verely restricted supply of the drug during the Pandemic. Proposed legislation in some countries involves 
liberalizing licensing of patents to countries to manufacture critical drugs within their own borders during 
a Pandemic. Since the world is technically still in Pandemic, with individual epidemics still winding down in 
some countries, this may occur sooner rather than later. 

The world currently has very little supply of eff ective antiviral drugs in the event of a second wave. For 
now, all that is available as a pharmaceutical intervention is a vaccine that itself is still in limited supply.

As va ccine became available, the federal government began distributing it to the provinces and territories 
with the goal of vaccinating the entire population, but only 8 million 15-microgram doses per month were 
being produced.76 The government would have to prioritize who got the vaccine fi rst. 

To do so, as it did so often during the crisis, it resorted to utilitarian ethics. Utilitarianism is the pursuit of 
the greatest good for the greatest number of people.

To reduce morbidity and mortality, the country needs a strong health system. To minimize social disrup-
tion, the country needs strong essential services such as police and utilities. As a result, healthcare workers 
and offi  cials are going to receive vaccination fi rst, and essential workers—such as key government offi  cials 
and employees, utility workers, police, fi refi ghters, military, transportation workers and funeral service and 
mortuary personnel—are second in priority.

Next, high-risk populations would be immunized. These included the elderly, people with high-risk med-
ical conditions, pregnant women and 6- to 23-month-old children. Third, health adults 18-64 years of age 
would receive vaccination, and lastly, children 24 months to 18 years of age, the lowest-risk demographic.77



After the fi rst wave of the Pandemic ended in Canada, a vaccine became available, but could only be produced 
at a rate of 8 million doses per month, enough to vaccinate 4 million people. Because of limited supplies, vac-
cine was distributed using utilitarian principles. Healthcare workers and fi rst responders were immunized fi rst, 
while children 24 months to 18 years of age (the lowest-risk demographic), like this boy, are the last group 
being immunized in the country.78

As a nation, Canada had caught Avian Flu—briefl y crippled as a result, but each day making a long, slow, 
hard recovery back towards a state of robust health. As the winter holidays approached, the virus, which had 
nearly brought the nation to its knees, continued to produce fewer and fewer new cases each day. 

Nearly 7.8 million had become clinically ill from the fl u, nearly 100,000 had died, and the country was dev-
astated. 

As people celebrated the holidays, for the fi rst time they began to hope. 
By New Year’s Eve, the Canadian epidemic had virtually ended.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

[Pastor Nichole Thomas ministers a congregation of about 80 people at a downtown church. When 
I meet her at the fl u orphanage, she looks exhausted, but happy, particularly when she watches the 
young children running and playing in the room, which is littered with toys and games. My fi rst im-
pression is that this is a woman at peace with herself. The fl u orphanage resides at a downtown hotel 
requisitioned by the City during the epidemic; it has since returned to being a hotel, with the orphan-
age continuing to operate on one fl oor due to a contract between the City and the hotel’s owner.]

Sometimes, when a person’s faith is tested, the right response is not more faith, but good works. As it says 
in James 2:20: “For as the body apart from the spirit is dead, so faith apart from works is dead.” I have often read 
these words but didn’t really know what they meant until the epidemic tested my own faith. Good works is 
where the rubber meets the road when it comes to having a real relationship with God. 

In the early days of the epidemic, ministers of the church were incredibly busy. They advocated for the 
poor and homeless to receive assistance, went to houses where people were sick and prayed with the fami-



lies, presided at the many funerals, passed along information about who was sick and who had died and who 
needed help. 

During those weeks, I never felt so needed. I felt alive in my faith and my mission. It’s a horrible thing to 
receive satisfaction amidst such tragedy, but that’s what I was feeling at the time.

When the fi rst member of my fl ock died, a nineteen-year-old girl named Mary, any pride I had died with 
her. I had baptized Mary when she was a baby. I had watched her grow up. I had given her fi rst communion. I 
had hoped to preside at her wedding, baptize her own children. As more people died or became incapacitat-
ed by the fl u, I could feel myself grow more and more exhausted and hardened against what was happening. 
And I began to question why God would do such a thing.

Beth Duncan, an elderly member of my congregation, asked me the same question as she lay in her home 
dying from the fl u. This happens in the movies: A dying innocent asks a minister why good people die need-
lessly—and Beth was good and innocent. In a movie, it’s poignant, good drama. But when it’s happening to 
you, it’s diff erent, it’s visceral. A good friend you’ve known for 20 years is dying in front of your eyes, slowly 
drowning in her own bloody phlegm, her breathing thick and rattling, and she asks you—you, who dedicated 
your whole life to being one of God’s messengers—why a loving God would infl ict this much pain on the 
world. 

And behind this real question, haunting: Can a loving God live in such a world? Where is God now? Have 
we been abandoned?

A dozen textbook rationalizations for God allowing evil jumped into my head at that moment, I remember, 
but I didn’t say anything. I was weeping for my friend. I didn’t want her to die.

And then Beth did something remarkable. Trying to smile, she asked me, Nichole, you’ve always been 
good at giving but who’s looking out for your spiritual needs? 

She died hours later, her eyes red, crying tears of blood that rolled down her cheeks.
Soon after, the government announced that it was shutting down the churches as part of its public ban on 

gatherings. My phone rang constantly—the congregation was outraged. These were dark times and getting 
darker, and people needed spiritual sustenance from God more than ever. I prayed on the phone with them, 
recorded sermons, doubled my visits to the sick houses, gathered up food for a homeless shelter where the 
poor were dying like fl ies. But I wanted to do something more. My own spiritual needs as a Christian demand-
ed it, which meant God demanded it. I had heard of ministers turning their churches into makeshift hospitals, 
of others who went to the fever clinics to tend to the sick.

The answer came within days. Carol, a member of the congregation, called to tell me that her neighbors 
had both gone to the hospital with fl u; the husband had died and the wife was barely holding on. They left 
behind two children and a pet. Carol could take the dog, but she had three kids of her own: Could I fi nd some-
one to take in the children?

I placed a number of calls and heard of other children who had no homes and were being taken in by 
strangers. And that was how the fl u orphanage came into being. I talked to the City and they requisitioned a 
hotel for us. Members of my congregation and other volunteers joined together to run it. We literally moved 
into the hotel with our families. My own children are grown up, so it was just me and my husband Jack. Jack’s 
retired now, so he was able to make a full-time commitment with me.

As word got around, a lot of children got taken here, as young as a few months old to as old as early teen-
agers—who pitched in and became the most dedicated staff  we have. People donated food, toys, games, 
whatever we needed. Over time, parents recovered from being sick and came to reclaim their kids, but still 
more came who had no parents. Now that the epidemic has been over for a few months, we have only or-
phans.

Some of these kids have special needs as a result of their recovery from the fl u. That boy there—his name 
is Tyler. He caught the fl u and got better, but he hasn’t been the same since. Now anytime he runs or plays too 
hard he quickly ends up breathless. 

We take special care of Tyler. We welcomed all children here during the Pandemic. Whatever they need, we 
try to give it to them. 

As for me, Jack and I are happy here, and we’ll stay until these children fi nd new homes with their extend-



ed families or other willing parents. 
I once wondered how God could live in such a cruel world, and where he went when we needed him most. 

Too late to tell Beth, I now understand that God allows evil to exist to test our ability to love and help each 
other through good works. There is no stronger expression of genuine love and faith.

See Tyler laughing, there? Look at his face. He’s alive, healthy, as happy as he can be right now, all things 
considered—the result of so much love from so many people.

For me, that is God. He’s right here.



Table 4-2. The epidemic in Ontario.

Total
Population 12,687,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 3,171,750
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 1,585,875
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 317,175
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 39,647

Table 4-3. The epidemic in Quebec.

Total
Population 7,546,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 1,886,500
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 943,250
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 188,650
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 23,581



Table 4-4. The epidemic in British Columbia.

Total
Population 4,114,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 1,028,500
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 514,250
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 102,850
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 12,856

Table 4-5. The epidemic in Alberta.

Total
Population 3,243,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 810,750
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 405,375
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 81,075
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 10,134



Table 4-6. The epidemic in Manitoba.

Total
Population 1,148,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 287,000
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 143,500
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 28,700
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 3,588

Table 4-7. The epidemic in Saskatchewan.

Total
Population 968,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 242,000
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 121,000
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 24,200
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 3,025



Table 4-8. The epidemic in Nova Scotia.

Total
Population 933,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 233,250
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 116,625
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 23,325
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 2,916

Table 4-9. The epidemic in New Brunswick.

Total
Population 730,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 182,500
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 91,250
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 18,250
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 2,281



Table 4-10. The epidemic in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Total
Population 505,469
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 126,367
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 63,184
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 12,637
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 1,580

Table 4-11. The epidemic in Prince Edward Island.

Total
Population 136,000
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 34,000
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 17,000
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 3,400
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 425



Table 4-12. The epidemic in Canada.

Total
Population 31,612,897
Attack rate 25%
Clinically ill 7,903,224
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 50%
Seeking outpatient care with doctor 3,951,612
Hospitalized 10%
Hospitalized 790,322
Mortality without antivirals 2.5%
Mortality with antivirals 1.25%
Mortality 98,790



Epilogue

“Be not slow to visit the sick.”

—Book of Ecclesiastes

The world didn’t end, although it may have felt like it. Civilization didn’t collapse, although it seemed at 
times to be put on hold. Global health offi  cials had warned the world that an infl uenza pandemic was an in-
evitable part of our future, and then our worst nightmare came true.

As the Avian Flu seemed to disappear into the air from which it came, Canada began to breathe deep, 
without fear, for the fi rst time.

The fl u had burned its way through most of the world and still smoldered in parts of Africa and South 
America, leaving death, economic recession, revolution and war in its wake. More than 80 million people dead 
and counting. More than $2 trillion in economic losses. The poor revolting where they’d been ignored while 
the rich had gotten care. Regions destabilized in dozens of fl ashpoints—Egypt toppling amid an Islamic revo-
lution, North and South Korea skirmishing, India and Pakistan threatening nuclear holocaust, China in open 
revolution, Russia imploding: geopolitical maps redrawn in months. The United States seemingly in decline 
with its economy battered by high rates of unemployment and infl ation, half the country under martial law, 
more than a million dead, its dollar collapsing after foreign governments could no longer fi nance its massive 
debt.

The fi rst wave of the Pandemic lasted less than a year, but its stamp on the world will be permanent. And 
it’s still out there—mutating, changing, adapting.

Canada too had suff ered. Nearly 8 million clinically ill. Nearly 100,000 dead. Another 35,000 recovered 
but reporting lingering eff ects of the disease such as disorientation, lethargy, lower back pain, blindness. 
Hundreds of thousands still traumatized and suff ering psychological distress. The economy in major reces-
sion, unemployment and infl ation rampant, entire industries devastated by losses. 

The “thin white line” had not broken, although the health system lay in ruins. Nearly 100,000 of Canada’s 
600,000 healthcare workers had gotten sick or died.

Several days before New Year’s Eve, Prime Minister Kirk Goodall declared the Pandemic over in Canada and 
that the federal government had revoked its emergency powers, restoring suspended citizen rights. He said it 
is time to heal, to mourn, to rebuild; with courage, fueled by hope, our sick nation will fully recover from these 
wounds.

Church bells rang in towns and cities across Canada, both those that bore the brunt of Avian Flu’s assault 
and those that remained relatively untouched. People streamed from their homes and called to each other, 
hugged, wept openly for their losses. Soldiers and police offi  cers joined in the cheering. After months of isola-
tion, there were suddenly no lines separating us as Canadians. We had come through the crisis together.

That night, thousands held candlelight vigils in the towns and cities. For months afterwards, people jour-
neyed to their nearest hospital and laid hundreds of candles, fl owers, wreaths and photographs of loved ones 
against its walls. These impromptu, ongoing shrines are our only monuments to the victims of the Pandemic—
and to the courage and compassion of the people who helped get us through it.

Now, months later, despite continuing hardships, we see evidence all around us of resurgent normalcy. 
The fever clinics gone. Flu survivors returned to their jobs. City services at full capacity. Reliable power, heat, 
water. Gas and groceries still expensive but fi lling up tanks and shelves. Markets and businesses reopened. 
Laughter a normal part of daily life.

Still, after the laughter, people soberly remember those long months of the fl u, and they shiver and won-
der: Is it really over? Are we safe?



A second wave may come in as little as six months, when the next fl u season starts, scientists like Dr. 
Gregory Branch warn. By then, many of us will have been vaccinated. At the time of writing, this second wave 
has yet to materialize. The virus may mutate into something even deadlier or, like the Spanish Flu, lose its 
virulence.

Whatever comes, the real question is: Will we be ready? 

—Craig DiLouie
Calgary, Alberta

April 24, 2013



Appendix

While complex epidemiological models help us learn about how epidemics develop, they are unlikely 
to accurately predict the future. The same obviously applies to the very simple model used to generate this 
book’s casualty estimates and demand for health resources during the course of a major infl uenza epidemic in 
Canada. These estimates are the foundation of the scenario presented in this book and so deserve explanation 
in this appendix. Of course, any mistakes are the author’s.

National pandemic planning emphasizes a response to predictions based on mild to moderate pandemic 
scenarios consistent with the last two pandemics. The FluSurge 2.0 model—developed by the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control to predict, week by week, the surge in fl u cases during a pandemic—uses defaults for the at-
tack, hospitalization and mortality rate based on the 1968 Hong Kong Flu pandemic. 

Since this book presents a severe pandemic scenario such as the Spanish Flu pandemic, which is entirely 
possible in our future, casualty estimates and demand for health resources must be adjusted based on reason-
able assumptions.

The fi rst major variables to be explored are:

1) population
2) infection rate, or how many people will become infected
3) attack rate, or how many people will become clinically ill because of infection
4) what portion of the clinically ill population will seek outpatient care
5) what portion of the clinically ill population will become hospitalized
6) what portion of the clinically ill population will die

In this book, it is assumed that a pandemic occurs in 2-3 waves and that the fi rst wave has been document-
ed as having ended in Canada. The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector, published by 
Health Canada in 2006, assumes up to 70 percent of the public could become infected during the entire pan-
demic, with 15-35 percent of the population becoming clinically ill and the rest experiencing asymptomatic 
infection. Most clinically ill cases, or 25 percent of the population—if assuming 35 percent become infected 
over the entire pandemic, will occur during the fi rst wave.

We have now made assumptions regarding 1) population, 2) infection rate and 3) attack rate. Given these 
assumptions, in Canada, with its population of 31,612,897 (2006 Census), about 15.8 million would become 
infected. Of these, about 7.9 million would have become infected but show no symptoms and about 7.9 mil-
lion would become clinically ill.

If the pandemic has a mild or moderate severity, the Plan assumes up to 50 percent of clinically ill cases 
will seek outpatient care, 1 percent will be hospitalized and recover, and 0.4 percent will die. In Canada, this 
would translate to about 3.95 million people seeking outpatient care, about 79,000 hospitalized and recover-
ing, and about 31,600 dying during the fi rst wave of the pandemic. For a severe pandemic, and in the absence 
of interventions, however, the Plan states: “Recently, projections have been made based on a more ‘severe’ 
scenario. In the severe scenario it is estimated that 2 percent of clinical cases will die and 10 percent will re-
quire hospitalization for management of their illness.” This book sets the hospitalization rate at 10 percent. The 
diff erence between 1 percent and 10 percent in terms of hospitalizations would likely be catastrophic to the 
Canadian health system.

We have now made assumptions regarding 4) what portion of the clinically ill population will seek outpa-
tient care and 5) what portion of the clinically ill population will become hospitalized. Given previous assump-
tions, we now have about 7.9 million clinically ill cases in Canada. Of these, about 3.95 million would seek 
outpatient care and about 790,000 would be hospitalized due to complications such as pneumonia.

The author also adjusted the 2 percent mortality rate, cited in the Plan as a possibility in a severe pandemic 



scenario, to 2.5 percent, as the virus in this book is modeled on the Spanish Flu of 1918-19, which presented an 
estimated case fatality rate of >2.5 percent. Now we have an assumption for 6) what portion of the clinically ill 
population will die. In Canada, this would translate to nearly 200,000 fatalities, less than 1 percent of the total 
population. 

The next key question is: Will the health system be able to respond  eff ectively to this demand given avail-
able resources? 

The health system can be crudely described as resources consisting of skilled people and equipment. If 
we know the number of fl u cases requiring diff erent types of resources, we can then compare these numbers 
to the available amounts of the resources. As a simple example, if 10 people get sick and need aspirin, and 
the health system only has fi ve aspirin and can’t get any more, then demand for aspirin is 200 percent of the 
health system’s aspirin capacity. In the case of the Avian Flu, critical resources include 1) acute care beds, 2) 
Intensive Care Unit beds and 3) beds equipped with mechanical ventilators.

First, we must understand that obviously the epidemic will not occur all at once, but over time. The total 
number of cases that will occur must be distributed over the anticipated duration of the epidemic. In this 
book, this is accomplished using the FluSurge 2.0 model, which allows the user to set the epidemic duration 
for six, eight or 12 weeks. This book arbitrarily assumes the epidemic in any given region will last eight weeks. 
If it were to last six weeks, the health system would become much worse off  because the total number of cases 
would have to be treated in a shorter amount of time, increasing pressure. If it lasted 12 weeks, the situation 
would become much better. 

Some pandemic plans assume that clinically ill people requiring hospitalization during a pandemic will 
require a bed (a “bed” being the equipment and personnel needed to care for an individual requiring critical 
care who would be occupying it) for an average of fi ve days. They further assume that 15 percent of people 
needing hospitalization will require care in an Intensity Care Unit for an average of 10 days, and 7.5 percent 
of them will require a ventilator bed for an average of 10 days. Finally, they assume that 70 percent of all fl u-
related deaths will occur in hospitals. 

This book accepts these assumptions except for length of hospital stays; because of the severity of the 
Avian Flu virus in this book, clinically ill admitted to hospitals will require an acute care bed for an average of 
seven days, an ICU bed for an average of 14 days, and a ventilator bed for an average of 14 days.

By distributing these cases over eight weeks and comparing them to available resources—acute care beds, 
ICU beds and ventilator beds—we can see whether demand exceeds available resources, and by how much. 
For population numbers, we can use 2006 Census fi gures. For resource numbers, we can use fi gures published 
by provincial health systems citing 2004-2005 inventories. The author located three pandemic response plans 
in which fi gures for total acute care, ICU and ventilator beds are listed: the Calgary Health Region and the 
provinces of Ontario and Nova Scotia.

Consider a simple model for Ontario as an example, as shown in Table A-1. According to the Ontario Health 
Plan for an Infl uenza Pandemic (fourth edition, July 2007), in 2004, the province maintained 17,116 acute care 
beds, 1,510 ICU beds and 1,096 ventilator-supported beds. Based on the province’s population in the 2006 
Census, a 25 percent attack rate, and 10 percent hospitalization rate, during the Pandemic nearly 320,000 clini-
cally ill will seek admission to hospitals in the province. These numbers are distributed over the course of an 
eight-week epidemic, with cases gradually building until they peak and then start to decline.

In week 1 in Ontario, 77.5 percent of hospital admissions, or about 15,000 people, will require an acute care 
bed, consuming 86 percent of 



Table A-1. The epidemic in Ontario without interventions.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Clinically ill 190,305 317,175 475,763 602,633
Hospital admissions 19,031 31,718 47,576 60,263
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 17,116 17,116
Requiring acute care beds 14,749 24,581 36,872 46,704
Bed demand as % capacity 86% 144% 215% 273%
Requiring ICU beds 2,855 7,612 11,894 16,176
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,510 1,510
ICU demand as % capacity 189% 504% 788% 1071%
Requiring ventilators 1,427 3,806 5,947 8,088
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,096 1,096
Ventilator demand as % capacity 130% 347% 543% 738%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 4,758 7,929 11,894 15,066
Mortality in hospital (70% of deaths) 3,330 5,551 8,326 10,546

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8
Clinically ill 602,633 475,763 317,175 190,305
Hospital admissions 60,263 47,576 31,718 19,031
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 17,116 17,116
Requiring acute care beds 46,704 36,872 24,581 14,749
Bed demand as % capacity 273% 215% 144% 86%
Requiring ICU beds 18,079 16,176 11,894 7,612
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,510 1,510
ICU demand as % capacity 1197% 1071% 788% 504%
Requiring ventilators 9,039 8,088 5,947 3,806
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,096 1,096
Ventilator demand as % capacity 825% 738% 543% 347%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 15,066 11,894 7,929 4,758
Mortality in hospital (70% of deaths) 10,546 8,326 5,551 3,330

hospital acute care bed capacity. Fifteen percent of hospital admissions, or nearly 2,900 people, will require an 
ICU bed, demanding 189 percent of hospital capacity. And 7.5 percent, or about 1,400 people, will require a 
ventilator bed, demanding 130 percent of hospital capacity. This means, roughly, that theoretically everybody 
needing a hospital bed can access one, but only about one out of two people who need an ICU bed can get 
one and about three out of four people who need a ventilator bed can get one.

This situation deteriorates over time due to two factors. First, the number of cases will grow until they peak 
in week 4 and begin to decline. Second, ICU beds and ventilator beds will be required for two weeks, tying up 
these resources.

By the peak of Ontario’s epidemic in week 4, about 46,500 people will require acute care beds, demand-
ing 273 percent of hospital capacity, about 16,000 people will require ICU beds, demanding 1071 percent of 
hospital capacity, and about 8,000 people will require ventilator beds, demanding 738 percent of hospital 
capacity.

The fi nal key question is: Could government intervene in some way to reduce hospital demand and/or 
mortality? The simple answer is yes—but by how much?

There are three ways government can intervene: First, it can increase available hospital capacity from 
emergency equipment stockpiles and conscript workers to operate these resources. Second, it can promote 
social distancing by closing down schools and non-essential businesses, public education and banning public 
gatherings. Third, it can stage pharmaceutical interventions in the form of antiviral drugs and a vaccine.

Hospital resources are likely to increase during a pandemic, as shown in the updated Ontario model in 
Table A-2. The national emergency stockpile may increase local capacities by 25-50 percent during a pan-
demic. Assuming a perfectly equitable distribution that increases all hospital capacity in Canada (including 
ICU and ventilator capacity, not just acute care beds) by 25 percent, a factor of 1.25 is 



Table A-2. The epidemic in Ontario with an increase in hospital capacity due to utilization of the national emergency 
stockpile and deployment of alternative healthcare sites.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Clinically ill 190,305 317,175 475,763 602,633
Hospital admissions 19,031 31,718 47,576 60,263
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 21,395 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 14,749 24,581 36,872 46,704
Bed demand as % capacity 86% 144% 172% 182%
Requiring ICU beds 2,855 7,612 11,894 16,176
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 189% 504% 630% 857%
Requiring ventilators 1,427 3,806 5,947 8,088
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 130% 347% 434% 590%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 4,758 7,929 11,894 15,066
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 3,330 5,551 8,326 10,546

Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8
Clinically ill 602,633 475,763 317,175 190,305
Hospital admissions 60,263 47,576 31,718 19,031
Hospital acute care bed capacity 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 46,704 36,872 24,581 14,749
Bed demand as % capacity 182% 144% 96% 57%
Requiring ICU beds 18,079 16,176 11,894 7,612
ICU bed capacity 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 958% 857% 630% 403%
Requiring ventilators 9,039 8,088 5,947 3,806
Ventilator bed capacity 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 660% 590% 434% 278%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 15,066 11,894 7,929 4,758
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 10,546 8,326 5,551 3,330

applied to all of these resources around week 3 of the epidemic. Another increase in assets is likely to occur 
due to the establishment of alternative care sites, which is called for in various pandemic response plans. 
However, it is unknown what impact these additional sites will have on health system capacity. In this book, 
the author arbitrarily assumes an additional increase by a factor of 0.25 for acute care beds, but no increase in 
number of ventilator and ICU beds, applied around week 4 of the epidemic. 

(Another boost in assets may occur from health systems seeking to purchase any ventilators that their 
manufacturers might have in inventory; this eff ect could not be estimated and is not included in this book. A 
fi nal boost in assets may be based on the fact that the resource numbers for Ontario are from 2004 and the 
numbers for Nova Scotia are from 2005, and related to 2006 population numbers; as population increased 
through 2006, these resources may also have increased.)

As shown in the updated model in Table A-2, these measures eff ectively increase hospital capacity but it 
is still not enough to meet demand. Ontario would not have enough acute care beds for fi ve weeks out of the 
eight-week epidemic. It would not have enough ICU or ventilator beds for the entire epidemic, costing lives.

Now that government has increased the supply of hospital resources, the next question is whether it can 
reduce demand through interventions. Non-pharmaceutical interventions typically promote social distanc-
ing, isolation and good hygiene. An example of a social distancing intervention is to ban public gatherings 
and close schools and non-essential businesses, as a signifi cant number of disease transmissions occur at 
schools, workplaces and public venues. An example of isolation is encouraging families to stay at home if they 
are caring for somebody sick in the home, as a signifi cant number of disease transmissions occur inside the 
home. And an example of good hygiene is a media program discouraging shaking hands and encouraging 
frequent hand-washing. These programs can be eff ective, but are most eff ective if implemented early in an 
epidemic. 

This book assumes that in a democratic country concerned about its economic health and stability, it will 
be diffi  cult for government to gather suffi  cient political will to go beyond the simplest measures early in the 



epidemic—closing schools and the largest public venues, promoting hygiene, and encouraging voluntary 
home quarantine.79 It also assumes that it will be unlikely that government will be able to enact the social 
distancing measures early enough in the epidemic to make a signifi cant diff erence in an environment of sci-
entifi c uncertainty. However, later in the epidemic, government is likely to take stronger measures. In any case, 
social distancing measures are considered unlikely to reduce the total number of cases, or the overall attack 
rate; instead, their utility is in reducing peak cases, which can prolong an epidemic but ease pressure on the 
health system. 

As shown in the updated model in Table A-3, this book assumes that the school closings, enacted in weeks 
3-4, would reduce peak cases by 10 percent, and that business closings, enacted in weeks 3-5, would reduce 
peak cases by another 10 percent. This reduces the peak of the epidemic but has the tradeoff  of making the 
epidemic longer by about two weeks, from eight to 10 weeks.

In the updated model, peak reductions in cases in weeks 4-5 reduce pressure on the health system, but 
do not solve the problem; Ontario would not have enough acute care beds for fi ve weeks out of the 10-week 
epidemic, or enough ICU or ventilator beds for the fi rst eight weeks. At eight weeks, the epidemic is virtually 
over; new cases are dropping fast. However, the combination of a greater supply of and less demand for ICU 
beds and ventilators saves lives.

Health systems would have one signifi cant weapon in its arsenal to fi ght the epidemic, however—pharmaceu-
tical interventions. If a vaccine used as a prophylaxis, it could dramatically reduce the number of clinically ill cases. 
However, due to production times it will not begin distribution until the fi rst wave is essentially over. That leaves 
antiviral drugs in Canada’s National Antiviral Stockpile, established in 2004 with a goal of building a stockpile of 16 
Table A-3. The epidemic in Ontario with an increase in hospital capacity in addition to a reduction in demand due to 
government social distancing interventions.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
Clinically ill 190,305 317,175 475,763 542,369 482,106
Hospital admissions 19,031 31,718 47,576 54,237 48,211
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 21,395 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 14,749 24,581 36,872 42,034 37,363
Bed demand as % capacity 86% 144% 172% 164% 146%
Requiring ICU beds 2,855 7,612 11,894 15,272 15,367
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 189% 504% 630% 809% 814%
Requiring ventilators 1,427 3,806 5,947 7,636 7,684
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 130% 347% 434% 557% 561%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 4,758 7,929 11,894 13,559 12,053
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 3,330 5,551 8,326 9,491 8,437

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10+
Clinically ill 475,763 317,175 190,305 120,527 60,264
Hospital admissions 47,576 31,718 19,031 12,053 6,026
Hospital acute care bed capacity 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 36,872 24,581 14,749 9,341 4,670
Bed demand as % capacity 144% 96% 57% 36% 18%
Requiring ICU beds 14,368 11,894 7,612 4,662 2,712
ICU bed capacity 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 761% 630% 403% 247% 144%
Requiring ventilators 7,184 5,947 3,806 2,331 1,356
Ventilator bed capacity 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 524% 434% 278% 170% 99%
Mortality (2.5% of clinically ill) 11,894 7,929 4,758 3,013 1,507
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 8,326 5,551 3,330 2,109 1,055

million doses of two patented antiviral drugs proven eff ective against infl uenza. It was later reported that the 
Stockpile would be increased to 55 million does by 2008. 

Antiviral drugs can be used two ways. First, as a prophylaxis, which could signifi cantly reduce the number 
of clinically ill if suffi  cient quantities were available. Since the Stockpile as defi ned above cannot cover the en-



tire population of Canada, this is not possible. Second, it can be used as a treatment for clinically ill to reduce 
mortality.

This book assumes that this occurs and that the drugs are eff ective at reducing mortality by 50 percent; 
actual results during a real pandemic may of course be diff erent. The stockpile would almost be large enough 
to cover the segment of the population needing it during the fi rst wave of our fi ctional virus at 15 doses per 
individual. 

Assuming perfect distribution of these drugs (which is unlikely during an actual epidemic), mortality is re-
duced from 2.5 percent of clinically ill to 1.25 percent, as shown in the updated mortality in Table A-4. The ad-
justed mortality rate would reduce Ontario’s mortality 50 percent, resulting in nearly 40,000 deaths. Canada’s 
mortality would also be reduced 50 percent, resulting in about 100,000 deaths.

Of course, this is a simple model, leaving some questions unanswered. For example: What impact would 
antiviral drugs have on length of stay in acute care, ICU and ventilator beds? Would the health system have the 
resources to increase acute care capacity by as much as 50 percent? And perhaps most important: Instead of 
assuming a fl at mortality rate for all clinically ill cases, specifi cally what impact would the presence or lack of 
ICU beds and ventilators have on mortality?

Even using basic assumptions and a simple model, however, one could argue that a severe pandemic—
as defi ned by The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector with up to 10 percent of clinically 
ill people requiring hospitalization—would overwhelm Canada’s health systems and result in mass fatalities, 
social disruption and severe economic shocks even with additional capacity, antiviral drug and social dis-
tancing interventions.



Table A-4. The epidemic in Ontario with an increase in hospital capacity, reduction in demand due to social distancing, 
and distribution of antiviral drugs as a treatment for majority of clinically ill cases.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
Clinically ill 190,305 317,175 475,763 542,369 482,106
Hospital admissions 19,031 31,718 47,576 54,237 48,211
Hospital acute care bed capacity 17,116 17,116 21,395 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 14,749 24,581 36,872 42,034 37,363
Bed demand as % capacity 86% 144% 172% 164% 146%
Requiring ICU beds 2,855 7,612 11,894 15,272 15,367
ICU bed capacity 1,510 1,510 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 189% 504% 630% 809% 814%
Requiring ventilators 1,427 3,806 5,947 7,636 7,684
Ventilator bed capacity 1,096 1,096 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 130% 347% 434% 557% 561%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 2,379 3,965 5,947 6,780 6,026
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 1,665 2,775 4,163 4,746 4,218

Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10+
Clinically ill 475,763 317,175 190,305 120,527 60,264
Hospital admissions 47,576 31,718 19,031 12,053 6,026
Hospital acute care bed capacity 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674 25,674
Requiring acute care beds 36,872 24,581 14,749 9,341 4,670
Bed demand as % capacity 144% 96% 57% 36% 18%
Requiring ICU beds 14,368 11,894 7,612 4,662 2,712
ICU bed capacity 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888 1,888
ICU demand as % capacity 761% 630% 403% 247% 144%
Requiring ventilators 7,184 5,947 3,806 2,331 1,356
Ventilator bed capacity 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370 1,370
Ventilator demand as % capacity 524% 434% 278% 170% 99%
Mortality (1.25% of clinically ill) 5,947 3,965 2,379 1,507 753
Mort. in hospital (70% of deaths) 4,163 2,775 1,665 1,055 527
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Notes

(Endnotes)

1  Interview with The Fifth Estate special “Black Dawn: The Next Pandemic,” which aired January 11, 2006 on the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation. Interview transcript accessed from CBC.ca in October 2007.

2  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by Lisa Vanovitch.

3  These numbers are estimates for 2005 as presented in Michael T. Osterholm’s “Preparing for the Next Pandemic,” Foreign 
Aff airs, July/August 2005. All numbers in this book for items such as population, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), etc. ascribed to 2011 
and 2012 are actually published fi gures for 2004, 2005, 2006 or 2007—in short, the latest available up to July 2007. The author did 
this for simplicity (projections of what these statistics will be in the future are essential irrelevant to the story) and to show what an 
avian fl u pandemic might look like today rather than tomorrow.

4  All symptoms for infection with the Avian Flu strain of the H5N1 virus are based on accounts of the Spanish Flu of 1918-
19, and not the symptoms of the few cases of humans contracting bird fl u over the past few years. Some descriptions of symptoms 
experienced among victims of the Spanish Flu can be found in Collier, R., The Plague of the Spanish Lady: The Infl uenza Pandemic 
of 1918-1919, New York: Atheneum, 1974, and Barry, J.M., The Great Infl uenza: The Epic Story of the Deadliest Plague in History, New 
York: Penguin Books, 2004.

5  This public domain image, created in 1978, was acquired from the Centers for Disease Control website.

6  This occurred during the SARS outbreak of 2003 in China. In Guangdong, reporting about the epidemic and panic buying 
was banned; only press releases from government departments could be published in the media. (Abraham, Thomas, Twenty-First 
Century Plague: The Story of SARS, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005)

7  Chinese newspapers used this tactic during the SARS outbreak of 2003. For example, the Nanfang Daily used the ruse 
of reporting rumors to provide a detailed account of how the epidemic had spread through a number of towns before reaching 
Guangzhou, the provincial capital. (Abraham, Thomas, Twenty-First Century Plague: The Story of SARS, Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2005)

8  An interesting story about Branch is his battle against malaria in Papua New Guinea, which at the time was suff ering a 
major epidemic. 

Malaria is a disease that affl  icts South America, Africa and southern Asia. It is not caused by a bacterium or virus, nor is it caused 
by “bad air,” the literal meaning of the word malaria, as people believed for thousands of years up to the modern age. It is caused by 
blood parasites. Like the plague bacterium, malaria is transmitted by an insect that bites an infected person and becomes a carrier of 
a disease agent. In malaria’s case, the insect is the female mosquito. The malaria plasmodium looks like a snake under a microscope. 
It multiplies in red blood cells, causing them to burst and resulting in a living nightmare of shaking chills, fever, aches, exhaustion 
and crushing headaches. Alexander the Great is believed to have died from malaria after building an empire that reached from 
Europe to India, which fell apart after his death. Alaric, conqueror of Rome, died from malaria soon after taking the city. And Africans 
were shipped to North and South America in huge numbers as slave labor because they were more resistant to malaria than the 
natives, who fell in large numbers to the disease when forced to work the fi elds. As early as 2700 B.C., the Chinese knew about ma-
laria and called it “The Mother of Fevers.” Today, a human dies every 15 seconds from malaria, adding up to two million each year. 
Mosquitoes steadily grow more resistant to pesticides and malaria parasites are acquiring a growing immunity against chloroquine 
and other treatment drugs. As global warming transforms the climate of the Northern Hemisphere, it may not be long before ma-
laria becomes a common disease in countries such as the United States.

There are three ways to fi ght malaria: provide eff ective anti-malarial drugs to anybody who comes down with it, destroy its 



vectors to prevent its spread, and provide antibodies to everybody at risk through a working vaccine so as to build immunity and 
eradicate malaria entirely. Despite a huge investment, the WHO had no working vaccine for malaria, and a stubborn, rugged strain 
had emerged that resisted treatment with anti-malarial drugs. 

That left only one option: On the WHO’s advice, the government of Papua New Guinea decided to attack its vector—mosqui-
toes—with pesticides.

At fi rst, it worked well. Hospital admissions due to malaria dropped from 900 cases per 100,000 population to less than 400. But 
the pesticides’ introduction into the ecosystem had consequences the WHO hadn’t intended: The pesticides killed the mosquitoes, 
the disease’s vector, along with other bugs, but also the lizards that fed on the bugs. The cats ate the lizards and they died. The poi-
son ran through the food chain. With no cats, the number of rats exploded. Rats carry diseases like plague. Outbreaks of plague were 
reported in the countryside, then the cities. 

Plague is caused by a bacterium, Yersinia pestis, the famed germ that some historians credit with the collapse of the Western 
Roman Empire. Several centuries earlier, in 251-270 A.D., the Plague of Cyprian struck the Empire and is credited with mass con-
versions to Christianity and the time when Christians fi rst began to wear black as the color of mourning. Later, in the fourteenth 
century, another plague began in China and spread across the world to Europe, following the trade routes. When the Mongols laid 
siege to the Genoese town of Jaff a in the Crimea, they gave up when plague decimated their army, but before they left, they fi red 
corpses over the city walls with catapults, possibly the fi rst time that an army engaged in biological warfare. Genoese ships brought 
the plague back to Italy, and from there it spread throughout Europe, killing an estimated 25 million people, or one-third of the 
population, and resulting in a labor shortage that some credit with the end of feudalism and the Dark Ages. (In terms of overall mor-
tality, however, infl uenza still leads all other microbes known to cause disease.) Y. pestis lives in the bellies of fl eas that in turn live on 
rodents and pass on the infection to them. The fl eas jump to people and infect them with plague, which may be bubonic, septicemic 
or pneumonic in type. While treatment drugs are available, all of these can be deadly, pneumonic being the deadliest. It is thanks to 
plague that we still have the nursery rhyme, “Ring around the rosie [bubonic plague’s skin rash], A pocket full of posie [fl owers car-
ried based on the belief that they warded off  the disease], Atishoo, atishoo [the respiratory system failing], We all fall down [death].” 
Plague cases are still reported in many parts of the world today, including British Columbia, Alberta and the western United States.

Branch knew the only way to stop the plague was to reduce the rat population, and came up with a 
simple solution—put cats back in the food chain. He drew up a plan and the WHO endorsed it. 

Within a month, a squadron of the Australian Air Force, staging from local airfi elds, began to airdrop 
more than 6,000 housecats all over the countryside. 

The cats ate the rats and stopped the plague.
(The above fi ctional story is based on an actual incident in Borneo in the 1960s: See Conway, 

Gordon R., “Ecological Aspects of Pest Control in Malaysia,” an essay published in The Careless Technology: 
Ecology and International Development, The Natural History Press, 1972. At the time of writing, the book was available for free on-
line at www.iucn.org.)

9  Chinese offi  cials attempted the same ruse during the SARS outbreak of 2003. (Abraham, Thomas, Twenty-First Century 
Plague: The Story of SARS, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005)
10  Use of these infrared cameras remains controversial. They off er a screening method that is economical and less disruptive 
but can produce false positive and negatives. Originally, they had been designed for industrial monitoring. Heat build-up in elec-
trical devices and machinery can cause early equipment failure. Thermal imaging devices enable detection of these heat build-ups, 
useful for preventive maintenance. 

Although not designed for medical use, the devices fi rst saw deployment for mass passenger screening during the SARS epi-
demic. They failed to fl ag 14 people fl ying into Canada and three fl ying out of Toronto with SARS. The cameras, apparently, did not 
catch a single person with the disease. 

On the other hand, their presence may have deterred sick people from fl ying. Unfortunately, to accomplish mass passenger 
screening, the only viable alternative to the cameras was to line up all passengers and record their body temperature via a tym-
panic temperature check—inserting thermometers in their ear canals. And even that likely would not stop a novel pathogen from 
entering the country, as people could enter the country while infected but asymptomatic. 

11  Ledeux, it appears, is being too hard on herself in discussing the failure of border restrictions to prevent the entry of Avian 
Flu into Canada. Ferguson et al, writing in “Strategies for Mitigating an Infl uenza Pandemic,” Nature, April 2006, reported: “We fi nd 
that border restrictions and/or internal travel restrictions are unlikely to delay spread by more than 2-3 weeks unless more than 99 
percent eff ective.” At the time, no such ideal restrictions existed.

12  Hospitals consider Dr. Chambers’ infection control role to be critical. Despite technology and antibiotics, the Canadian 
Hospital Epidemiology Committee, a subcommittee of the Canadian Infectious Disease Society, estimated that 250,000 Canadians 
get an infection as a result of being in a hospital each year, and between 8,000 and 12,000 of them die from it. This means that 
hospital-based infection could be considered the fourth leading cause of death in Canada after heart disease, cancer and stroke. 
Due to public overuse of antibiotics, drug-resistant strains of bacteria have proliferated, making infection control even harder.



13  This public domain image was acquired from the Centers for Disease Control website. This photo, used to depict a staff  
scientist at NML, actually shows a scientist at the CDC’s laboratory in Atlanta, Georgia.

14  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by Jeff  Leung. The original photo depicts a protest in Hong Kong against Article 
23 on July 1, 2003. Basic Law Article 23, proposed by the Hong Kong government, stated: “The Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region shall enact laws on its own to prohibit any act of treason, secession, sedition, subversion against the Central People’s 
Government, or theft of state secrets, to prohibit foreign political organizations or bodies from conducting political activities in the 
Region, and to prohibit political organizations or bodies of the Region from establishing ties with foreign political organizations or 
bodies.” After massive protests, the proposed law was withdrawn indefi nitely.

15  Photo by Cynthia Goldsmith, 2005. This public domain image was acquired from the Centers for Disease Control website. 
This photo, used to depict the 2012 Avian Flu virus, actually shows the 1918 Spanish Flu virus as recreated by Dr. Terrence Tumphey, 
a CDC staff  microbiologist, who was conducting research into the characteristics that made it so deadly. This type of research can 
help researchers produce new vaccines and treatments for future pandemic fl u viruses.

16  The access control procedures described here are similar to what doctors experienced at a Toronto hospital during the 
SARS outbreak in 2003. (Vincent Lam and Colin Lee, The Flu Pandemic and You: A Canadian Guide, Doubleday Canada, 2006)

17  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo, by Grace Donald, depicts nurses gowning up for surgery.

18  A survey of employees at Sunnybrook and Women’s College Health Sciences Center after the SARS epidemic revealed 
that respirator masks were considered the most bothersome type of infection control; the most commonly cited problem with the 
masks was “physical discomfort” (92.9 percent). (Nickell, Leslie et al, “Psychological Eff ects of SARS on Hospital Staff : Survey of a Large 
Tertiary Care Institution,” CMAJ, March 2004)

19  A study of the psychological eff ects of quarantine on hospital workers during the SARS outbreak of 2003, conducted by 
Maunder et al, reported: “Quarantined staff  had concerns about their personal safety, about transmitting disease to family members, 
about stigmatization and about interpersonal isolation. . . . Prominent among the varied responses of individual staff  members were 
themes of fear, anxiety, anger and frustration.” (Maunder, R. et al, “The Immediate Psychological and Occupational Impact of the 
2003 SARS Outbreak in a Teaching Hospital,” CMAJ, May 2003)

20  A survey of employees at Sunnybrook and Women’s College Health Sciences Center reported that 29 percent of respon-
dents experienced emotional distress during the SARS outbreak, more than double than reported among the general adult popula-
tion of Canada; 45 percent of nurses experienced emotional distress. (Nickell, Leslie et al, “Psychological Eff ects of SARS on Hospital 
Staff : Survey of a Large Tertiary Care Institution,” CMAJ, March 2004)

21  Fiksenbaum et al’s study of nurses working in Ontario during the 2003 SARS outbreak, one-fourth of whom worked directly 
with SARS patients, reported that “greater levels of perceived SARS threat [resulting from direct contact with patients and being 
under quarantine] predict higher levels of emotional exhaustion and state anger. . . . In the event of an extended and indefi nite 
outbreak of avian fl u, nurses would likely experience higher levels of fear and uncertainty about avian contagion (i.e., avian threat).” 
C.D. Spielberger, in STAXI-2: State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory-2, defi nes state anger as “a psychological emotional state or 
condition marked by subjective feelings that vary in intensity from mild irritation or annoyance to intense fury and rage.” The study 
further found that strong organization support, which could take the form of emotional support and dissemination of informa-
tion to dampen the feelings of threat, can mitigate feelings of anger and emotional exhaustion.  (Fiksenbaum, L. et all, “Emotional 
Exhaustion and State Anger in Nurses Who Worked During the SARS Outbreak: The Role of Perceived Threat and Organizational 
Support,” Canadian Journal of Community Mental Health, Fall 2006)

22  Saverina Sanchez, RN, CNephC, a nurse who experienced hospital quarantine during the SARS outbreak of 2003, provides 
a graphic depiction of the emotional stress and hardship suff ered by nurses. She says: “Every day, [patients] would say thank you to 
us. They could see after the fi rst eight hours of work that nurses had no energy left, primarily because of the protective equipment 
we needed to wear. We were dizzy, nauseated, and generally feeling unwell. . . . You could imagine the tension within our hospitals. 
Nurses were crying at the drop of a pin.” During a fl u pandemic, these conditions would likely be imitated, if not worse. (“SARS in 
Toronto: Nurses on the Front Lines,” Medscape Nurses, posted June 2003)

23  According to Phil Hassen, CEO of the Canadian Patient Safety Institute, only 40 percent of Canadian healthcare workers 
properly wash their hands, as reported in “Only 40 Percent of Healthcare Staff  Properly Wash Hands, Expert Says,” The Globe and Mail, 
Friday, September 14, 2007.



24  Recurrent nightmares were common among Hong Kong doctors treating SARS patients in 2003. One doctor reported 
dreaming that he had entered a pneumonia ward wearing only one mask—considered insuffi  cient protection against infection 
from SARS—and was inhaling virus from the air. (“Mystery Illness Changes Life of Hong Kong Doctor,” New York Times, April 13, 2003)

25  Figures for population and acute care, ICU and ventilator beds are from Pandemic Infl uenza Response Plan, Calgary Health 
Region, December 2005. Population in this health plan is listed at 1.2 million; the author arbitrarily adjusted this fi gure by +1,362 to 
make the resulting model’s numbers appear less perfectly rounded and therefore seem more “realistic.”

26  The mortality rate for the Avian Flu virus in this book is based on that of the Spanish Flu virus that resulted in a pandemic 
in 1918-19. Jeff rey K. Taubenberger and David M. Morens of the U.S. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology in Rockville, MD write, “An 
estimated one-third of the world’s population (or about 500 million persons) were infected and had clinically apparent illness dur-
ing the 1918-1919 infl uenza pandemic. The disease was exceptionally severe. Case fatality rates were >2.5 percent, compared to 
<0.1 percent in other infl uenza pandemics. Total deaths were estimated at about 50 million and were arguably as high as 100 mil-
lion.” (The article, with citations/sourcing provided for these numbers by the authors: “1918 Infl uenza: The Mother of All Pandemics,” 
Emerging Infectious Diseases, January 2006.)

27  Soares, Christine, “Cooping up Avian Flu: Buying Time to Arm for a Pandemic is Possible—Maybe,” Scientifi c American, 
April 2005. Other estimates place the R0 of Spanish Flu at 1.8 (Ferguson, NM et al, “Strategies for Containing an Emerging Infl uenza 
Pandemic in Southeast Asia,” Nature, 2005;437:209-14) and about 2-3 (Mills, C.E. et al, “Transmissibility of 1918 Pandemic Infl uenza,” 
Nature, 2001;432:904-6). The R0 value of Avian Flu in this book is estimated at 2-2.4.

28  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 79-93 percent of respondents would be willing 
to avoid mass gatherings for one month during a fl u pandemic. However, it is the author’s view that this would be unlikely until the 
threat was perceived as tangible to a large number of people.

29  During the SARS outbreak in China in 2003, the government of Hong Kong ran a campaign encouraging people to “say hi 
and wave goodbye.” (“Mystery Illness Changes Life of Hong Kong Doctor,” New York Times, April 13, 2003)

30  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 85 percent of respondents would be willing to 
keep their children from gathering outside the home while schools closed for three months during a fl u pandemic.

31  The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (2006) reports that census data suggests 3.6 percent of the 
Canada’s workforce “would need to make alternative arrangement in the event of school closings.” The 2006 Annual Alberta Regional 
Labor Market Review estimated 1,870,700 people employed in Alberta, which suggests about 67,000 people would need to make 
alternate arrangements. An assessment of the impact of a two-week school closing in British Columbia in October 2005 suggests 
that not all of these people would miss work as a result.  

32  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national repre-
sentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 86 percent of respondents could arrange care for 
children if schools/daycare closed for three months during a fl u pandemic. During a pandemic where diffi  culties are shared across 
the entire population, this may be diffi  cult for parents to accomplish, however. 

The author used a fi ctitious assumption of 2 percent for the portion of the workforce that would have to miss work because of 
school closings.

33  Figures for population and acute care, ICU and ventilator beds are from Pandemic Infl uenza Response Plan, Calgary Health 
Region, December 2005. Population in this health plan is listed at 1.2 million; this number was adjusted arbitrarily by +1,362 to make 
the numbers appear less perfectly rounded and therefore more “realistic.” 

34  The known information in this paragraph can be sourced to The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector, 
(Health Canada, 2006). The eff ects of antivirals during a Pandemic assume that these drugs will be eff ective: In The Canadian 
Pandemic Infl uenza Plan, Health Canada says oseltamivir and zanamivir “are expected to be eff ective against pandemic viruses in-
cluding H5N1.” Anticipated reduction in mortality due to use of these antiviral drugs is right now a guess. Gani et al estimates oselta-
mivir treatment would “provide a 50 percent protection against death. This estimate was based on the assumption that a 50 percent 
protection against the more serious outcomes of infl uenza would translate to equivalent protection against death,” as stated in the 
Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (original source is Gani, RD, Hughes, H, Fleming et al, “Potential Impact of 



Antiviral Drug Use During Infl uenza Pandemic,” Emerging Infectious Diseases, 2005; 11:1355-62). Assuming perfect distribution of 
these drugs (which is unlikely) and a 50 percent reduction in mortality, the mortality rate is reduced in this book from 2.5 percent to 
1.25 percent.  

35  Health Canada created the National Antiviral Stockpile in 2004 with an initial quantity of 16 million doses. In the fall of 
2005, it was recommended that this be increased to 55 million doses, or 5.5 million treatment courses assuming 10 doses/course, 
suffi  cient to cover 17.5 percent of the country’s population. Nova Scotia’s Pandemic Plan, published in June 2007, suggests the 
recommendation for expansion of the Stockpile had been accepted, but this was not confi rmed by the author. The split between 
oseltamivir (90 percent) and zanamivir (10 percent) is from The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector, 2006.

36  The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006) recognizes that higher dosages than 
the recognized 10-dose treatment may be required for pandemic viruses, as suggested in research of highly pathogenic fl u with 
mice (Yen, H.L., Monto, A.S., Webster, R. et al, “Virulence May Determine the Necessary Duration and Dosage of Oseltamivir Treatment 
for Highly Pathogenic A/Vietnam/1203/04 Infl uenza in Mice,” Journal of Infectious Diseases, 2005;192:665-72). The treatment of 15 
doses required for treatment of Avian Flu in this book is a purely fi ctitious assumption with no basis in actual research.

37  The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006) assumes 70 percent infection of the 
public over the course of a pandemic with two waves, with 15-35 percent of the population becoming clinically ill (due to a high 
rate of asymptomatic infection). Most cases, or 25 percent of the population if assuming 35 percent become infected during the 
entire pandemic, will occur during the fi rst wave (this book covers a fi rst-wave pandemic, with a second wave a future threat). If 
the pandemic has mild to moderate severity consistent with the last two pandemics, the Plan assumes up to 50 percent will need 
outpatient care, 1 percent will be hospitalized and recover, and 0.4 percent will die. 

For a severe pandemic, and in the absence of intervention, the Plan states: “Recently, projections have been made based on a 
more ‘severe’ scenario. In the severe scenario it is estimated that 2 percent of clinical cases will die and 10 percent will require hos-
pitalization for management of their illness. While these estimates, which are considered to be more consistent with the outcomes 
of the 1918-1919 pandemic have been used to describe potential impact of a severe pandemic, to date the emphasis has been on 
national planning for a pandemic of moderate severity.” 

This book is based on a severe pandemic scenario and therefore assumes a hospitalization rate of 10 percent. The mortality rate 
in this book is assumed to be higher than Health Canada’s severe pandemic scenario estimate, at 2.5 percent, based on the mortality 
of the Spanish Flu of 1918-19, before pharmaceutical interventions such as antiviral drugs.

38  Roccaforte, J.D., “The World Trade Center Attack: Observations from New York’s Bellevue Hospital,” Critical Care, December 
2001. 

39  Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, Surge Hospitals: Providing Safe Care in Emergencies, 
2005.

40  During the SARS outbreak, a doctor in Hong Kong didn’t tell his parents or his in-laws that he worked in a pneumonia ward 
“lest they shun him.” (“Mystery Illness Changes Life of Hong Kong Doctor,” New York Times, April 13, 2003)

41  During the SARS outbreak in Toronto, Vincent Lam, MD and Colin Lee, MD report, “Many healthcare workers in Toronto saw 
friends suddenly cancel all social plans, and in some cases, family members and loved ones became too frightened to be in the same 
room with them.” (Vincent Lam and Colin Lee, The Flu Pandemic and You: A Canadian Guide, Doubleday Canada, 2006)

42  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by “annedde.”

43  In 2005, Dr. Ran D. Balicer of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev in Be’er Sheva, Israel teamed up with researchers at Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore to survey employees in three health departments in Maryland. One goal 
of the survey was to determine the likelihood these healthcare professionals would report to work during a pandemic fl u-related 
emergency; 53.8 percent said they would likely report to work during such an emergency, with clinical staff  being more willing to 
report to work than  non-clinical staff . 

In another study published in The Journal of Urban Health in 2005, the Mailman School of Public Health conducted a survey 
among 6,428 workers from 47 healthcare facilities in the New York Metropolitan area, and found that only 64 percent of healthcare 
workers said they would be able to report to work during a SARS outbreak, and only 48 percent said they were willing to report to 
work during an infl uenza pandemic. Barriers to being willing to work included fear for their own personal safety and concern for 
their families’ safety (“Many Public Health Employees Would Stay Home in a Flu Pandemic,” Reuters story published on Medscape.
com, 2006). This book assumes a higher rate would report to work and that healthcare fi elds would suff er similar attrition rates as 
other industries—about 20-25 percent over the course of the epidemic. If in an actual pandemic 52 percent of the healthcare work-



force were to not report to work, it would be catastrophic for the health system.

44   The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (2006), citing a large number of sources, states: “An increase 
in mortality in pregnant women, miscarriages, premature births and stillbirths was documented during the 1918-1919 and the 
1957-1958 pandemics. The reported mortality rate of pregnant women admitted to hospital with infl uenza in 1918 was 51.4 percent 
compared to 33.3 percent in hospitalized infl uenza patients from the general population.” The Plan goes on to identify pregnant 
women in their second and third trimesters as a particularly high-risk group. 

While the author found no evidence of pregnant healthcare providers being excused from their duties during a Pandemic, it is 
possible the health system would transfer them to lower-risk duties.

45  Monica Schoch-Spana, MD says this about the 1918-19 Spanish Flu Pandemic in “‘Hospital’s Full-Up’: The 1918 Infl uenza 
Pandemic” (Public Health Reports, 2001:116, Supplement 2): “A severe worker shortage curtailed industrial production and govern-
ment services. At least 25 percent of police offi  cers, postal workers, sanitation workers, and fi refi ghters failed to report for duty. 
Transportation, food supply, and communication networks were equally in peril.”

46  This item is invented; the author does not know if the Red Cross has or does not have such plans. However, the Red Cross 
did provide homecare services during the 1918-19 Spanish Flu Pandemic. (Schoch-Spana, Monica, “‘Hospital’s Full-Up’: The 1918 
Infl uenza Pandemic,” Public Health Reports, 2001:116, Supplement 2)

47  Decima Research Inc.’s 2005 national omnibus public opinion poll found 36 percent of Canadian respondents believing 
authorities were exaggerating the level of the risk of an avian fl u pandemic so as to encourage people to begin taking precautions; 
nearly 60 percent of respondents said they either were not very worried, or not concerned at all, that avian fl u could threaten their 
or their family’s health. (Canadian Press, “Most Canadians Don’t Feel Avian Flu is a Threat: Poll,” March 2005)

48  In Bird Flu: What We Need to Know, A.A. Avlicino (Heritage House, 2006) writes, “…It’s hard to predict how people today will 
react to such a pervasive threat to public health and how they will judge the reaction of their governments and health authorities. 
When your family and friends are dying all around you, it takes great self-control not to strike out at a government and a society that 
can be seen as having failed to take decisive steps to prevent this strategy.” In September 1918, he points out, rioters rampaged in 
American cities, while the U.S. War Department was so weakened by the Spanish Flu that they could not adequately respond. 

“These riots,” writes Avlicino, however, “were not so much against the governmental health services’ reaction or lack thereof, but 
were born and fueled by the hysteria of people watching their communities die around them.” 

49  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and attempted to determine the threshold of pain for people 
losing income due to missed work during a pandemic. 

The results: 56 percent of people with an annual income <$25,000, 29 percent of people with an annual income $25,000-
$49,999, and 15 percent of people with annual income $50,000 and higher said they would experience serious fi nancial problems if 
they missed work for 7-10 days. Further, 84 percent of people with an annual income <$25,000, 69 percent of people with an annual 
income $25,000-$49,999, 50 percent of people with annual income $50,000-$74,999, and 37 percent of people with annual income 
$75,000 and higher said they would experience serious fi nancial problems if they missed work for one month. And 93 percent of 
people with an annual income <$25,000, 84 percent of people with an annual income $25,000-$49,999, 71 percent of people with 
annual income $50,000-$74,999, and 64 percent of people with annual income $75,000 and higher said they would experience seri-
ous fi nancial problems if they missed work for three months.

50  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 85 percent of respondents would be willing to 
keep children from gathering outside the home while schools closed for three months during a fl u pandemic.

51  In Bird Flu: What We Need to Know, A.A. Avlicino (Heritage House, 2006) describes various 1918 fl u pandemic folk cures 
(“emphatically not recommended,” notes the author): inhaling tobacco smoke, eating large amounts of porridge, sleeping over a 
shotgun to allow the gun’s steel to draw out the fever, standing naked outside in the cold, lying in a tub fi lled with chopped onions, 
drinking large quantities of alcohol, inhaling the vapors produced by a pepper stew, sweating continuously for 90 minutes, and oth-
ers.

52  This rumor may have originated from an incident that occurred in 2004. 
The College of American Pathologists (CAP) is a professional organization; one of its activities is to help pathology labs improve 

their accuracy by sending out CAP testing kits containing various germs that the labs had to identify. In 2004-2005, CAP kits, pre-
pared by Meridian Bioscience, were distributed to 3,700 labs in North America, Europe, Asia, the Middle East and South America. 



The kits were supposed to contain an infl uenza A strain. Instead of choosing a common seasonal fl u then circulating, however, the 
company chose the virus strain that had caused the 1957 Asian Flu pandemic. The testing kits are not handled the same way danger-
ous viruses are, which created the possibility of accidental release. Because the Asian Flu disappeared in 1968, anybody born after 
1968 is highly susceptible to it. The Asian Flu killed about 2 million people. 

Fortunately, the NML in Canada identifi ed the strain and alerted the CDC and the WHO. Alarms immediately sounded and the 
labs destroyed the test kits. (Liza Porteus, “Lawmakers Question Biological Security,” FoxNews.com, April 14, 2005)

The 1968 Asian Flu and 2012 Avian Flu, however, are not closely related. The Asian Flu is an H2 virus, while the Avian Flu is an 
H5 virus.

53  Photo acquired via veer.com. Photo by Gregor Hohenberg.

54  Population in this model is based on the 2006 Census. Figures for acute care, ICU and ventilator beds are from Ontario 
Health Plan for an Infl uenza Pandemic, July 2007, and based on 2004 data.

55  In late 2005, The New York Times received an advance copy of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ (DHHS) 
pandemic response plan.  Gardiner Harris, with assistance from Lawrence K. Altman, wrote an article about it, “U.S. Not Ready for Bird 
Flu, Bush Plan Shows,” published October 8, 2005. The article opens: “A plan developed by the Bush administration to deal with any 
possible outbreak of pandemic fl u shows that the United States is woefully unprepared for what could become the worst disaster in 
the nation’s history.” Later, Harris writes: “As the outbreak peaks, about a quarter of workers stay home because they are sick or afraid 
of becoming sick. Hospitals are overwhelmed. ‘Social unrest occurs,’ the plan states. ‘Public anxiety heightens mistrust of govern-
ment, diminishing compliance with public health advisories.’” Note that this text does not appear in the pandemic response plan 
published on the DHHS website and accessed by the author in August 2007.

56  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by Harald Tjøstheim.

57  During the Spanish Flu Pandemic of 1918-19, Victor Vaughn, Surgeon General of the U.S. Army, is reported to have said, 
“Civilization could have disappeared within a few more weeks.” (Barry, J.M., The Great Infl uenza: The Epic Story of the Deadliest 
Plague in History, Penguin Books, 2004)

58  Photo, which depicts riot police in Ottawa, acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by Taylor Renforth.

59  In 2005, the Canadian Forces numbered 65,000 with another 36,500 in the Reserves. In 2003, Liberal Defense Minister John 
McCallum was developing plans to increase the size of the Canadian Forces to 85,000 by 2013. The author could not identify plans 
by the subsequent Conservative government in this direction, but assumes, somewhat arbitrarily, that by 2012 the Canadian Forces 
will be increased to 75,000. (Inside Washington Publishers, “Canadian Defense Minister John McCallum Mulls Future Role of Forces,” 
August 7, 2003, located on Canadian Forces website)

60  Peter Knaack, a member of the Royal Canadian Military Institute, wrote an excellent article on this subject in HazMat 
Management, Spring 2007, which may be accessible at hazmatmag.com. “The constitutionally mandated separation of emergency 
powers in this country with federal and provincial authorities facing off  on the one hand of the constitutional divide, and municipal 
authorities often left to themselves on the other … has had an undeniable impact on the quality and quantity of civil-military coop-
eration,” he writes.

61  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com. Photo by Jim Jurica.

62  Michael Greger, MD points out in his book, Bird Flu: A Virus of Our Own Hatching (Lantern Books, 2006): “After Katrina hit, 
it took only 48 hours for 20 percent of New Orleans’ police force to disappear and drug addicts in withdrawal to claim the streets 
with gunfi re. FEMA director Brown said his agency was forced to work ‘under conditions of urban warfare.’ And that’s only one city in 
crisis.”

63  Photo reprinted with permission by the Canadian government. Photo by MCpl Roxanne Clowe, TFBH NCE Photographer, 
May 14, 2003, depicting members of C Squadron, Lord Strathcona’s Horse (Royal Canadians) on patrol in Bosnia-Herzegovina during 
the NATO peace support operation.

64  The scene depicted in this photo, courtesy of the U.S. National Archives, occurred in Seattle, Washington in December 
1918. Seattle public health offi  cials recognized that mass transit systems, where people crowded in close quarters, were likely ve-
hicles of disease transmission.



65  The photos in this interlude section were acquired via istockphoto.com. The fi rst photo of the women wearing medical 
masks is by Tomaz Levstek. The photo of the woman at the window is by “Jaymast.” The photo of the woman in front of the tomb-
stone is by Becky Rockwood. The photo of the baby is by Oleg Kozlov.

66  Between 1917 and 1928, the world suff ered a major epidemic of encephalitis lethargica, which directly or indirectly caused 
more than 5 million deaths. Research has produced some evidence that this epidemic was caused by viral brain damage in survi-
vors of the Spanish Flu (1918-19). (Ravenholt, R.T. and Foege, W.H., “1918 Infl uenza, Encephalitis Lethargica, Parkinsonism,” Lancet 
320(8303):8604-4, 1982)

67  Population in this model is based on the 2006 Census. Figures for acute care, ICU and ventilator beds are from the Nova 
Scotia Health System Pandemic Infl uenza Plan, June 2007; the acute care bed fi gure is based on 2006 data and the ICU and ventila-
tor-supported bed fi gures are based on 2005 data.

68  At the height of the SARS epidemic in April 2003, airline passenger arrivals to the city of Hong Kong had fallen by nearly 
two-thirds relative to March levels. Such losses would follow the Pandemic’s progress around the world. (Congressional Budget 
Offi  ce, The Congress of the United States, A Potential Infl uenza Pandemic: Possible Macroeconomic Eff ects and Policy Issues, July 
2006)

69  Oxford Economic Forecasting has estimated a pandemic could last two years with an annual cost that easily reaches 5 per-
cent of world GDP, losses of about $2 trillion per year. (Oxford Analytica, “Bird Flu Could Shrink Global GDP,” Forbes.com, November 
11, 2005)

70  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 19 percent of employees said their workplace 
has a plan for an outbreak of pandemic fl u. Further, 22 percent said they were worried their employer would make them go to work 
if they got sick, and 50 percent said their workplace would not shut down if recommended to do so by public health offi  cials. 

71  Jesse Semko’s article, “Pandemic Planning Fever,” Calgary Inc, November 2006, is an excellent discussion of pandemic fl u 
planning and business. Other sources to consider are Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters’ Infl uenza Pandemic: Continuity Planning 
Guide for Canadian Business, March 2006, and the International Facility Management Association (IFMA) Foundation’s Pandemic 
Preparedness Manual, developed by Environmental and Occupational Risk Management, December 2006.

72  According to The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006). Note that vaccine and 
vaccine technology is rapidly advancing, with some new technologies currently developing but still so new they could not be in-
cluded in this book.

73  According to The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006), “It is assumed all persons 
who lack previous exposure to the pandemic virus subtype will likely require two doses of vaccine, but the dosage is unknown (e.g., 
two 15-microgram doses or higher).”

74  In 2007, GSK announced that its H5N1 vaccine may be able to protect humans against genetically diff erent versions of the 
avian fl u strain, potentially countering future drifted mutations of the strain, as reported by Helen Branswell, “GSK’s Bird Flu Vaccine 
Protects Against Drifted Strain of H5N1 Virus,” Canadian Press, March 2007. She writes, “GSK has declared it intends to position its 
H5N1 vaccine as a pre-pandemic product, useful both for national stockpiles and for individuals who want to protect themselves 
against a possible pandemic … As of the time of writing of this book, Canada has decided to forgo stockpiling vaccine, believing a 
combination of stockpiled antiviral drugs and fi rst access to vaccine from GSK’s Quebec plant are a better bet, given that there is no 
way of predicting whether H5N1 or another fl u subtype will cause the next pandemic. [Dr. Theresa Tam, head of respiratory diseases 
at the Public Health Agency of Canada] said [GSK’s testing results for its vaccine] are not likely to change that position. But she ad-
mitted that as more research is conducted, the argument for stockpiling vaccine for priming purposes might gather strength.” This 
technology and its implications were still developing at the time of writing, so the author has not included mention or application 
of it in this book.

75  “Canada May Not Have to Stock Pandemic Vaccine,” Canadian Press, March 2005.

76  According to The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006), “The current domestic 
pandemic vaccine production capacity is 8 million 15-microgram (ug) doses per month as specifi ed in the current contract with this 
supplier. The possibility of increasing this capacity is being explored.”



77  For more information, see The Canadian Pandemic Infl uenza Plan for the Health Sector (Health Canada, 2006).

78  Photo acquired via istockphoto.com, showing a boy being vaccinated, is by Liza McCorkle.

79  The Harvard School of Public Health Project on the Public and Biological Security conducted a poll among a national rep-
resentative example of 1,697 U.S. adults in September-October 2006, and found that 94 percent of respondents said they would be 
willing to stay at home for 7-10 days if sick during a fl u pandemic. Further, 85 percent said all members of their household would stay 
at home for 7-10 days if one member of the household got sick; the author assumes that for the latter, actual compliance during a 
real pandemic will likely be lower than promised.




